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NATURAL LAW JURISPRUDENCE
AND
THE CLEAVAGE OF OUR TIMES
George W. Constable*
I.

One

The Task

of

Natural Law

at first be

Jurisprudence

the view that the

might
tempted
adopt
significant
cleavage of our times in the field of social order, namely, the cleavage
between those two poles nebulously called Right and Left, is destined
to end in the destruction of

to

one or

communism and the world of

the other. It

capitalism

was

cannot

Lenin who said that

live side by side, but

of them will sing a dirge over the death of the other. It has been
the spokesmen for democracy who have said that the world cannot live
half-totalitarian and half-free.
Indeed in almost all of the countries of the world, the century-old tug
of war between those who lean towards a collectivist solution to modern
social problems and those who emphasize the rights of the individual
seems to be reaching a climax from which one or the other will emerge
victorious.
To be sure this seemingly irreconcilable antagonism manifests itself
everywhere. Internationally it is manifested in the division of the world
one

into the leftist or communist camp and the democratic-liberal-capitalistnationalist camp. And this geographical cleavage is itself but a mani
festation of the contest going on within almost every country. For
example, in the United States it is familiar in the national debates be
tween New Dealers or adherents of the "Welfare State" and the Re

publican conservatives. In Great Britain there is a similar party align
ment with the Socialist against Conservative. Likewise, with variations,
in France, Italy, Australia and almost any country where the situation
is not warped by some violent upheaval, or by a backward economic
condition, and even there, to some degree, the same division in political
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occurs. And even this partisan division within nations is but
manifestation of the day-to-day struggle going on in the minds and
hearts of every individual sensitive to the complex problems of our
world.
But is there not a greater likelihood that both sides will triumph in

thinking
a

part and lose in part as the healing processes of time and good will do
their work? Even today with the antagonism at its dramatic height, it
is submitted that one can perceive, mid-way between the two poles, the
formation of another focal point of thinking, another center of orienta
around which there is setting in a strong movement of integration
that threatens in due time to engulf in its synthesis both of the other

tion,

poles.
Let the reader

debates

study his

own

reactions to the conservative-socialist

closely the social and political struggles in
countries
and
in
the
world at large, and see if he cannot discern
typical
an attitude of growing strength which is set over and against not only
the Right and the Left (which it links together for purposes of its own
partial opposition to each), but also against most of the other political
and social systems, actual or proposed. All of them, according to this
approach fail, in one way or another, to reconcile the individual interest
and the collective control. There is referred to here that huge, "middle,"
more or less inarticulate, mass of opinion which stands opposed to many
aspects alike of communism, socialism, fascism, democratic-capitalism
(whether laissez-faire or liberal), and, internationally, to the systems of
absolute national sovereignty on the one hand and of any so-far proposed
world-state on the other and of imperialism in between. While recognizing
and desiring many of the values in each, they see in none of these
patterns a just, peaceful and happy society. They do not, on the whole,
have an alternative to offer, at least any clear, coherent alternative but
they are sure in their own minds that the various systems of recent
centuries are in their various degrees, unjust or chaotic or perverted or
beneath the dignity of man or generally frustrating or conducive to
or

scrutinize

more

and rebellion. Satisfied with the panaceas of neither the left
right, nor with the hodgepodge in between, and unable to offer

war

plan
a

of their own, their approach
one and accompanied

defensive

opposition

nor
a

the

clear

has, on the whole, been a negative and
by a temptation to desert to one of the

camps.
There have been, of course, desperate efforts to develop some positive
the other. In
program and to avoid letting one extreme superinduce
have the unwe
in
America
Third
have
the
so-called
France we
Force;
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happy self-communings of the Republican Party trying to avoid at
once both reaction and imitation and of the liberals looking for the
"vital center"; in England there are the Liberals; in other countries
we have the so-called Christian Socialist parties;
internationally there
are the complex compromises of the U. N. represented by veto, the
security council and assembly, the affirmance of equal national sover
eignty, and the opportunity for regional groupings.
Now in these interesting circumstances, what has been the situation
in professional jurisprudence?
As might be expected, the same cleavage exists. It would appear, how
ever, that the basic jural rationales of democracy, capitalism, and equal
national sovereignty on the one hand and communism, socialism, fascism
and imperialism on the other have long since been worked out and little
has been added in fundamentals in recent years. Most of the thinking
has been
For

on a

different level.
in the United

States, at least until recently, most lawyers
democratic-capitalist premises for granted and interested
themselves only in the practical, positivist application thereof. They
have on the whole either ignored or despised jurisprudence for its ap
parent uselessness and sterility, deeming it more an esoteric study than
an active or helpful influence in the ordering of society.
One searches
hard to find many significant instances in the United States where
articulated philosophies of law have measurably affected, let alone help
fully guided, the ordering or reordering of society in recent times. It
has been more on the basis of amateur legal philosophizing, expressed
in unsystematized Holmesian dicta or in "statements of political faith"
or in common sense utterances of natural decency that jurisprudence
example,

have taken the

has made itself felt.
Nevertheless professional jurisprudence has not stood still but has
gone forward along the lines of the sociological-pragmatic-realist-functional-positivist movement. This movement has concerned itself pri
marily with the scientific study of the physical making of the law and
the actual content and workings of law and the possible ends (or inter
ests) of law, a study which has been coupled with a marked and ag
gressively-expressed skepticism toward any absolutes in legal values or
standards of justice.
This approach has tended to make jurisprudence the mere minion of
politics. A philosophic legal relativism is introduced at the very time
when the established legal values of this country, built around in
alienable natural rights, are being challenged by collectivist and totali-
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tarian systems. Far from helping us to appraise the worth of, say, com
munism, fascism, socialism or democracy, it has done just the reverse.

By knocking out the underpinning of absolute standards and values, it
simply encouraged diversity in social programs and removed any
apparent means of healing the cleavages.
But the new synthesizing movement above referred to is very much
at work in the field of legal theory. This movement, such as it is, centers
around those who object to the pragmatic, utilitarian, relativist, amoral
and non-religious1 jurisprudence of our times which underlies and sup
ports the objectionable features of the various systems.2 The rallying
has

1

For these characteristics

see generally: Pound, Fifty Years of Jurisprudence, 50 Harv.
(1937), SI Harv. L. Rev. 444 (1938), 51 Harv. L. Rev. 777 (1938). Note
Pound's own relativism, SI Harv. L. Rev. at 460, 810-811 (1938). Friedman, Legal
Theory (Stevens & Sons, Ltd. 1947). More particularly, see Kelsen, The Pure Theory
of Law and Analytical Jurisprudence, SS Harv. L. Rev. 44, 45 (1941) ; Yntema, Juris
prudence on Parade, 39 Mich. L. Rev. 1154 (1941) ; Yntema, Jurisprudence and Meta
physics A Triangular Correspondence, 59 Yale L. J. 273 (1950) ; Frank, Law and the
Modern Mind (Coward-McCann, Inc. 1930) (note chapters on Holmes, p. 2S3, and on
Cardozo, p. 236) ; articles by Bingham, Cook and Dewey in My Philosophy of Law

L. Rev. 557

�

(Boston Law Book Co. 1941) ; F. Cohen, Transcendental Nonsense and the Functional
Approach, 35 Col. L. Rev. 809 (1935); F. Cohen, Field Theory and Judicial Logic, 59
Yale L. J. 238 (1950) ; M. Cohen, essay on Holmes in Law and the Social Order (Harcourt, Brace and Co. 1933) pp. 198-218; Arnold, Folklore of Capitalism (Yale Univ. Press
1937) ; Arnold, The Symbols of Government (Yale Univ. Press 1935) ; Llewellyn, Some
Realism about Realism, 44 Harv. L. Rev. 1222 (1931) ; McDougal, Fuller v. The Ameri
can Legal Realists: An Intervention, 50 Yale L. J. 827 (1941). See also quotations cited
by McKinnon in The Higher Law, 33 A. B. A. J. 106 (1947). As to Holmes, the archexample of these characteristics, see quotations cited on both sides of debate in American
Bar Assn. Journal, viz.: Palmer, Hobbes, Holmes and Hitler, 31 A. B. A. J. 569 (1945);
Briggs, Justice Holmes Was Not on a Ladder to Hitler, 32 A. B. A. J. 631 (1946) ; Palmer,
Reply to Mr. Charles W. Briggs, 32 A. B. A. J. 635 (1946). This debate clearly brings
out by admission Holmes' relativism, pragmatism and anti-natural law skeptical bias.
See also McKinnon, The Secret of Mr. Justice Holmes; An Analysis, 36 A. B. A. J. 261
(1950).
2 I refer to such thinkers as Lon L.
Fuller, Walter B. Kennedy (See articles in My
Philosophy of Law, supra note 1) ; Fuller, The Law in Quest of Itself (The Foundation
Press, Inc. 1940); Radin, Natural Law and Natural Rights, 59 Yale L. J. 214 (1950);
Brecht, The Myth of Is and Ought, 54 Harv. L. Rev. 811 (1941) ; Rooney, Law Without
Justice?�The Kelsen and Hall Theories Compared, 23 Notre Dame Law. 140 (1948);
Rooney, Natural Law Gobbledygook, 5 Loyola L. Rev. 1 (1949) ; Palmer, Groping for
n. 3
a Legal Philosophy; Natural Law in a Creative and Dynamic Age, 35 A. B. A. J. 12,
Dean
(1949) ; Palmer, Defense Against Leviathan, 32 A. B. A. J. 328 (1948) ; Kreilkamp,
Re
Pound and the Immutable Natural Law, 18 Ford. L. Rev. 173 (1949) ; Pound, The
vival of Natural Law, 17 Notre Dame Law. 287 (1942) ; McKinnon, The Higher Law,
L. Rev.
33 A. B. A. J. 106 (1947) ; Schmidt, An Approach to the Natural Law, 19 Ford.
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point tends to be what is referred to as the natural law school. This school
is showing a new aggressiveness. Its members by no means want to go
back to the old social orders; yet they do not like much in the present or
proposed orders. They want to preserve the many values found in each
system while sifting out the defects, and they want a jurisprudence that
will show them how to do it. Like the anti-welfare state voters, they are
more sure of what they are against than what they are for. There is
a deep and acute searching for a firm base for values.3
The task before this "school" is to develop a picture, to erect a stand
ard, to propose a plan that is so clear and coherent, so vivid and prac
ticable that it will draw to itself, in a new organic unity and synthesis,
the best elements in the various legal theories which have been put forth
in recent centuries.

As has been well pointed out, it will not do for such a school to mouth
old truisms about natural rights or to repeat antiquated expositions of
the natural law or to deride the other side. This has been tried. It has
failed. It is perhaps more to be thought that there has been some
defect in what has been offered by the natural law school or in the
manner in which it has been presented than that the hearers have been
at fault.4
But on what basis can the good be gathered together by it organically
and the evil weeded out from the various systems of law? For the

situation, as far as legal theory and the lawyer is concerned, appears to
a hopeless melee of diverse speculations upon which no generally

be

1 (1950) ; Rommen, The Natural Law (B. Herder Book Co. 1947) ch. I-VII, presents a
historical perspective upon natural law revivals. Many listed supra note 1 as relativists,
etc., appear very much interested in finding a stable foundation for legal values, par
ticularly M. Cohen, Holmes and Pound and F. Cohen, Field Theory and Judicial Logic,
a
supra note 1
approach for stabilizing the relative itself), Car-

(representing
suggested
dozo, The Growth of The Law (Yale Univ. Press 1924). What they tend
around in a broad sense of humanity or an ideal of certainty in the law or

to

stabilize

an

ideal of

democracy.
Pound, The End of
; Pound, How
(1917)
Thought,
Developed
Far Are We Attaining a New Measure of Values in Twentieth-Century Juristic Thought?,
42 W. Va. L. Q. 81 (1936) ; Pound, Fifty Years of Jurisprudence, 51 Harv. L. Rev. 444,
459 (1938) ; Brecht, The Myth of Is and Ought, 54 Harv. L. Rev. 811 (1941) ; articles
by Cohen, Cook, Dewey, Fuller, Patterson, Powell and Radin in My Philosophy of Law,
supra note 1 ; Fuller, The Law in Quest of Itself, supra note 2 ; F. Cohen, Field Theory
and Judicial Logic, 59 Yale L. J. 238 (1950) ; Llewellyn, Some Realism about Realism,
44 Harv. L. Rev. 1222 (1931); Frank, Book Review, 59 Harv. L. Rev. 1004 (1946).
*
Natural
Rooney, Natural Law Gobbledygook, 5 Loyola L. Rev. 1 (1949) ; Radin,
3

As to the interest in values both ultimate and

Law

as

in Juristic

intermediate,

30 Harv. L. Rev.

Law and Natural Rights, 59 Yale L. J. 214

(1950).

201,

see:

223
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their intrinsic merits and

jurisprudence as such must be reduced
supposed relativism of standards of legal
impotence by
value? Can it not enable the world to distinguish the good from the
bad, the just from the unjust, the properly authorized from the improper
ly authorized? Cannot legal theory help to settle the controversies be
tween those who adhere to particular systems (which are often contra
dictory to one another) and those who, adhering to none of them in toto,
search for the organic unity of a new social order?
Ultimately the issue comes down to this: is there any "natural" sys
tem of ordering society, any correct system, any right system to which
men can be brought by rational persuasion to subscribe or is each system
to be judged only by reference to the taste of its adherents? Is the
ordering of society simply a question of political leanings, majority will,
class or racial ambition, historic prejudice, physical duress, economic
interest, or some such relative and unstable value; or on the contrary,
are all men at all times bound to a certain knowable standard of justice
and basis of order; or, again, is it possibly a mixture of both?
one

wonders whether

to

reason

II.

The Order

and

of

a

Sequence

of the

Basic Issues

in

Jurisprudence

juridical battle and see if the
raging on every hand can be sorted out and
arranged in any kind of logical order and sequence like the pros and
cons in a debate. A pessimist, or let us say a non-optimist, would surely
be entitled to conclude from even a cursory survey of the immensely
varied points of view, the confusion of terminology and the atomization
and disjunction of legal problems, that this is an impossible task. He
may be right. For outside of the harmlessly broad formula that law
is a form of regulation of human conduct, there appears to be no common
footing or area of agreement. This writer, perhaps out of his ignorance,
does not share any such hopeless point of view. It is his belief that the
clear outlines of an overall order and sequence in jurisprudential issues
can be discerned through all the smoke and fury.
In his view, this order and sequence is to be discovered through an
analysis of the process of judging the merits of laws and systems of
Let

us

attempt

to

illumine the field of

innumerable controversies

laws. Our interest in final values is the basis of our interest in any other
aspect of the law.
Now in judging whether anything is good or bad, right or wrong, one
is in effect judging whether its actuality measures up to an accepted
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for it. All judgments of value presuppose a standard of measure
A thing is said to be good or bad if it conforms
or deviates

to,

from, such a standard. Thus a watch is judged good if it keeps a stand
ard time; a soldier is good if he fights well; a man is
good if he complies
with the moral law. For a thing to be good is the same as for it to attain
its end: the reality conforms with a prescribed standard
(norm, type,
essence, nature, principle of unity, form).
These considerations hold true for laws as well as other things. Laws
are deemed good or bad,
right or wrong, if they conform or not to a
norm deemed applicable to
legal orders. We approve the legal order,
in whole or in part, if we perceive that it corresponds to such a norm;
or we disapprove it, if we
perceive a discord. Acceptance or rejection
that is to say, one's ethical satisfaction, one's judgment of approbation
depends upon this perception.
However, there is this special aspect to the determination of the ques
tion of the goodness or badness of laws:
laws themselves constitute
standards of measurement. To be precise they consist in standards by
which human conduct is measured. For it seems to be universally agreed
that law properly consists in the regulation of conduct in accordance
with some volitional norms that are thought to be binding; that it
determines what "ought" to be done or not done; that it prescribes the
rules of "right" doing. In other words law is a means to bring to
fruition some purpose deemed applicable to human activity.5 It is a
�

�

�

normative embodiment of purpose.
Thus in asking whether or not a law

system of laws is good or
prescribe patterns of social
conduct that conform and harmonize with an applicable intention. Here
after we shall observe that this harmony, this conformity with the ap
plicable intention, this "rightness" or "goodness," has a different savor
and quality depending on the nature of the intention involved; being
conceived in varying terms such as happiness,6 peace, pleasure, success,

bad,

we are

asking

whether

5
Ijering's formula that
Ijering's formula implies,

or

or a

not its rules

What
means to ends seems to be undisputed.
omits, is beginnings. The formula should be: Law is a
means of beginnings to their ends. Purpose implies a purposer.
6 This
is perhaps the most generally acceptable designation of the end of law. It is
obvious in the case of the utilitarians and those who talk in terms suggestive of "satis
faction of wants" or "fulfillment" of the individual or the "greatest happiness of the
greatest number" or harmonizing of "interests" It is also clear in the case of actual legal
and social orders such as democracy, socialism, fascism, communism, capitalism. Even
the analytical positivists, the Kelsens, posit happiness at the end of justice. Kelsen, The
Pure Theory of Law and Analytical Jurisprudence, 55 Harv. L. Rev. 44, 45 (1941).
law consists in

but
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prosperity, perfection, fulfillment, life, freedom,7 justice and others. Here
we merely point out that the common element in the ends of all legal
systems is a harmony, a conformity between the prescribed pattern of
action and some type of volitional inclination (a prime norm).
However, agreement as to whether a law embodies the controlling
purpose (and is therefore good) depends upon whether there is agree
ment as to what purpose is applicable. Since purpose can only be known
when embodied in some rule or norm, this simply means that we must
discover the hierarchy among legal norms, i.e., the pre-eminent purpose
embodied in law, the first principle of the legal order. There is a process
of judging one legal norm in the light of other legal norms which are
deemed ulterior. Thus laws prohibiting polygamy, polyandry, adultery,
homosexuality, lesbianism and sodomy are all judged good by the legal
norm of monogamous marriage.
And the norm of monogamy itself is
a
still
ulterior
more
norm, for example, the Biblical norm
judged good by
the

or

norm

of welfare of wife and children. And these in turn may in-

Aquinas, the prime exponent of the natural law position, says: "Now the
principle in practical matters, which are the object of the practical reason, is the
last end: and the last end of human life is bliss or happiness, as stated above (Q. 2, A. 7;
Q. 3, A. 1). Consequently the law must regard principally the relationship to happiness
the law must needs regard properly the relationship to universal happiness.'' Summa
Theologica, Pt. I-H, Q. 90, A. 2 (Benziger Bros. Inc. 1947). It does not seem necessary
here to go into the distinction between the objective ultimate end (i.e., God) and the
subjective ultimate end (the joy of possession). However, the writer believes that this
is one of the most vulnerable points in Thomist doctrine. St. Thomas sought to pre
serve the finality and ultimacy of God's goodness by this distinction; but it is most un
convincing to describe as an "ultimate" (i.e., God) that which is sought for, or is the
The former is merely the necessary way to the latter,
means to, another ultimate (bliss).
means.
St.
Thomas
could have accomplished the desired result by
it
is
an
ultimate
i.e.,
showing that God is to be loved as the necessary ultimate means (the "objective" good)
to the ultimate end (the "subjective" good) and that the subjective good of delight
St. Thomas
first

.

.

.

must be

In other
leads

other than God Himself under the aspect of Divine Delectation or Love.
words, God is to be loved in both capacities (and one other). "Subjective" mis
into
that beatitude must be something identical with the personal sub
none

us
thinking
ject and hence distinct from God. But why is

a

feeling

of

joy

any

more

subjective

than

a

vision of truth?
The objection to the use of the word happiness lies largely in its hedonist and ego
There seems to be no perfect word to express that state of release
a
will
or repose wherein
(be it God's, society's or an individual's) is successfully executed.
centric connotations.
The trouble is that
and hence think

we

assume

happiness is

a

that the will must be the will of the person made happy
selfish end. As will be explained later, this is an incorrect

assumption.
7

particular concretization, see Pound, The End of Law
Thought, 30 Harv. L. Rev. 201 (1917).

For the extent of this

veloped

in Juristic

as

De
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However, this judgment

of norms by other more
forever. Each person soon comes to what he
accepts or rejects as an absolutely prime norm or standard, what some
jurists call a first principle or a grand-norm, a volitional pattern or
form for conduct that is deemed so absolutely all-inclusive as not to be
measured in terms of any other pattern or form whatever.
When this point is reached, if there is disagreement as to the prime
purpose, one can only advert to an entirely different category of measure
ment. We pass from the plane of pattern and form to the
plane of pat
tern-makers. We weigh the goodness of the prime legal purpose by
norms

measuring

it

against

on

prime legal purposer. Thus, for example, a prime
judged good by the standard of self as law-giver;
the prime norm of material prosperity is judged good by the norm of
economic volitional determination; the prime norm of nature is judged
good by the norm of the Creator.
And if there is a disagreement as to the law-giver, the ultimate ques
tion arises, who is the true law-giver? Whose purpose is binding?
As we shall see, the debates over laws and systems of law are logically
connected in the above manner. First, the particular laws are sought
to be judged in the light of the more general norm; then, if there is no
agreement on this plane, the prime norm itself is sought to be judged
in the light of the law-giver; and finally, if there is a dispute as to the
law-giver, the law-giver is judged in the light of his or its power to bind.
These three planes of controversy are absolutely basic and irreducible,
and each plane is intimately related to the others in the manner stated.
(1) The first plane is that of legal ends or final values, corresponding
to the problem of what the law is for and whether it attains it, i.e.,
whether it is good law; (2) the second plane is that of legal means, corre
sponding to the problem of what the law is, i.e., what are its norms,
particularly its primary norm, and are they correct; (3) the third plane
is that of legal beginnings, corresponding to the problem of whence
comes the law, what is its source, its authority, its origin, and whether
norm

it is

a

of freedom is

a

It is

true source.
on

the first

plane that the arguments in jurisprudence tacitly

or

overtly begin. That is to say, what are the laws for and is this end
attained? This is the point of departure for any voyage upon the raging
waters of controversy between jural systems. If we did not question
whether the laws attained the end of law, we would not question the
formal legal principles nor the law-giver. But the converse is not true.
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Legal Ends: Does the Legal Order Prescribe Right Conduct?
To

begin

law school

plane, let us
goodness
concerning

on

the first

the

consider the views of the natural
or badness of non-natural law

systems.
First Criticisms
Do the non-natural law systems attain their proper end? Do they
prescribe good conduct? Are they embodiments of justice, rules de
scribing that which ought to be?
Not at all, say the proponents of natural law; or at least only in part.
For they prescribe courses of action which deviate from the will of God.
The divine intention for man's conduct is to be found in man's nature

�

that

of

it

human

the idea

principle
being's activity making
being
designated as man. And this nature is to do good and avoid
evil as a rational, social, free individual. Action in conformity with this
nature is virtuous, right, good; and the conformity itself, (constituting
the end of man and hence the end of law) constitutes perfection, good
ness, justice and ultimately, beatitude.
From a survey of the non-natural law systems with such a conception
of human and legal ends in mind, two opposite types of injustice (discord,
evil, frustration, failure to reach end) emerge: (1) the injustice of
enslaved nature and (2) the injustice of abandoned nature. On the
one hand are the legal orders which force men to go unwillingly down
fixed paths of conduct; on the other are the legal orders which fail to
provide paths which men want to go down. The former consist in
despotisms and tyrannies of various types and degrees; the latter consist
in anarchies, social jungles, legal wildernesses of various types and
degrees.
(1) Under the head of the first type of injustice, represented by
the deprivation of the freedom proper to a rational individual, are to
be criticized all those non-natural law systems of social and legal order
which emphasize a basis for coordinating society and which for want
of a better word, we shall throughout this paper call "collectivist", in
cluding socialism, communism, fascism, absolute monarchy and, inter
nationally, imperialism.
The Marxist police-state, for example, has no equal in history for its
mass slavery, manifested as we all know in cruel repression of classes,
complete thought-control, and absolute dictatorship of all political, eco
a

a

�

or essence

nomic and social activities.
Similarly fascism (including German National

Socialism), working
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principle, is notable for the suppression of individual talents
opportunities under its program of compulsory corporative inte
gration under a single leadership, and of racial exaltation.
Again the less extreme forms of socialism disclose the same types of
frustration in a lesser degree, the blighting of individual initiative in
labyrinthine restrictions and red-tape, the levelling off of everything in
a dull gray monotony, the "tunnelizing" of each man's life.
The same is true of any absolute monarchy or dynastic empire in
history. Individual liberty always suffers.
It is also true of imperialism in the international field whereunder
one nation unilaterally arrogates to itself power over another and creates

on a

different

and

colonial form of coordination. "Life-lines" of empire, lebensraum,
and colonies, inevitably involve encroachment.
And all these actual historical systems show the unacceptability of
their theoretical counterparts, the purely academic collectivist systems,
such as Duguits' system of social solidarity, Spencer's conception of an
evolving social organism, Hobbes' Leviathan, Hegel's developing Idea
of Right and of the State and those positivist, pragmatic and "realist"
theories which equate right to the effective command or to what the legal
instrumentalities decide.8 We might also include those theories which
are built around the vague idea of the unfolding of culture and civili
a

zation; and also the theory of the historical school which builds upon
an idea of a spirit of the peoples, a folk-soul and upon community
custom.

All of these arm-chair
8

theories,

insofar

as

they give

law any

specific

that Is and Ought are only separated for purposes of clarification
the instrumental efficiency of law. Llewellyn, Some Realism about Realism,
44 Harv. L. Rev. 1222 (1931) ; McDougal, Fuller v. American Legal Realists: An Inter
vention, SO Yale L. J. 827, 835 (1941). But this implies that law is already law if it
and

Realists

say

improving

what is applied is law; and it thereby unconsciously makes an unobeyed
"ought" into non-law that may become law if put into effect. This is to resolve the
whole problem of when a law is law on the basis of the Is, a result the realists seem not
to recognize. It is all very well to talk about the efficiency of law as such but the dis

is enforced

�

The Is can never be separated
we first decide when law is law.
from the Ought even temporarily and for purposes of clarification and improvement
since the law is nothing else than the ruling of what Ought to be. The Is is an Ought
which is to say, an existence derived from an authority and leading to an end. The law
is a means, an instrument, standing between beginnings and end. To be sure, the instru
ment's efficiency must be assured; but prior not subsequent to this is the lawmaker and
cussion is futile until

�

�

�

his purpose. Mr. Fuller's criticisms must have struck home to bring forth such intemperate
protests as that of McDougal, Fuller v. American Legal Realists: An Intervention, 50
Yale L. J. 827

(1941).
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all, are unjust and bad in principle as in the interest of some
principle of social coordination they put some arbitrary and
largely unacceptable strait-jacket around the freedom proper to man,
confining him in a mold that frustrates in one way or another the
development of his whole nature.
(2) Under the head of the second general type of injustice, repre
sented by an abandonment of the individual to a wilderness of con
flicting forces frustrative of the social aspect of man, are to be criticized
all those systems which can fairly be described as individualistic or
libertarian. These suffer from just the opposite fault of the collectivist
ones. Whereas, the collectivist systems are long on social coordination
and short on freedom, the individualistic ones are long on freedom but
short on social coordination. They are considered unjust insofar as,
by limiting themselves to the negative role of driving off impositions
on freedom, they leave society and its members to the hazards of selfinterested individualism like a table of so many living billiard balls
each trying to roll where it wants to roll without hitting any of the
content at

one-sided

other billiard balls.
Thus, it is argued, democracy9 built as it is on the twin ideas of free
dom and equality, encourages the greatest sort of variety and diversity
in people's interests and activities, and then, in order to bring about
some sort of coordination among them, proceeds to weigh them on a
purely numerical and quantitative basis. On the one hand, it invites

highly personal self-assertion which we find manifested
glaring inequalities of wealth and position, in irresponsible squander
ing of national resources, in appalling callousness of one class toward
the welfare of another, in cut-throat competition, in the unsettling
bickering of partisan politics, and in a frustrated longing for social inte
gration and dedication. On the other hand, in order to bring order out
of chaos and get things done, it provides machinery for decision on the
basis of counting of heads, thereby expressing the will of the pressure
the will
group, sometimes the will of the majority and only occasionally
the
toward
of the whole nation. Thus, in good times, democracy tends
of
times
in
lush and dangerous jungle of rugged individualism and
collective
trouble, to the imposition by the majority of hotly-contested
to
enterprises. But in both good times or bad, there is always a pressure
promise the moon to the electorate; to get things done, one must appeal
every kind of

in

law
9 It is
interesting to note that the general criticisms of democracy from a natural
point of view date back at least to Plato. See Plato, The Republic, Book VHI ( Jowett
trans., Clarendon Press 1892).
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to the lowest common denominator

in popular tastes, hitch together
incompatible political bed-fellows, insult the
noble, and in general, seek to equalize unequals. An inferior type of
leadership is attracted to positions of power; the poor individual is
whipsawed between the fickle and shifting combinations of rival inter
ests and parties. The whole emphasis is on quantity, mass, numbers,
egocentricity; an emphasis that tends to blight all that is aristocratic,
discriminating, refined, unique, noble, dedicatory.
Capitalism is included in these criticisms. For capitalism is simply
the extension of the idea of equal personal freedom into the realm of
property; it is the economic branch of democracy; freedom of enter
prise, of contract and of ownership. Everyone knows the horrors of a
laissez-faire economy: depressions, unemployment, extremes of wealth
and poverty. While it might work where there are immense and general
ly available opportunities and a simple economy, it fails miserably
where, as now, the industrial and mercantile machinery is vast and
intricate. Capitalism as such has to be tempered by semi-socialistic
schemes; as a pure system in itself it is abandoned or so greatly modified
as to be unrecognizable.
In the international field, the system of equal national sovereignty,

hypo-critically

the most

with its system of treaties and conventions and its doctrines of pacta
sunt servanda, produces the same anarchy as does the democratic sys
tem at home. This is obvious from history. For lack of a real system of
order where the parties disagree there is a warping of society around the

strongest coalition of powers and a resorting to force.
apply to the theoretical counterparts of democracy;
to Locke's system of government by consent to protect life, liberty and
property; to Kant's system whose essential aim is to promote each man's
strongest power

or

These criticisms

freedom subject to the equal freedom of others and similarly to Stammler's system.
It is hard to feel that the Kantian system enclosing man in his own
subjective freedom does justice to the social nature of man for it
represents an atomization, a fragmentation of society into innumerable
independent units. This seems clearly a distortion of the natural organic
unity of humanity and replaces it with a series of circles around each
of
ego. In other words, the pattern is the impractical one of a series
billiard balls each trying to avoid striking the other.
These criticisms also apply to the theory of Social Contract; and to
the countless schemes of the 19th and 20th centuries built on the idea
that the end of law consists in promoting the maximum self-assertion,

self-moving
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the satisfaction of the greatest number of wants, the preservation of
rights of freedom; and to the utilitarians in general. For
example, the sociological school whose systems consist in a social

inalienable

balancing of interests, an adjustment of wills, fails to
give
adjustment that can guide the lawyer or legislator
other than the standard of "maximum" satisfaction, which leans toward
quantity rather than quality. This system is more a description of a
process than a specific system. How one determines the best adjustment,
what happens if the overwhelming majority want to walk over a few,
what makes an "interest" worthy of consideration, how the greatest hap
piness of the greatest number is determined, these and similar questions
are unanswered despite lists of values.
In sum, without a hierarchical
arrangement among the values there is no way to decide a case precisely
at the most important point, i.e., when the values are in conflict.10 A kind
of anarchy is truly involved.
The criticisms also apply, under one interpretation, to those among
the positivists, particularly the Analytical Positivists and the more ex
treme Realists, those who divorce the Ought from the Is, who conceive
of law as neutral to and independent of ideals and values. Such systems
of law either represent "orders" without norms and hence produce
anarchy or in the alternative "orders" whose norm is simply effective
power and hence are guilty of producing the first type of injustice dis
cussed above loss of liberty. The latter is the more logical interpre
tation. There is no such thing as law without an Ought and the attempt
to divorce legal theory from dependence on values is an impossibility.11
Instead of having no consequences or leading- to no particular end, these
systems simply play into the hands of power itself and produce all the
fruit of arbitrary exercise thereof. For if law is only a technique, pure
form with infinitely varying content, the necessary consequence in a
engineering,

a

any bases of

�

society that adopts such
bent to the

uses

goes, might, the
and the claim to
10

a

to which

system is that law is but
one

is able to bend it.

an

instrument to be

As far

as

the system

command, the "minimum" effectiveness makes right;
being scientific or "pure" is spurious because it shuts

Pound himself is most conscious of the need of

solving

this difficulty.

See his arti

Years oj
(1938). Yet he offers no escape from rela
tivism in values and is forced to a "practical" valuation. Note his suggestion of coopera
tion for "civilization" and his "unfolding of human powers to highest degree" in How Far
Are we Attaining a Xew Measure of Values in Twentieth-Century Juristic Thought!,

cle in My

Philosophy of
Jurisprudence, 51 Harv.

42 W. Va. L.
11

Q.

81

Law

L. Rev. 444, 460

(1936).

See note S, supra.

(Boston Law Book Co. 1941)

p. 249
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wonder that these theories

are so

misuse, serving either as "an exercise
deifier of sheer sovereignty on the other.

criticisms

can be directed to those theorists like
Holmes who say the law is what the judge says it is, or like Cardozo
who refer to the life and experience of the judge; or like Frank or Erlich
who build up on a free, creative activity on the part of the judge. These
systems are not true systems at all unless arbitrariness of opinion can
be called a system.

In

same

large measure, each of the
individualist, expose each

two

general schools, the collectivist
faults; and the natural law
school for its purposes uses the arguments of each against the other.
But the natural law school is not done with this. Joining its two
judgments of enslavement and abandonment together, it points out
certain additional joint faults to criticize in both the collectivist and
individualist positions. They observe that either suppressing freedom
on the one hand or granting an excess of it on the other
produces, along
with a natural frustration, the innumerable stresses and strains of
discontent. One extreme tends to superinduce the other.
Thus on the one hand the liberty-repressing systems, the communist,
fascist, imperialist, absolutist's systems, breed internal discontent to
such a degree that political conspiracies and attempts at revolution in
the direction of freedom are expected almost as a matter of course. And
on the other hand the democratic systems provoke the opposite
tendency.
While the reaction from pure democracy may be postponed by the
magnitude of the country's frontiers and wealth or by various checks,
balances and reservations, nevertheless, the day of depressions, of over
whelming, crude majorities, of government by self-interested pressure
groups, of assemblies which are endless talk and no action, comes, and
the system is driven to provide against such ills by devices extraneous
to the system itself. And if the provisions are completely successful, the
system ends up in the opposite camp just as the British free enterprise
a

and the

other's

system ends up in nationalization of industries
to

or

as

Hobbes' system

against everybody" ended up in his
Hegel's system for realizing the free spirit

pacify the "war of everybody

Sovereign Absolutism,

or as

ends up in the German State or as American parliamentary rule ends
up in Executive Dominance. A democratic system which reduces national
political life to an unnatural whipsawing of the people between rival

parties and interests is bound to yield, in times of crisis, to systems
which provide for a single, steady leadership purportedly dedicated to
the interests of the whole people.
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In other words, because they are in their several ways off-center,
there is a constant and sometimes violent swing from one false center
to another. Each makes an effort to compensate for its one-sidedness
by moving in the opposite direction. There is even a schizophrenic at
tempt to keep two incompatible centers at once. But in default of

hope of establishing a tranquil
endlessly pulled and hauled between
the poles of socialism and individualism, authoritarianism and democracy.
universal center, there is
balance. Rather we are fated to be

finding

a

no

Nor do the natural law critics admit that any of the non-natural law
successfully shown, even in theory, how collective

academic theories have

frustrating the will of the individual. The result is
when the philosopher claims that they are identical
(Hegel) or introduces a system for making them identical by compulsion
(Ijering) or appeals to a categorical imperative compelling the practical

control

can

avoid

always forced

as

to accept the golden rule (Kant, Stammler). These solutions,
the bases proposed, are false ones. Everyone knows that his personal
will is many times actually in conflict with the wills of others; that force
doesn't make the individual content to sacrifice his intent; and that
it is exactly when the appeal to alleged reason is rejected that legal
authority must step in and compel obedience. Moreover, theories which
talk about the balancing of interests and social engineering but provide

reason
on

values (other than the value of "balancing" the values)
solution at all, but simply beg the entire question.
All these criticisms are often inarticulate and blurred in the minds of
the proponents of a natural law, and the natural law proponents, too,
tend to go to one extreme in reaction against the other and to flirt with
various pseudo-reconciliations. But there is a certain saving attitude

no

hierarchy of

are no

based

on a

distinctive feeling for justice. There is the "felt" criticism
produce in them that

that these various anti-natural law systems fail to
absolute rock-bottom essential of law, the innate

complacency of righteousness;
was a

time, these critics

bespoke a vivid reality
the knowledge of right

feeling

of

justice,

the

There
of the law"

peace of mind and conscience.

say, when the phrase "the majesty
to its hearers. Justice, the sense of

fairness,

and wrong, were not empty abstractions or
flexible Alice-in-Wonderland tags, but descriptions of deep convictions

concerning
It

was

the

the

propriety

sense

or

impropriety of

a

that actions had been directed

given pattern of things.
by the authority of the

But, they continue, these modern systems pro
hearts, rather the notes of frustration, ex
pleading, uncertainty, indifference and
envy,
special
partisan
pediency,
law to their true ends.
duce no such note in

our
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cynicism. "What

is justice?" has become a mocking, skeptical question
like Pilate's "What is truth?". This itself proves the bankruptcy of
these systems.
First

Replies

To all these

criticisms, the supporters of the various non-natural law
have
their
several answers. Basically, each answer is to the
systems
effect that the critics failed to see the goodness and justice of the par
ticular system because they were looking at the wrong thing. They tried
to understand the

system's justice in the light of an illusory will of
embodied
in the natural law norm of doing good and
supposedly
not in the light of the truly applicable will embodied in the norm of the
criticized system. Measured against this natural law norm they are
bound to produce disapproval here and there.
God

For the natural law uses its idea of the free rational individual to
criticize the collectivist legal orders and its ideas of the sociality of
man to criticize the individualist orders; in its
opposition to one identi
itself
with
a
in
the
other
fying
system falling
group. Thus we find
natural law used as a cloak to justify alike the feudal system of fiefs
and serfs, Greek slavery, the divine right of kings, the common law,
inalienable inherent "natural" rights of the individual, and absolute
national sovereignty. It simply assumes the norm of "nature" to be
what its particular proponent wants it to be; it is an artificial standard
without any universally true basis in fact.
What is the law of nature? It is an assumption of the very thing
wanted an absolute standard or norm of human conduct a human
purpose that is universally true. Nature is simply what happens and
almost everything happens particularly where the will is free or at least
highly diverse. Such norms as nature, conscience, reason, good, man as
a
rational, social individual are so vague and relative as to be useless
in deriving the law of the particular time and place and society, so
general as to give rise to dozens of variant expositions. What we must
really look for is a specific, useful, norm grounded on the facts of life
and not in some obscure metaphysical heaven. If then we have a look
at what the non-natural law proponents have in mind, then the justice
�

�

achieved by their systems will be manifested.

(1) The proponent of those systems which we have described as
collectivist (to signify their emphasis on social coordination) and which
were criticized for their tendency to encroach on freedom, suggest in
their several fashions that their systems actually are designed to give
the most effective possible embodiment to the real inclinations of a
valid law-giver.
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Thus the communists12 argue that
they are as much for freedom as
so
much
so
that
their
whole
idea is the violent effort to
else,
eliminate the enslavement of the toiling masses by the
parasitical capital
ists and imperialists and in its stead to establish the economic freedom
anyone

of

universal material

prosperity. Man's desires, and hence his laws,
essentially functions of his economic interests as conditioned by the
means of production. Hence the end of law is the fulfillment and
hap
piness of the individual conceived primarily in terms of equal material
advantages. A system which pretends to guarantee political liberty
without preventing exploitation by the dominant class is a sham and
a fraud. The
only fair system is a universal democracy of the working
classes: a free and equal association of producers: a domination
snatched from exploiters and vested in laborer and peasant.13 With
the world's resources and modern techniques of production, overall
scientific planning in the interest of all is essential. To each according
to his need, from each according to his ability. What could be more
fair? Thus communism in seeking to overcome economic inequality, in
security and the industrial enslavement of the workers, is entirely on the
side of human welfare. One should not be put off by the intermediate
harshness of Marxist tactics; violent methods are necessary to make the
producers the masters of the means of production, and are therefore
deliberately used; but they are temporary and represent, not a defect
in the system, but a merit in that they promote the dialectic of history
toward the final, just, classless synthesis.
a

are

Less extreme forms of socialism likewise claim to be on the side of the
of the individual and the fulfillment of each man's personality.
It is a question of comprehensively planning the economic order so as
to eliminate inequalities in wealth and selfish profiteering at general

liberty

12

For

general expositions of communist jurisprudence,

see

Gsovski, Soviet Civil Law,
(The Macmillan

Vol. I (Univ. of Mich. 1948) ; Vyshinsky, The Law of the Soviet State
Co. 1948) ; Berman, The Challenge of Soviet Law, 62 Harv. L. Rev. 220

(1948),

62 Harv.

(1949). Timasheff, Is Soviet Law a Challenge to American Law?, 19 Ford. L.
Rev. 182 (1950).
13
"Why is the proletarian state 'not strictly a state'? Because any state other than
the proletarian state is a 'special power' in the hands of the minority to repress the toiling
masses, whereas the new proletarian state of the transition period is 'universal power' of
the popular majority of workers and peasants to crush the exploiter-minority; it is the
democracy of the oppressed classes." Vyshinsky, The Law of the Soviet State (The Mac
millan Co. 1948) p. 41.
L. Rev. 449
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The facists (including
corporative systems justify

German
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first. And moreover,

National

liberty

with

Socialists) and the
development

their orders in terms of efficient

national, racial and vocational missions whereunder the natural
talents and divisions of society are elicited and integrated under a
unified leadership and a corporative plan which banish the anarchy, the
insecurity and the mass degradation involved in a democratic-plutocracy.
There is a kind of mystical appeal to a fated superiority, as, for example,
Hitler's appeal to the Aryan mission in the world and Mussolini's appeal
to the mission of the descendants of the Romans. The leadership princi
ple of a single ruler and an elite, the organic arrangement of the state,

of the

the suppression of racial impurities and divergent thoughts are thus
vindicated. The end of law is thus conceived primarily in terms of com
pleted missions, fulfilled racial vocations.
In this respect, the justification of absolute monarchies and, on the
international plane, of imperialism and colonialism do not much differ
from the fascist approach. The idea that the government is called upon
to govern their subjects for their own good, i.e., the "benevolent" monarch,
the "white man's burden," is common to both. There is no question
of suppressing freedom but simply of guiding the people wisely and well
according to the duty thrust on the ruler by providence or fate.

elaborating, it may be said that the academic collectivist
systems, Duguit, Spencer, Hobbes, Hegel, the Historical School, and
those positivists, pragmatists, and realists who talk of law as simply
the expression of effective power, and others, suggest that their critics
Without

how well their systems express the intent that law should ex
social
press:
solidarity, organic social life, the will of the sovereign,
the
spirit,
folk-soul, the strongest power and the like. In these systems
the end of law partakes of the nature of peace, organic perfection, suc
cessful command, freedom, fate, or other type of justice appropriate to
the volitional norm involved and it is urged that the respective systems
lead to these ends. Frustration is not involved at all since freedom is
fail to

see

only relative to the presupposed controlling inclination.
(2) Those systems which we have described as individualist deny
that they abandon men to anarchy where protection is deserved.
They suggest that the natural law idea, insofar as it differs from their
own, is based on false premises. It presupposes an artificially fixed
standard or norm for human conduct; whereas man's conduct is properly
just so variable as is the will of the individual. Therefore, the content
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of law must be variable with the almost infinite variation of actual
Essentially law must be an efficient adjustment of the
The end of law is the happiness of fulfilled human

human purposes.
ensuing conflicts.

purpose, which is to say the simple freedom of life.
Thus the democratic social and legal order is essentially the system
to promote the fullest possible freedom of the individual within the
necessary practical limits. This end, this type of happiness, underlies
the ideas of government by consent of the governed and popular rule,

reservation of inalienable and inherent personal rights and equality
before the law. To charge such a system with the injustice of abandon
ing the individual to anarchy and jungle-like life is grossly unfair. What
system in the history of governments has been more successful in tran
quilly ordering the turbulent currents of human volition than the Ameri
can Constitutional or the British Parliamentary democracy? If planning
is necessary in any field, democracy provides all the necessary machinery
for arriving at intelligent group decisions, suffrage, checks and balances,

debate,

multilateral

consideration,

reserved inalienable

rights

and the

like. Even when liberties must be curtailed in times of great stress, the
system provides that the people themselves must do the curtailing.

Liberty is a mutual affair and the common-sense of the people, working
through the democratic system of discussion, compromise and adjust
ment, will find a way to have adequate coordination in the interests of
all. What could be

more

fair?

Capitalism, as a kind of economic branch of democracy, is similarly
justified. Internationally, the system of equal national sovereignty has
a like justification.
It is simply democracy on an international plane.
Similarly the idealist systems of Kant and Stammler are said to be
logical and coherent statements of the necessary legal corollaries of the
prime norm of individual freedom, chiefly the corollary that freedom
is to be promoted subject always to the equal freedom of others. The
content of the law is the golden rule and its ramifications; and what
could be

more

suited to achieve that volitional fulfillment which is the

end of law?

Again

the proponents of a jurisprudence of interests (like Ijering),
(like Bentham and Mill) and the sociological jurisprudists

the utilitarians

(like Pound) justify their approach on the grounds that they conceive
precisely as an instrument for the efficient ordering of infinitely
varying human purpose and desire. They would have law reconcile
and adjust all interests, assure the greatest happiness of the greatest
number, satisfy by social engineering the maximum wants. The end of
of law
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law is the resolution of human desires.

The problem is simply to find
suitable
under
the
immediate
the adjustment
circumstances, to balance
the interest, to let common sense and intelligent legislation and creative
judicial decision arrive at the practical plan for the ever-changing
persons, times and places. It would be foolish for jurisprudence to be
more specific in its hierarchy of values.
If anarchy is involved, it is
only to the extent that human wills are intrinsically irreconcilable.
The

allied

theory of law as a complex and highly ramified
similarly justified. The laws under this system are
efficiently designed to extend by mutual consent the effectiveness of the
wills of the individual members of society and therefore inherently just
insofar as they succeed.
Those positivists and realists who deny to their system any definite
values and ideals other than the internal normative consistency of the
law justify themselves by adverting to the prime norm. Insofar as they
successfully avoid "effective power" or "successful command" as the
prime legal norm, they use the concept of normative primacy itself as
the standard of measurement of their justice. It remained for Kelsen
philosophically to purge the idea of law of its non-jural elements and
make it the pure instrument of the grand-norm that it is supposed to
be, irrespective of what the grand-norm is. Law is to be measured in
terms of its efficiency as a function of the primary norm and if the
logical and physical processes of the law are organically consistent and
effective, the legal system has achieved its justice and nothing more can
be asked of it as far as a philosophy of law as such is concerned. The
end of law, as law, is simply the perfection of its legal machinery. For
closely

Social Contract is

the ideals to be embodied in law, let us look to some other source than
law.
Thus the answers of both the collectivist and individualist systems are
in essence the same: the critic deems them to fail in achieving the proper
end of law only because he is bound in the grip of some racial, religious,
philosophic, economic or class bias. The critic should examine whether
or not the conduct prescribed in these various criticized systems is,
or would be, deemed good and right if he opened his eyes to its con
formity with the basic purpose that is in the mind of its proponents.
Let the critic forget his historical prejudices about what is a "normal"
Way of life or a "natural" right and try to enter into intention assumed

controlling. Then he will see that
fail to prescribe a true justice.

to be
not

the

systems if followed would
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Conduct?

plane of legal ends, i.e., whether the
particular legal system prescribes just human conduct. In fact, neither
side

can

amining

are

thus checked

Journal

on

the

resolve the issue as to the attainment of ends without first ex
into the content of the volition by which justice is measured.

What are the volitional norms which measure the Tightness of the law?
The debate is thus transferred to the second plane of controversy the
formal principle of the legal pattern.
�

Second Criticisms
But the natural law school critics are quite willing to rejoin issue here.
forget one's prejudices, to attune oneself to the justice of the system

To

by attending to the implicit volitional standard of measurement, only
begs the question, they say. One can leave behind all bondage to
illusory purpose and far from being convinced of the goodness of any
of these non-natural law systems, be confirmed in one's adverse opinion.14
For it is precisely the defects in the non-natural law norms themselves
which assure the injustice.
What is the norm of right conduct? It is in essence the form of the
law-giver's volition. It is the form of human volition itself; and the
true form of the human will is toward good and away from evil. The will
is naturally determined toward the good.
Now the non-natural law systems, in their several ways ascribe to the
a form, a pattern of oughtness, that
guarantees either tyrannical
suppression of freedom or anarchical over-extension of freedom.
will

Thus the so-called "collectivist" systems set forth as their prime
(comprehending all the norms of the system) a volitionary tenden
cy which expresses something less than the whole tendency of the will.
They picture an inclination to a part of reality, and in the interest of
this part, they exclude the remainder. They are partisan, one-sided

(1)

norm

systems.
Thus communism conceives of the will as ordered to material, eco
things (man is an economic man) making this, which is to say,
the laborer's life, into "life"; and on this they build an economic ma
chine for a fair and equal division of production and consumption. Ac
cordingly it over-rides, exterminates or subverts to its uses, not only
nomic

14
The distinction between the actual natural law tradition and the "straw man" that
has been set up and attacked as the natural law tradition is clearly developed by Rommen
in his historical review in The Natural Law (B. Herder Book Co. 1947).
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classes, but all the inclinations of the workers
strictly aligned with the economic impulse, such as religious,
artistic, and intellectual impulses. Never was there such an example of
the gross warping of all life to a narrow mold, never such an example of
arbitrary suppression of whole aspects of human nature. How could such
a principle of order whose derivative principles are class
warfare, the
the
of
state
over
individual
and
supremacy
family, rejection of private
of
the
means
of
ownership
production, suppression of religion, thoughtcontrol and the like, bring about freedom let alone economic freedom.
Under the less severe degrees of socialism as in England or New
Zealand economic well-being is selected as the prime norm of law, i.e.,
the will to material prosperity, wherefore everyone must conform to the
cog-in- the-economic-machine pattern. Consequently the values of indi
vidualism, such as flowered in the marvelous cultural and economic
accomplishments of the nineteenth century, are blighted by the frost of
state control. Such a system inevitably leads to tedium and drabness
and the sense of frustration. One's occupation is not a vocation from
God but a command of some superplanning agency of fallible and
politically-minded men: a slavery, not a dedication.
Fascism and corporative systems in general, and also the imperialists,
while in theory seeking to promote the harmony of the whole and the
functional allocation of roles, apotheosize the impulse to establish and
aggrandize natural powers and in practice exalt a dictator and an elite
who on a mere gamble or whim can throw away the future of the whole
people. To be sure, they wrap their systems in a package of "benefit to
humanity," or "racial destiny," but the essence of their systems in
view of the recalcitrance of the governed, is that they may force their
power upon the governed, willy-nilly, for the others' and their own
good. They are intrinsically despotic. Nazi Germany representing the
climatic fruition of such teachers as Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, offers
perhaps the best example of naked will-to-national-power as the basis
of a system. British and other imperialisms, while far less offensive,
have a similar but tempered basis. The right to protect a "life-line" by
a string of fortifications on other people's property is surely at heart
based on the theory that a natural dominance is inherently just. In these
systems, as in any other autocracy or kingdom, there is the same dis
tortion of everything to the glory and power of the ruler or the race.
Arbitrary suppression is implicit in such forms of integration. Absolute
monarchies begin with the will toward the power of one family or person
and build the social and legal order around that arbitrary base. L'Etat,
c'est moi. If this is not a plan for despotism, nothing is.
which

are

not
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the academic theories start with some narrowed down form
of volition which would lead to suppression of liberty: Hobbes, with the
simple will to dominion (the Absolute Sovereign) ; Duguit with the will

Similarly

to social

solidarity; Hegel

with the will to the

Right;

the historical

school with the will to the customary, the traditional; and many others
whose prime norm is a finite, measurable form of purpose.

positivists (and realists) who say that the law is what the judge,
legislator or executive say it is, are guilty of exalting naked power
if the law is what
as their principle of order (the legal intention) :
somebody successfully makes it to be, then there is no higher law to
apply to the law-maker than the law-maker's will, whence under this
system every strong man is legalized by his strength, and tyranny is
The

or

�

certain to emerge.
In a certain sense the utilitarians fall within this group, for they as
sume that the will is determined to pleasure and away from pain; but,
as developed in theory, it comes to fall more properly in the individualist
camp.
The fault of all these

legal norms is their inherent one-sidedness and
impossible to agree that their concept of the norm of
right conduct is correct. They pervert, or rather subvert society to some
special intention not shared by all and a loss of freedom follows.
(2) On the other hand, the individualist systems set forth as their
prime norm, the concept of a will which is determined towards its own
fiat, an autonomous will, a concept which naturally begets systems
verging on anarchy and disorganization. Any system of law which builds
on the idea of the unique, self -determining quality of each person's will,
which is to say makes the will center around itself egocentric makes
the point of reference of the will none other than that will itself and is
naturally led to construct a series of protective areas around each ego.
The resulting pattern of society is necessarily a disruptive, atomized
one in which the law has mostly a negative role of preventing people
from stepping on one another's toes, although it also actively promotes
self-assertion on those comparatively few occasions where it can com
narrowness.

It is

�

�

bine the self interest of many wills to form a common interest.
This egocentric pattern of the will is at the heart of democracy, of
which capitalism is an aspect, and of all the related individualist sys
tems; e.g., the international system of equal national sovereignty, the
systems of Kant, Stammler, Locke, Rousseau and the Social Contract
the system of the sociological school (balancing interests), and
the system of the utilitarians insofar as they conceive pleasure to arise
out of the satisfaction of a self-determining will.

theory,
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The utilitarians and

sociologists are clearly defective in the founda
they assign
legal order. In the first place, they have not
the
a
basis
for
law's
given
authority at all, but merely a mirror or
reflex of such a basis, since utility and pleasure are not self-existing
things but products of relation between a reality and a purpose. The
question remains, what is the purpose by which to measure the utility
and pleasure? In the second place, insofar as these value words im
pliedly signify a purpose, it is simply the most mundane and sensuous
ones of man's nature that are connoted, viz.: subordination to one's
will (domination) (whence utility) and bodily and sensuous fulfill
ment (whence pleasure). In the third place, even if the word "utility"
is widened out to mean any value at all (i.e., any object willed), then
the active principle impliedly signified is simply man's power of voli
tion, his free-will; and we are back to Kantian Idealism and the au
tonomy of will as the basis of the legal order. So that in the end the
utilitarians and the sociologists have added nothing but an un-ordered
description of human purposes plus techniques for fulfilling them (a not
inconsiderable contribution but one which helps not at all in answering
our ultimate issue of the order among the purposes themselves).
Those who found the law in a sentiment of justice, a feeling of right,
tion

to the

conscience, make the same mistake as the utilitarians. Such a senti
or feeling is a valuation.
The question remains: what is the
standard of measurement? To believe in a value without a measuring
rod is simply to be deceived by reason of the extreme intimacy and
subtlety of the norm of right from the concord with which the senti
ment of justice emanates. Like those who advert to experience or com
mon sense as the true place of origin, they are simply setting up, as
the legal starting point, a cloud wherein the judge may sit and freely
act according to his own instinct, judgment and taste. This is surely
to establish chaos as King.
Those positivists who attempt to divorce the legal norms from any
particular prime norm (or will) actually provide no norm at all except
the unintentional one of the successful will (the effective command) or
the will toward logical consistency and coherence among subsidiary
norms.
Thus, Kelsen's Pure Theory is basically no order at all but
a
simply
philosophy of order itself, a discussion of form stripped of
substance. In making the substance of law a matter of indifference,
he unconsciously makes his system really contradictory; it is an order
without a principle of order, an ordered disorder. The Ought cannot
have any Is distinct from Oughtness.
a

ment
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The fault then of all of these libertarian systems is that they are
relatively useless in coordinating society, tending rather to produce
anarchy, uncertainty, arbitrariness, disorganization because the inten
tions which they endeavor to carry out are so diverse or vague.
All in all, then, the argument is that non-natural law systems are
based

are intrinsically defective, erring either on the
interpretation of the volition to which law gives
expression, or, conversely, on the side of too broad an interpretation.
It is impossible not to feel, at least faintly, the want of justice, rightness, goodness in the pattern of either side. The one suggests bigotry
and partiality, the other selfishness and crudity, both alike failing to
on

norms

side of too

that

narrow an

express the whole

man

who has both social and individual aspects.

Second

Replies

The defenses offered to these criticisms have one general principle
which each one applies to its special case. This principle is simply
that the character and form of the legal will depends on who the wilier
is. The pattern of what is willed should find its principle or subject
in that which causes the willing. In sum, the shape of the effect is

justified by the identity of the cause.
(1) Thus the collectivist systems, in their several ways argue that
their legal expressed purposes are justified in terms of various forces
that produce them.
The communists say that the economic cast of the will is proper
because matter determines the will. We are all in the grip of the
dialectical, material process. Law is only a superstructure raised on
the foundation of this dialectic.15
The socialists, not so crude, in effect
in terms of standardized
mon

drive to

psychological
economic security. Law

justify their economic planning
drives unified around the com
aims to satisfy these drives by

planning.

of
justify their racial and vocational patterns in terms
reality
forces rooted deep in biological, ethnological and psychological
and sometimes in the will of God. Law enables races and individuals
The fascists

to fulfil their

given

natures.

Soviet
is
Vyshinsky, The Law of the Soviet State (The Macmillan Co. 1948) ; Gsovski,
Civil Law (Univ. of Mich. 1948) ; and quotations from Marx, Lenin and Stalin therein
set forth. "The material aspect of man as a social being is, basically, the mode of pro
and
duction and distribution. Economic activity precedes and determines social beliefs
The
Berman,
beliefs
and
values."
those
which
manifest
institutions
the
and
also
values,

Challenge of Soviet Law,

62 Harv. L. Rev. 220, 224-22S

(1948).
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The absolute monarchists simply say that he who has the
power of
sovereignty is naturally the principle of the resulting order.
The imperialists justify their legal norms in terms of the national

life which clamors to express and protect itself.
Similarly with the academic counterparts: Hobbes adverts to the
sovereign power as the foundation of Tightness; Hegel to the Spirit
(which unfolds itself); the positivists to the existing, effective powers;
the historical school, to the spirit of the
people, the folk-soul, the tribal
will.
The

same

type of justification is advanced by those who personify

society, making it

in effect an organism with its own principle of life;
and those who while not giving biological reality to this social
organ
ism, give it at least a legal and psychological entity all of its own such
as Duguit who starts with social
solidarity; Hauriou who starts with
the corporate institution; Spencer who starts with a kind of cultural
organism; and academic advocates of fascist or corporative systems
who start with a national or racial life and consciousness coupled with

division of labor. These, of course, lead to a system of functional
allocation of roles. Their adherents consider social solidarity, or the
a

social

organism,

or

the racial

or

national

consciousness,

or

the corporate

institutional life, to be facts, and hence feel that they have keyed
their systems into the most important of all facts bearing on social
or

order.
On the basis of these designations of the controlling purposer, it is
urged that the natural law is unrealistic, obsolete and arbitrary to the
extent its idea of "the good" differs in content. Its psychology is un
scientific and vague. In short, it is a mere cloak for other norms
whether collectivist or individualist or some confusing straddle between

them.

(2)

On the

opposite side, the individualist systems advert to the
of the will. The will is that which initiates its own act,
it determines itself : therefore, the proper pattern is a socially equalized

self-causality

ego-centricism: i.e., democracy, capitalism, equal national sovereignty,
social contract, utility, etc. What could be more sensible than that
laws should find their justification in the wills of the governed?
In other

words, each will should be ordered to itself because it causes
operation. If the pattern is essentially egocentric and selffulfilling, it is only by reason of the fact that when we will, we are our
selves the principle of our pattern of action. Our action has ourselves
as its
subject, it images us.
its

own
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entirely variable and uniquely individual, the most
any universal basis is to provide channels for ex
the
individual
of
subject to the equal rights of all individuals,
pression
of the golden rule. Wherever wills can
the
ramifications
i.e.,
general
be reconciled and combined, so much the better, but justice is essen
tially only an effectuation of the separate wills through an adjusting
and reconciling process. This leaves wide room for specification in
detail according to time and place and people.
Moreover, it is urged that this is all that the natural law as a system
does; viz., provides for the protection of our inalienable rights to life,
liberty and property. To the extent that the natural law restricts the
will to some "good" that is narrower than this, it is simply arbitrary
and begets a moral and political tyranny.
What, indeed, is "the good"? The explanations of natural law gen
erally proceed on the basis either (1) that there is a universal, iden
tical sense of what constitutes right and wrong, or (2) that man's
nature indicates a certain fixed end, and therefore dictates a certain
legal path thereto. The first is undermined by the fact of conflict
ing or non-existent consciences. The second is destroyed by the fact
that man's nature seems to indicate only the absolutely diverse
and uncoordinated ends of human purpose. For example, all men do
Since the will is

that law

do

can

not feel bound

on

or do not even desire to live
suicide practices); therefore, the very fact
of fife itself does not make the continuation thereof into an "Ought".
What is missing in every natural law thesis (that differs from the liber
tarian thesis) is a factual showing that both the instinct of right and
wrong and the nature of man are principled in a natural, universally-

(viz.,

certain

possessed
toward

a

in conscience to live

Oriental

drive toward a determinable form of
definable type of "good" action.

Legal Beginnings:

"virtue",

Who Determines the Standard

in

a

propellant

of Right Conduct?

The basic controversy between the natural law school and these vari
opposed systems is thus transferred to the third plane of debate,
viz., the identity of the source of the prime norm of the legal order.

ous

be settled at all, it would appear that it would have
point. For if the defender of any one of these systems
can establish the starting point or foundation of his system, then he will
have explained away the apparent narrowness or excessive wideness of
the legal norm which he proposes and thereby he will have transvalued
the alleged frustration involved in the resulting system. On the other
If the issues

to be at this

can
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if the basis of the system is shown to be false, then the narrow
and/or excessive wideness are made manifest, and the necessary

hand,
ness

evil of the system proven.
Here at last would appear to be the

Armageddon

in the battle of

legal

systems.
It is

important

at this

point of the argument

to understand

clearly

what is meant by the beginning point or source of the authority of the
law. What is meant is that which makes the law to exist as law. Who

Ought? What makes law binding? This is distinct
from the question of what the law is (i.e., the legal means, the prime
and subordinate norms, the content of the volition) and what the law
is for (the consummation of the volition in right conduct). There is a
misconception prevalent in some quarters that a "spirit" or "value" or
purpose can make the law, like the spirit of a nation or of an age or the

prescribes

the

value of individual freedom.
to make the law

the

law-making

only

in the

cause;

i.e.,

But this is
sense
as

a

of

erroneous.

measuring

final and not

or

as

Value

testing
an

can

be said

or

guiding

efficient

cause.

value arises there must be an inclining nature and its motion
(interior or exterior) from which the value emanates.16 A value is
simply a relation of conformity or non-conformity between an ex
pressing subject and the expression, between an actor and an action,
between an operating power and its mode of operation, between a purposer and his subject matter. It is because this origin of a value is often
Before

16

a

It is

a

thesis of this writer that the factual link between the Is and the Ought
principles of human motion (the efficient,

consists in the factual determination of the

causes) i.e., what is human nature. A value for a conscious mover is a harmony
principle of its movement and the actual motion. Inept expression is
"bad" Apt expression is "good"
See studies on origin of pleasure or pain. See also
Pound, Fifty Years of Jurisprudence, 51 Harv. L. Rev. 444, 472 (1938) (the search for
values). With living things, the motor determines the motion, and the harmony of both
is the motive. The Ought is that form of action which aptly expresses the Is of the
inclining principle welling up in the mover and thereby produces the complacency of
rightness, goodness, value. The universal desire for happiness is a factual consequence
of the universal tendency of a living cause to exercise its given casualty, i.e., to "be"
what it is, to perfect itself in its proper operation. The tendency of thinkers in the field
has been to forget that prior to ends and means come beginnings. But it is precisely
in beginnings that the solution to the problem must be found. Dewey in his article in
My Philosophy of Law (Boston Law Book Co. 1941) perceives that values arise out of
operations, functions, but, overlooking the fact that functions must start somewhere, he
casts us adrift on a sea of "on-going" social happenings. Actually, the writer believes
happiness (in whatever form of "consequence, function" it may arise) is what he con
not final

between the

ceives to be the ultimate value.
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intimately internal in our subjective life that we tend to think of a
value (or a "spirit" in the sense of a "value") as a disembodied "some
thing" existing independently of the actor and action in which it inheres
and upon which it depends. This mistake seems to have been made
by certain advocates of the historical school of jurisprudence, and,
as will be noted later, by the utilitarians and the sociological school.
However, when the word "spirit" is used in the sense of an efficient
cause, of an impulse or inclination toward means and ends, of a cause
that produces the pattern of action which is good or bad, it refers to
what is herein described as the beginning point or expressing principle
so

of the law.
Third Criticisms

mind, the adherents of natural law jurisprudence
Keeping
readily renew the debate. For it seems to them that it is precisely in
their respective assignments of ultimate origins to the law that the
opposed systems are mistaken. What the proponents of these systems
have done is to assume a purposer of the law that cannot be universally
accepted by the subjects of the law. An unaccepted intender necessarily
produces a legal intent that is judged bad by the dissenting subjects
(who will be numerous). For unless one is able in some way to
identify his own will with the intender whose intention is represented
by the law, it follows that one cannot approve of the law itself.
Now according to the natural law, the law draws its authority from
its embodiment of the divine will as manifested in (and determinable
from) man's natural inclination toward good and away from evil,
good being identified with being and evil with non-being. And anybody
who rejects this divine will operating at all places and times and in all
the
people, is simply ignorant or dishonest: from the visible effects
invisible cause is known, and again from the ineffable monitoring of
this in

conscience the will of the Creator is

Now

the

non-natural

law

known,
in

so

that

has no excuse.
the natural law

a man

systems,
attacking
differ) as either lacking in any specific pat
tern for social order or as constituting a conceptual strait-jacket on
the vital forces of life, have said in effect that the beginning of law
(its binding force) comes, not from any unknowable divine will but
from the human will itself conceived as falling in either one of two
categories (or partly in both), viz.: (1) specified or determined by
finite causes or (2) unspecified or undetermined except by the will
itself, i.e., self-determining. Both of these conceptions are false.

(insofar

as

it is deemed to
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(1) To say that the will is constrained by a finite, measurable cause
(whether of a physical, biological or psychological nature) leaves
unexplained how both subjectively and objectively, no definite physical
or sensory pattern of human
activity can be observed to be universally
followed. The effects reflect the cause; limited effects reflect a limited
by what limits are the choices of the will bound? No one
has ever worked out a science of predicting what choices will be uni
cause; but

versally

made

by

men

�

they

are

unpredictable.

And

therefore it
Moreover

would appear that the power of choice is unconstrained.
this is confirmed by our subjective consciousness of free

choice, of
of personal intervention in habitual or instinctive
or automatic actions.
And it is indirectly supported by the fact that
freedom of will is a necessary basis of all morality and for the impu
tation of fault and merit.

self-determination,

(2) But to say that the will is basically unconstrained except by the
wilier himself is equally false. For a close observation will show that
the will is naturally necessitated toward the good in general, in such
a

or

way that it does not lose its freedom to choose any particular goods
to reject all particular goods. It is free up to the point of the general

inclination to goodness

and

to that, it is constrained by a
impossible except under the as
pect of apparent goodness it is a mistaken judgment. And the voice
of conscience is the warning signal of mistaken judgment.
It follows that the perfect human act is not the liberty of pure
autonomy, but the liberty of a fitting expression of the inherent nature
of man, two entirely different things. So that all the systems which
constitute an enthronement of the human will (Locke, Kant, Stammler,
Fichte, democracy, capitalism, and many others) are seated in a false
starting point.
The natural law school also rejects as a spurious solution a third point
of view viz.: that the will is neither determined by particular impulses
nor absolutely indeterminate but is determined precisely by the "be
coming" between the two (i.e., Hegel: the "universal will", freedom as
the essence of will, mind, spirit). Insofar as this causality differs from
God (conceived precisely as the Cause of being), it has no meaning at
all and gives rise to a purely negative, contentless norm (the Idea of
Freedom) which is illogically clothed in particular, positive determina
tions (the Spirit of Nations and epochs) properly classifiable in the

power not its

own.

as

such,

�

�

collectivist camp.

as

To choose evil is
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Replies

general answer given to this position is simply: not so. The will
provably determined or provably autonomous, or provably a little
of each; but it is not something different from any of them.
The fact is, the defenders of the various, non-natural law systems
do not feel any burden of proof resting upon them. In fact, they
attack the natural law theories by challenging the idea that the positing
of a Creator as the source of law adds anything helpful for who is
to say what the Will of God is? This simply confuses the matter.
What is more, the supposition of a Creator is even used by some to
buttress their theories, as when they simply make "utility" the law of
God, or justify their individual-autonomy system on the basis that
God made man to be a free self-mover, or point to the will of God as
justifying the right of kings to rule.
The

is

�

III.

The Root

of

The Difficulty

Now where does all this leave us? It would seem that to meet the
the two opposed non-natural law approaches, the natural
law proponents must show that the human will is neither so absolutely

challenge of

free as to be incapable of yielding a specific social order any different
from the individualist democratic systems, nor yet so determined to
any specific pattern as to be restrictive of the vitality of man; without
making the will so determined as to lead to the one-sidedness of the

collectivist systems nor so free as to lead to the chaos of the in
dividualist systems. In other words, the natural law school must
show that man is determined to the "good" as to something definite
and real in the way of a pattern (i.e., not purely arbitrary, un-patand that this good is not a pattern frustrative of the freedom
of life towards which man inclines. This may be indeed like threading
the eye of a needle with a rope, but only thus can the natural law claim
to offer a distinct program of its own which both coordinates and pre
serves the proper liberties of the members of society.
Such a showing the natural law school has not succeeded in making.

terned),

To be sure the individualist and collectivist systems, abetted by the
criticisms put forth by the natural law system, effectively show up one
another's defects. But this is not at all to say that the natural law
school has offered a clear alternative. The bald fact is, it has failed.
There is a constant repetition of such standard formulas as that the
will is determined toward the

good

in

general

as

its

object but is free
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will is moved
is

by

extraneously

rational,
right and
wrong; that the nature of the creature argues its inalienable right to
be what it is and to have the conditions of continued existence according
to this nature; and the like. But there has been a conspicuous deficiency
in disclosing in any psychologically real manner the existence and
nature of a moving power in the will which alone would justify and
give content to these general formulas, that is to say, a cause impelling
the will into an absolutely universal pattern which is both definite
and consistent with a proper human liberty.17 All depends upon the
that there is

a

nature of the cause at work in

Let

us now

consider the

man

universal conscience

nature a
as

to

men.

course

of the argument. The debate started

with the

question of whether or not the several legal systems pre
scribed good human conduct; i.e., did they command man's actions
to harmonize with the legal volition applicable to such conduct? But
this could not be decided until we first decided the question of what
form of this volition. And this in turn could not
decided whose volition was controlling.
Now there is implied a three-fold area of agreement underlying
this debate. A legal order is to be judged by three criteria: (1) it must
harmonize human conduct with an intent; (2) hence the intent must
be that of the law-giver; (3) therefore the law-giver must be a true

was

the content

be decided until

or

we

binder of one's intention, a true constrainer of one's will.
As we have seen, the argument between the natural law

approach

Aquinas, Summa Theologica, Pt. I-II, Q. 94, particularly A. 2 thereof
containing
theory on natural law as derived from the will's universal
inclination to the good. Yet the proof of this inclination (Pt. I-II, Q. 8, A. 1) and of
its precise nature, form and content leaves much to be desired. In scholastic philosophy
on this point there is the suggestion of a circle: Men naturally will the good; the good
is the being suitable to man's nature; man's nature is to will the good. A circle which
they attempt to break at some point by equating the good with God or with some
general statement of the types of being suited to man's rational and social nature. See
also St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Contra Gentiles (Burns, Oates & Washbourne, Ltd.
1928) Vol. Ill, Pt. II, pp. 128-129, as to what is "natural" to man, i.e., to live in society,
to use of things for preservation of life, to subordinate lower powers to higher, to love
of God. The proof of what is "natural", as distinct from "usual", or habitual is deficient.
St. Thomas deems that natural which contributes to the being of creatures (since
17

St. Thomas

the heart of his

the will naturally tends to good, being) ; but it seems to the writer that it would be
more precise to say that those things are natural which contribute to the contribution
of being, i.e., which further, not the being, but the motion toward being.
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stalemate with respect
each side ulti
mately justifies its compliance with these tests in terms of its compliance
with the third. It is not in the deductions from the premises but in the
premises themselves that the different points of view originate. All
and the non-natural law
to the first two

approach represents

tests, because,

as

has been

a

developed,

depends

whose volition

is to be

will

prescribes

What then is the nature of this vital force within man?

What is

the

upon the validity of the starting point, upon
given expression, upon whose intentions, whose
"Ought".

the nature of "human nature" and human volition?
to be

This would appear

question of fact, a question of psychological, biological or pos
sibly physical fact and not a question of pure assumption. Is human
volition absolutely free or is it determined by psychological, biological
or physical factors or is it neither one nor the other but some third
thing? Unless the proponents of the natural law can show convincingly
that the will is neither autonomous nor yet determined by measurable
factors, they will have added nothing to the legal systems of their
a

opponents except confusion. It is submitted that this is the real dilemma

facing

the natural law

not have

envisaged
IV.

school, although

many of its

proponents

may

it in that form.

A Suggested Solution

to the

Root Problem

brave, or rather a rash, man who claimed to have
problem. Yet there would seem to be every reason to en
courage everyone seriously interested in a solution, to submit his sug
gestions for general consideration. Progress results from the putting
forth of ideas and from the resulting clash of opinion.
On this basis the writer offers for consideration the following outline
of a proposed solution. He is well aware that its proper explication
calls for a treatise in itself; but that is out of the question at this
time and in this place.
It is submitted, then, that the non-natural law philosopher has made
a fundamental error (one most easily made even by natural law phil
osophers). He has overlooked the fact that the will neither has the
liberty of autonomy nor is it determined by finite factors, but it has
the potential liberty of being intrinsically moved by no extraneous
It would be

a

solved this

power

The
of

a

18

except the infinite creative power of God.

proof offered for

this is in the

manner

power from the observed effects.18
it

seems

It

of

runs

incredible, but it is nevertheless true, that

a
as

proof

of the nature

follows:

most

anti-metaphysical and
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(1) The motions of certain moving subjects, viz., inanimate things,
bespeak powers or moving principles which are either exterior to the
moving subject or, if interior, then expended in the motion. These
moving subjects are said to be free when they can move by means
of and in accordance with, the given moving principle. Thus a weather
vane is said to move freely with the
wind; water runs freely in its
course under the force of gravity; a clock runs
freely under the energy
the
In
all
such
cases
the
provided by
spring.
power or moving principle
is a specific identifiable force distinct from the thing moved and not
controlled by the thing moved.
(2) The motions of certain other moving subjects bespeak a power
or principle which is both internal to the
moving subject and remains
within it, i.e., it is immanent. These are described as living subjects
and they are said to be free when their so-called vital principles are
allowed to express themselves according to their apparent natures.
Thus a vine freely grows hither and thither; the animal's heart beats
freely; the man breathes freely. Yet such moving principles, while
internal and immanent are specified by other than the moving subject.
Thus the plant always grows, the heart always beats, the lungs always
breathe in certain specified ways.
(3) Now the motions of certain among these living subjects bespeak
a power or principle which is not only internal and immanent, but which
is evidently guided by a power of sensory perception within the subject,
since the motions betray a selectivity which is explainable only in
terms of a sensory faculty. These subjects, the animals, insects and
humans, are said to be free when the moving principle within them
is allowed to express itself according to its apparent inclination. Thus
the spider spins a certain kind of web freely; a cow freely selects grass
rather than thistles; a baby's eyes freely follow its mother. Never
theless, the mode of operation of these sentient subjects appears speci
fied by a power not identical with the moving subject. It is specified
in the form of instinct or in the form of material faculties which define
the mode of operation. Thus the spider always spins the same kind
as did its ancestors for thousands of years prior; a cow always
seeks grass; the baby's eyes always follow its mother; and yet all un
doubtedly feel free in a certain sense.

of web

positivist schools of thought grow out of an ignoring of the simple fact that any sound
metaphysics or theology is an attempt to establish what sort of unseen reality is necessary
to explain the observed reality. The intangible is identified by them with the unreal.
Yet the proof of an unseen can be as much a question of fact as proof that a body has
conscious life in it

or

that

an

engine

is moved

by electricity.
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(4) Now the motions of certain of these living sentient subjects
an internal, immanent cause or
power that appears completely
or
so
far
as
arbitrary
capricious
being confined to any fixed physical
or sensory patterns of
are
concerned.
These are those human acts,
acting
such as deliberately arbitrary behavior, which appear to be directed
to no particular course of action at all other than the course decided
upon simply because it is decided upon. No particular stimuli or
circumstances seem to control them. The subject appears to survey
the stimuli themselves and select among them or to reject them all.
suggest

Non-action itself seems to have become an alternative within the con
trol of the mover (non-action in an active sense over and beyond the
passive inaction present where there is a mere absence of stimuli, i.e.,
"active indifference"). In sum, the subject appears to put himself in

motion; he "wills what he wills"; he has a "free will" or "free choice".
What is referred to here is that area of human behavior which, objec
tively, appears unpredictable and variable notwithstanding the apparent
similarity of stimuli and conditions; and subjectively appears as that
of personal power to intervene and will this to be rather than

sense

that for

other reason that one simply wills it to be so.
(5) But this so-called free will is not completely self -determining
since it is specified in this, viz., its general act of intending, or what
the philosophers call simple volition, the underlying decision that
something, regardless of what, shall be. For under all circumstances
no

subject's choosing, it is always a willing of a "thing" even
when it wills not to act, i.e., wills that "thing" called the status quo,
the present being, or when it wills that thing called "no-thing". The
common form or specification in all acts of will is precisely the "thing
ness" in the thing willed, which is to say, the being perceived, i.e., that
unity or entity called cognitive or intellectual in contrast to physical
or sensuous.
In other words, these apparently arbitrary or capricious
human acts always disclose a logical entity, an intellectual being, that
of which "being" can be predicated by the mind, that to which one
of the

Reduced to its essence, the common
that
being in intellectual awareness,
is
It
is made to be so or true to the perceiver.

may attribute existential truth.
specification in willing is the

light by
the

which

awareness

a

called existence
The scholastics

being").

thing

particular thing but of this general thing
which like a pervading light transcends these things.
call it "universal being" (as distinct from "absolute
writer's opinion, this "universal being" is identical with

not of this

In the

or

that
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the so-called "universal good" (distinct from the "absolute
to which the will is said to be directed.19
So extremely intimate to our minds and so ineffable is this

good")

light of
this
of
intuition
existence
as
that
it
is easy
cognitive awareness,
such,
to make either of two opposite errors, (a) On the one hand, because
in the act of will

understood
are

led to

as

one senses

his conscious

that it is that

self,

identify this light of

totality of

the willer's

which determines the

choice,

being
some

with the ego, the "I" who
the
and
knower are felt to be the same.
awareness

is aware; so that the awareness
This is tantamount to the opinion that the act of will is autonomous
since the specification of the will is simply the being of the knower.
From this premise flows the individualistic systems of thought, (b) On
the opposite tack, some deem that this light of awareness, because it
arises only in and through the senses, has no existence of its own at all,
but is to be identified with the object known (the Nominalists). These
are inevitably led to the opinion that the act of will is determined by
finite factors since the specification of the will is that particular ex

being or object of knowledge which impresses itself upon
"captures" the knower. This position begets the determinist sys
tems of thought, and leads to collectivist solutions.
But neither of
these views is correct. The light of simple cognitive awareness is
neither identical with the person of the knower (a person still exists
though asleep) nor yet with the object known (an object still exists
though unknown), but rather with that which conjoins them both in a
particular bit of knowledge.
The will therefore appears to be necessarily directed toward being
perceived as such, not toward what shall be but that it shall be, not
towards essences but existence. In the continuous internal fiat, that
something, regardless of what, shall be (be this, be that) in this un
changing tension of the soul towards existential truth, the will is
specified. And be it especially noted that this kind of specification is
indeterminate as far as finite forms are concerned and determinate only
with respect to the formless apprehension of being in general.

traneous
or

19

In the writer's

opinion,

many

of the scholastics and their modern

expositors, have

blurred the distinction between "universal good" and "absolute good" (God), including
St. Thomas. See Summa Theologica, Pt. I-II, Q. 9, A. 6; Farrell, A Companion to the
Summa (Sheed & Ward 194S) Vol. II, pp. 13, 24, 37; Mercier, A Manual of Modern
Scholastic Philosophy (B. Herder Book Co. 1922) Vol. I, pp. 263, 264, � 109. This is
striking in view of their very careful distinction between universal being and absolute

being.
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But if the will is

impelled towards existential truth, towards
such, the moving cause must be that which accounts for the
intuition of being as such, for intellectual awareness, for existential

(6)
being

as

truth. This effect is not traceable to man, nor to any other measurable
It must be a truly creative cause; that which explains the ex

cause.

perception of being as such.
simple volition. This is what is

istence of the

In

account for

concluded

short,

Creator must
by St. Thomas

a

said that the will is moved extraneously by God since
universal inclination could not be moved by a particular cause.20
It is what is implied in saying that the will is determined toward the
good in general (as against particular goods).21 It is what is involved

Aquinas when he
a

in the idea of
to

a

a

compulsory

or

"natural" motion of the will

according

"free human mode".

(7) Nevertheless, even though the will is moved by the First Mover
generally, there is a certain responsibility imputable to man with respect
to the particularizations thereof.
For, whereas the motorpower or
energy is God's, the form and strength of the resulting act in man
depends upon man in certain respects.22 This occurs in somewhat the
same way that the general downward motion of gravity operating in
a body of water high up on land may produce a river-flow motion
or a whirlpool motion or simply a waterfall, depending upon the ob
stacles put in the path of the water. The direction and strength of the
power (gravity) is always the same, but the motion of the water does
not directly reflect that direction nor embody the full force of gravity
except in the case of the waterfall when all impediments are removed.
To understand this as applied to the will, we must observe three things.
Firstly, the form of voluntary actions are determined by the subject's
perceptions of appropriate effectuations or expressions of the inclina
tion impelling the subject (i.e., the "goods"). For example, the latent
inclination of a spider to spin a certain kind of web is released and
determined by the spider's perceptions of suitable projections for his
spinning; the inclination of the cow to graze is released and particu
larized by the cow's perception of suitable pastures. Similarly man
20

St. Thomas

Aquinas,

Summa

Theologica, Pt. I-II, Q. 9, A.

6

(Benziger

Bros. Inc.

1947).
21 St. Thomas
Aquinas, Summa Theologica, Pt. I-II, Q. 10, A. 2 (Benziger Bros. Inc.
1947).
22
"Accordingly God is the cause of the act of sin: and yet He is not the cause of
sin, because He does not cause the act to have a defect." St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa
Theologica, Pt. I-II, Q. 79, A. 2 (Benziger Bros. Inc. 1947).
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general inclination of his will (i.e., the pure inde
terminate creative inclination within him) by disclosing through his
intellect appropriate avenues for its expression, which is to say, being
perceived as such, existential truth, good. In other words, the perception
of appropriateness (which is to say, the perception of the harmony
between the inclining motion and the projection thereof) automatically
evokes the voluntary act. Perception stands midway between the acti
vating cause and the ultimate end, in a political (or guiding) rather
than a dominating role, just as the channels for the water stand be
tween the activating gravity and the sea.
Secondly, we must note
that the perceiving subject may mistake the direction of the motion
by which it is impelled and thus be led to approve a course of action
which does not directly express the inclining motion; as an engineer
charged with releasing the force of gravity might think that water
naturally flows like a river and be led to cut canals for it instead of
letting it fall freely. So with the human will the inclining motion is
directly towards being as such (just as gravity is downward) and
therefore only creative action directly images it; but it is possible to
mistake this motion as being determined to some particular form of
being or as being self-centered and hence to be led to choose ways
of action which reflect this ignorance. What removing obstacles in
the water's path is to the water's embodiment of the energy of gravity,
so removing blindness to the activity of the creative power is to will's
embodiment of the creative power. Thirdly, we must observe that
while in animal life there are no grounds for thinking that the percep
tions are anything but psychologically determined, nevertheless, in the
case of man we must note a capacity to refuse enlightenment.
From
our subjective experience we are entitled to conclude that man is
responsible for refusing to assent to the light given. There is a great
difference between seeing something and acknowledging it, and upon
this distinction is based the possibility of blame in man. What we
see is given to us; what we admit is of the very essence of our identity
such that to compel admission would be to efface our personality.
Hence, it is that while animals are not responsible for their mistakes,
men are responsible to the extent and only to the extent that they do
not receive what is offered. Under this theory justification is ultimately
by receiving truth and condemnation by rejecting it.
particularizes

the

The Conclusion:

The motion of free will is seated in the creative

motion of God and not in one's
is indeed to express

a

free

acting

own

identity. Man's basic impulse
but the free acting power

power;
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(i.e., the energy, the power) is the creative power, the Creator, God.23
Therefore, man's perfection is to be found in filiation24 to God not
in autonomy nor in any specified material fulfillment; man's inclina
tion is to be free like a child, rather than like either a father or a
machine. Consequently, he who would escape frustration and unhappiness must filiate this creative act. He must open his mind's eye
to the pure giving of being always operating within him; so that the
intentions generated in the mind by the assumption of a false starting
point will be corrected. In short, he must become a conduit of the
divine giving, a bestower of being, a servant of all things confronting
the mind.
23

For scholastics, this reasoning may be said to be an attempt to build a psychologically
explanation of St. Thomas' generally unnoticed but key proposition, viz., whether the
will is moved by God alone as exterior principle. "Secondly, it is evident from the fact
that the will is ordained to the universal good. Wherefore nothing else can be the cause
of the will, except God Himself, Who is the universal good: while every other good is
good by participation, and is some particular good, and a particular cause does not give
a universal inclination."
St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, Pt. I-II, Q. 9, A. 6
(Benziger Bros. Inc. 1947). (Emphasis supplied.)
real

It

seems

to

the writer that among St. Thomas' few weaknesses is his failure to show

psychologically convincing way the undoubted truth that the rational soul is
moved solely by the universal good (in the sense of efficient cause). Summa Theologica,
supra, Pt. I-II, Q. 8, A. 1. He undoubtedly gives a correct abstract formula, but, in my
opinion, not a realistic proof. Yet his whole system of natural law, not to say ethics
in general, depends on this nature of the will to tend toward the universal good as final
cause.
See Summa Theologica, supra, Pt. I-II, Q. 94, A. 2. What must be realized is that
for a living cause to terminate in the universal final cause (the good) it must start with
a universal efficient cause (the cause of being).
The beginning must be equal to the end.
St. Thomas emphasized the end. It is now necessary to make this convincing by em
phasizing the psychological reality of the beginning.
For Catholic thinkers the following references will be helpful: Citations to the Summa
Theologica in notes, supra; also Summa Theologica, in general, Pt. I-II, QQ. 1-17, in
particular, Pt. I-II, Q. 13, A. 6, Pt. I, Q. 83 ; Garrigou-Lagrange, Predestination (B. Herder
Book Co. 1939) ; Maritain, Existence and the Existent (Pantheon 1948) ; Driscoll, On
Human Acts (Benziger Bros. Inc. ed. of the Summa, 1947) Vol. Ill, p. 3201. The reader
will find a suggestive, but not well digested, exploration of certain aspects of this field in
D'Arcy, The Mind and Heart of Love (Henry Holt & Co. 1947). The Catholic Encyclo
pedia has excellent articles under Predestination, Will and Free-Will. The basic problem
is to find a psychologically and metaphysically sound basis for unselfish love; to discover
a foundation whereon Caritas may triumph over Eros, where giving may conquer taking.
24 Filiation is used to denote a causation
involving three component ideas: (1) a living
cause (2) out of and (3) to the likeness of another living cause.
Childhood, sonship.
in

any
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of the

Proposed Solution

Legal Beginnings.

The first corrections

flowing

from this solution

are

implicit

in what

has been said.
The beginning point in the ordering of all human affairs is the in
clination of the human will, not towards absolute freedom nor towards
some psychologically or biologically predetermined mode of life, but

spiritually predetermined mode, namely, the giving of being,
service, goodness. It is this impulse and direction in human
nature which the law seeks to unfold and perfect.
The individualist systems are correct in striving to effect freedom
from any kind of finite compulsions, but wrong in attempting to extend
the will's freedom to the spiritual realm. Conversely, the determinist
systems are correct in striving to coordinate society on the basis of
some relatively constant characteristic of human nature but are wrong
in placing the constancy on a finite, measurable plane. Thus the natural
law offers a correcting principle of balance, taking its stand midway
between these two poles of determinism and freedom. It says the will
is neither completely determined nor completely free. It is determined
toward being as such and free with respect to beings in particular.
towards

a

the act of

The

new

of this

"vital center" of power is not the motion towards exaltation

being or that but towards the exaltation of the very motion
toward being; the exaltation of the motion of giving as opposed to
the motion of taking. In short, we must begin with the concurrent
creative act of God in the will's activity.
All this means that law is not law because it gives the maximum
embodiment to individual freedom or because the members of society
have agreed contractually that it is law. It is not law because it ex
presses the spirit of the people, the will of the race (White, Aryan,
etc.), the decisions of the majority, the command of the state or the
sovereign, the fiat of the judge or legislature or church. It is not law
because it promotes the laboring man; because it furthers social in
tegration; because it unfolds culture or civilization; or because it em
bodies custom or tradition or accepted wisdom or conscience.
Law is not law by reason of any of these things, but by reason of
the fact that it is the way in which the prime principle
operating in
human actions, (viz., the Creator's act of making-to-be) is fulfilled in
human actions, and man is thereby led towards perfection and
happi
ness.
It is only when subordinate to and derived from this
original
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authority that the will of the individual, the people, the race, the ma
jority, the Sovereign's command, the Church, the working class, the
promoters of social integration, of culture and civilization, the traditionfollowers, the conscientious, can have any authority of their own.
And here is where the systems criticized by the natural law school
make their basic mistake, for as we have above pointed out, they have
all designated human volition (whether deemed autonomous or de
termined) as the ultimate origin of their systems of order. From the
vantage point of a democratic, individualistic country, it is fairly easy
to see the error of those who adopt as their beginning point some
characteristic direction to the will. It is much more difficult to see
the opposite error from this same vantage point, for it lies in the side
of human dignity. Even philosophers who, like Kant, believe in a

Creator, look upon the individual will as autonomous. Many of the
persons deeming themselves members of the natural law school also
err in this regard;
for, without question, the problem of reconciling
omnipotence with human liberty, the divine predestination
responsibility, is the most difficult and confusing of all
in
problems
philosophy, cutting as it does into the heart of theology,
ethics, psychology, politics and many other fields of thought.
These points of view, to the contrary notwithstanding, it is sub
mitted that the authority of one thing over another, of law over
the divine

with human

man, of

things,

man over

man, of groups

over

is the beneficial effect of the

groups, of

man over

thing authorized,

inanimate

because therein

the authorized person seats his actions in his own true center of power,
namely, the Creator's action, and finds his own release and happiness.
"To be authorized" is coincident with "to be beneficial".

of

authority

over

nature" of the

inanimate

thing

used

or

In the case
it is called "to conform to the

things,
dominated,

as

a

carpenter conforms

to

the nature of his tools and materials in order to make them do what
he wants.

Law, therefore, derives its authority (that is to say, it is constituted
law) by its directing of men to beneficial activity. This applies not
only to the authority of the abstract rules known as law proper (sta
tutes, common law, etc.) but also to the authority of the tangible arms
of the law, the police, the courts, the legislature, the administrative
bureaus. In a word authority comes from the nature of man to serve.
Or better still authority comes from God's creative operation in man's
will.
No matter how

complex

the field of

authority,

the ultimate basis
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to the rule of service.

It underlies

even

such

apparently

non-beneficial authorizations as condemnation, military conscription
and limitations on freedom of speech as will be noted hereafter.
The ironic feature is that many of those who reject the rule of
subordination to the creative act end up by acknowledging the law of
slavery to material forces; for it is difficult to sustain a middle ground
between childhood to God and slavery to natural causes; between
spiritual filiation and psychological determinism. The Marxists under
stand this but decide that the latter is true.

Such ones may say: it may be true that your system may bring
ethical contentment to (and therefore be binding upon) those who get
inner peace out of service, those who delight in the virtue of service;
but what if one does not find peace and contentment in service? The
answer is that the mind's intuition of the creative action of God in

evitably generates inner peace in service and acts of kindness. But
it may be rejoined, what of the man who does not find peace in these
things because he does not believe in God and cannot, therefore, per
ceive and filiate this creativity? How is your system valid for and
binding on such a person? In other words, where does it get its authority
over the one who refuses to obey its laws because he disagrees with
the analysis of his own nature?
The answer is, that if neither the warning signals of his own con
science, nor the light of his own reason nor the teachings of others
put him in the position of blinding himself, then he is not morally
bound; but he is practically bound in the same way that a sick man
may be forcibly prevented from taking poison which he innocently
mistakes for medicine or forcibly made to take a certain kind of medi
cine which he innocently mistakes for poison. For example, the law
can suppress the practice of cannibalism, or polyandry or
burning of
widows and it can compel safety and health measures. It is a case
of correcting innocent error rather than punishing intentional sin;
and, of course, the enforcement techniques of the law must be ad
justed to this fact. But one must not exaggerate the area of innocence.
For

as

St. Paul observed:

For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and
For the
injustice of those men that detain the truth of God in injustice.
invisible things of Him, from the creation of the world, are clearly seen, being
.

understood by the things that
that they are inexcusable.25
25

St. Paul,

Epistle

to

are

Romans, ch. 1,

made; His eternal

vv.

18-20.

power

also,

and

.

.

divinity:

so
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cognizance that one's motions are seated
Creator, superior to all motions? Those
who are guilty here stand convicted of self-deception. They do not
want happiness which can only arise from serving, from giving each
man his due.
They do not want to give. They cannot complain if,
through incurring the penalties and disciplines of the law which alone
can lead to happiness, they bring on their own misery. The law does
its best for them, and not consenting to the rule of service they cannot
argue that their disservices should not be disserved for they have put
themselves outside the very authority which prevents disservice to them.
The law can negate their disservice or lack of service and they have
no principle except lies to invoke against it.
They must resort to un
and
here
the
of
bests
them.
justified force,
power
society
In other words, by his evildoing, he puts himself beyond the pale
of the very law that would help him, and cannot complain if evil is in
no

in the transcendent motion of

a

turn done to him in order to cancel out

or

negate his

the limits of the

own

And
simply the

wrong.

authority of the law in this respect are
extent to which it is necessary to go to negate or cancel out

or

prevent

bounds, the law
has itself become an aggressor, a disserver, a wrongdoer and lost its
basis as law. Thus it is said that all punishment is to reform or amend
or prevent
it is negative and vengeance or positive infliction of hurt
has no place in it.
or

amend the disservice.

�

Corrections

The minute it exceeds these

�

Legal Means.
a false law-giver be corrected; let the Creative
become the living source of law and the two opposite types of
in the principle of the legal order (i.e., the prime norms) will
as

to

Let the attribution of
Power

defect
vanish.

To understand

this,

we

must note from what has been said above

applicable to human conduct, the
of law, is contained in the concept of serving or service.
This is so because the form of the Creator's act (or will) is simply
to create, to bestow being. Humans are not creators, not bestowers
of being; they cannot make something to be where before there was
nothing. But they are potentially agents and conduits of this Cause
whose effect is simply existence as such; they are properly givers of
that the ultimate form of the volition

prime

norm

being by commission; naturally bestowers of what is given them
bestow. In short, they are creatures called to be "servants of God.
What is service? Is it simply the fulfillment of human purpose

to

ir-
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respective of what the purpose is so that the law is completely relative
to the psychology of each individual? Are we hopelessly enmeshed in
a psychological relativism? Not at all. To serve is to bestow the full
ness of being on some creature, to give to it those elements of exist
ence appropriate to its proper functioning.
And the proper function
ing of the individual is to serve; so that to serve a person is to give
him that which will enable him to be

a

server.

This

norm

which is

simply the norm "to give" and above all to "give giving" is not a more
vague a specification of volition than the norm "to take"; and every
body knows what it is to "take".
The critic, therefore, who asks, "If everybody is to serve, then who
is to master; and who is the first beneficiary", has missed the point.
The answer is: We are all masters only of our field of service; the
the chain does not begin with a beneficiary but with a servant. We do
not give in order to receive, we receive in order to give. The starting
point is our potential capacity to give and all taking is in furtherance
of that capacity.
If it be persisted that before one can determine benefits or detri
ments (services or disservices), one must determine what are the rights
and interests which are to be promoted, the answer is in substance the
same.
For a right, under the service concept of the law, is precisely
that authority, that mastery over any given person or thing which de
rives from a service to that person or a conformity with the nature of
the thing. A right is an authorization derived from a beneficial oper
ation. So that we are back where we began, at the essence of the law's
authority service.
It is not, therefore, a question of who is to determine what consti
tutes the service, as if anyone could simply decree a purpose and there
by control the decision of what would serve that purpose. Service is
a question of fact, often difficult of proof, but, nevertheless, fact, and
as such superior to any of the agencies which determine it. It
presents
sometimes, in difficult hairline cases, the same kind of problem as the
determination of who is murderer and who self-defender, who aggressor
and who is not, who committed the tort and who was the passive vic
tim. It is sometimes hard to decide where night ends and day begins,
but this does not prove, as some professional skeptics (who confuse
Socratic questioning with wisdom) would have us believe, that there
is neither night nor day.
Let it not be thought therefore that this concept of serving (or ser
vice) is as vague, indefinite and flexible as human purpose itself, and
�
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more

determination, will, utility,
the contrary, it is a precise
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useful than the concepts of selfof the governed, and the like. On
formula for the exactly just relationship

legally

consent

between all the elements of
indefinite

or

society.

It may be

general, but

it is not

meaningless.

From these considerations

we may conclude how the defects in the
of
both
the
collectivist
and the individualist legal orders
prime
are to be corrected.
(1) The basic defect in the prime norms of the collectivist systems
was the too narrow specification of the legally binding intent (involv

norms

favoritism of

human wills

or particular aspects of the
defect which necessarily involved tyranny and depriva
tion of freedom. Society was warped around false hubs of power like
the economic impulse, the class, the nation, the race, the dynasty, the

ing

human

will)

particular

a

state, the existing power, the impulse

to custom or culture, and the like.
Now what power does the norm of service favor? The power that
gives being, the creative power, God. What human wills or what
aspects of the human will are allotted the position of mastery? None;
or

rather all

are

made masters

only through

and in the act of service.

Is the concept of service one-sided and partisan then? Who does it
favor but those who try to contribute? Who does it disfavor but those

who deliberately avoid contributing? What giving primacy to the rule
of service does is to destroy the idea of mastery at its root by com
manding all activity to be out-going and diffusive. The very idea of

mastery is subsumed under the idea of service. Unlike, say, com
munism, which purports to substitute one form of dominion for an
other,26 the service theory of law does away with the primacy of
dominion altogether. We are made to step back from a focus on the
promotion of particular beings either singly or in toto to a focus on
the promotion of the very promotion of beings. The legally permitted
activity is generalized within the ambit of expressing the cause of existen
tial truth. It is a motion to fulfill, not selected natures or selected
aspects of nature or even all known natures in their entirety, but to ful
fill the very motion of fulfillment. In short, its content and program
is purely and simply the doing of that good which consists in the doing
of good. It equates goodness with diffusiveness.
(2) There is no one-sidedness here. Nor on the other hand, is
the opposite defect involved. It will be recalled that the defect in the
26

Vyshinsky,

The Law of the Soviet State

(The Marmillan Co. 1948)

pp. 12-13.
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individualist prime norms consisted in a too broad specification of the
human will (i.e., either a specification that was as broad as infinitely
variable human purpose itself or no intelligible specification at all).
Now it should be clear from what has been said that the rule of
service pulls in the wide-ranging freedom of man to narrower limits

arbitrary self-assertion. Men must contribute, must give, must
serve, although within that limitation they are completely free. The
pattern is not the egocentric one of self-determination and autonomy.
It is service. Events are not to be ordered to image one's unfettered
causality but to image the divine creativity.
To set up the requirement of service as the prime norm is not, there
fore, to set up some norm such as the maximizing of individual free
dom (which, as we have seen, can only lead to an atomization of
society and related evils).
Nor is it to establish some meaningless norm like "balancing inter
ests" or "the greatest happiness of the greatest number", norms which
than

are

without the hierarchical

norm

which decides between the

norms

themselves, for "service" is the basis of the hierarchy. Authority does
not depend on achieving an undefined balance or arriving at a quantita
tive or qualitative maximum, but solely on the activity of giving benefit.
There is involved no element of compromise between inconsistencies nor
of sacrificing the few for the many.
Nor again is it to evade the responsibility of providing a prime norm
like those positivists who merely philosophize about normative co
herence.
Nor is it to retire into

cloud like the

feeling of right, or judicial
experience of the judge or lawmaker.
Rather it is to give the first place to the origin of the feeling of right
and to the proper basis of judicial creativeness, namely, the act of
creating, the act of bestowing being, which is to say, the kind act, the
creativeness,

or

some

the life and

charitable act.
One should not be put off by the apparent novelty of conceiving
"service" as the grand norm. It should be remembered by those of
the natural law school that this is but the exterior, secular clothing
for the interior perfecting act of the rational soul, viz., love, charity.
Again it is essentially a paraphrase of the first rule of their ethics to
do good and avoid evil. But it purports to compensate for a defect in
many of the expositions of the natural law. The natural law is de
rived from man's natural tendency toward a certain universal end
(viz., the good and certain subsidiary ends, such as life in society,
�
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the race,

propagation of

etc.). The theory advanced here attempts
by showing that man "naturally" tends to these
actually starts at a certain beginning. At the
divine act of giving. For that reason the concept of "service" as the
pattern of the law (as the basic form of all rules) adds to the concepts
of "nature" and "doing good" a specific formal content and a specific
end without imposing a strait-jacket on the freedom proper to this
nature. The law of nature is simply the rule that all humans must
serve
the rule that one man has authority over another only for the
purpose of benefiting the other.27
Actually public opinion is way ahead of professional jurisprudence.
For it is obvious in daily affairs that everyone justifies his activities,
his business, his life itself in terms of what he has contributed. This is
elucidate this
ends because he
to

�

true of modern communities

so

word of business.

constituting

Even

as

capitalism

to be trite.

Service is the watch

itself is defended

the most efficient system of

on

the basis of its

making everybody materially

prosperous.

Corrections

as

to

Legal Ends.

Now it has been shown that the
all

our

through
Creator,

one law-giver who inescapably binds
wills and whose interior authority cannot be denied except
ignorance or wilful blindness, is the Cause of Being, the
God (as against the finite causalities accepted by the collec-

tivists and the self -causality

accepted by the individualists). And it
Law-giver with

has been further shown that the intent of this divine

respect

to human conduct is that the conduct must take the form of

"giving of being"

service

or

whether of the collectivist
the

resulting laws,
right, just, good.

if

they

as

against

the

"taking of being"

or

mastery

the individualist types. It follows that
aptly conform to this service-pattern, are

or

What laws do conform to this over-all pattern of legal volition?
writer has attempted to set forth in some detail how

Heretofore, the

most of the laws of

our

country may be actually classified under, and

derived from the concept of service.25 For the present purpose it suffices
to discuss only the general outlines of the legal controls which are justi
fied
27

(i.e., adjudged right) by

28

prime

norm

of service.

equal application or universalization of the rule that all acts
Aquinas, Summa Theologica, Pt. H-H, Q. 57, A. 1; Q. 58,
(Benziger Bros. Inc. 1947).
Constable, A Theory of Law, 29 Georgetown L. J. 290 (1940).

Justice is simply

shall be services.
A. 2

the

the
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place, the law must universally negative all disservices.
simply a corollary of the prime norm that there should be ser
vices. From this corollary are derived the criminal laws, the tort laws
and the breach of contract laws, all of which are simply applications of
the general rule to particular forms of disservice. A more special
branch consists in the constitutional and procedural laws against dis
service by the government and by the laws themselves.
In the second place, the law must impose the controls and detriments
necessary in order to enable people to mutually serve one another ac
cording to their vocations. Since the aim of the rule of service is to
draw out everyone along the grooves of giving to which the Creator
evidently calls him (i.e., to make him a good servant, a good giver) it
follows that the law aims to keep every man abundantly supplied with
the wherewithal to give and in a condition wherein he is free to dis
pense it. The objective is in a sense to make everyone a wealthy phil
anthropist in his line, or rather, wealthy in everything of which he is
a capable and willing dispenser
material, intellectual, social, aesthetic
and spiritual wealth. Let people be magnified as servants by entrusting
to them all the means of serving. The law is decidedly not interested in
equalizing wealth or pulling down the rich. Thus the assurance of life
comes first, and then the supplies and opportunities requisite to one's
work, including property, adequate working conditions, even leisure and
recreation. The law itself has nothing to give except rules and it should
not prevent people from taking what nature makes available, subject,
of course, to the rule against disservice. But it also may proceed to
impose such detriments and compulsions as actually serve to increase
In the first

This is

�

the means of the citizens and to facilitate the beneficial use thereof.
Thus the government may provide for roads, communications, mone
tary systems, markets, policing, and conservation of resources and may
impose the necessary taxes and confer the necessary powers therefor,
so long as it is done in such a way as to prosper the servants and im
prove the service.

balancing of benefits received and detriments
society, whereunder it is thought
subjects of the law, the detriments
that must be accepted in order to receive the benefits, is really an aspect
of this facilitating of service. Detriments are not really detriments if
they facilitate the service of the persons subject to them. Hence they
It is
can be imposed by way of constituting a necessary discipline.
because we live in a vast web of interdependence (no one able to
That subtle and vast

consented to which occurs in any
that benefits must outweigh, for the
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solitary autonomous unit) that groups, society, the state, even
nations, are able to cause so much apparent inconvenience
without wrongdoing, since the service-benefits they hold out to us jus
tify their authority. Most men cannot even walk down the street or
draw water or dispose of waste without depending on the service (or
consent) of others than themselves. Tyrannies of parasitical and in
efficient bureaucracies cannot be erected by reliance on the bargaining
power of the governmental servant arising out of the needs of the
served, because government itself must not disserve, must serve. Im
plicit in the charter of the governor is his duty to make his government,
not the exactor of a hard bargain, but, the giver of a good bargain.
Thus the conception of sendee saves the situation.
In the third place, controls may be imposed against the will of a
person where that person is manifestly neglecting a call to service, as
for example parental duties to children. It should not be thought that
the system breaks down over the important question of how it is deter
mined what particular service a person is called upon to render. This
problem has many facets and complications, but the underlying prin
ciples are contained in the parable of the Good Samaritan which was
told in answer to the question, "Who is my neighbor?" In barest out
line, these principles may be reduced to three (all implicit in the idea
of assuring service to the maximum) : (1) a creature in need; (2) one's
proximity to the creature in need; and (3) one's capacity or qualifica
tion to help. When one sees these three factors simultanously con
joined on an over-all basis one may deem that he has been called by the
as a

groups of

Creator to serve, that he has a "vocation". It is in the circumstances
that elicit kindness (it is in rising to this vocation) that our acts are
seated in the creative act and
true first

our

fife is

consciously

centered in its

principle.
imply that one may not receive compensation for one's
actions; rather compensation is the very means by which the servant
becomes enabled to serve and is, therefore, basic to the pattern. We
receive in order to give.
Xor does it imply that the public authorities may decide a person's
vocation and service except where there is the clearest compulsion of
duty as where a father has dependents or a monopolist has a much
needed product or property or a man has a skill or strength needed in
national emergencies. Basically the facts (not the fact-finders) deter
mine the duty to serve; and the Creator determines the facts. The ulti
mate provider of vocations is not some governmental planning bureau
This does not
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but God Himself. He must be relied upon to provide the functioning
units in the quantity and of the type needed. Governments, like the
nervous system of the body, do not cause the vocations of the members
and organs, they only coordinate them. Their rule is politic rather
than dominating. The question of who the fact-finder is, is itself de

by reference to adequate service: Who can do it best? Obviously
people are their own best judges because circumstances so subtly
elicit the kind act that only the ineffable monitor of conscience can
appraise them. In other cases, such as with infants, mental defectives
and persons blinded by passion or ignorant of the basis of morality, the
helping hand of an outsider is called for. This is not necessarily a court
or bureau of the state, but the person or group best filled (the parent,
the natural guardian, the tutor, the church, the charitable institution,
and the like).
cided

most

And of
life of

course as

All

heretofore noted the ultimate basis of need is the
particular needs are derivatives thereof. This sup

serving.
plies the specific content to the wants, interests, needs, claims, and
rights of the utilitarians and sociological school.
Under such a regime we are not confronted with either of the two
opposed types of frustration arising out of the non-natural law systems.
Neither the injustice of deprived freedom nor the injustice of aban
donment to too great a freedom arise. Both tyrannical controls and
divisive self-determination are eliminated. It seems fair to say that the
freedom that the human will strives for is not suppressed nor over
extended. The suppression that the norm of service does involve is
the suppression of the disservices implicit in egocentric conduct. The
extension that it involves is the freedom to do any sort of appropriate

good.
The entire problem of reconciling personal freedom with legal con
trol is transformed when one perceives that the true activating princi
ple of the individual is not the individual's own will or some finite
cause (whence the ideals of dominion,
"taking"), but the creative act
implicit in freewill (whence the ideals of service, of "giving"). As we
have suggested, the all important thing to see is that individuality is

perfected in the

act of giving. With the elimination of the ideas of
both the autonomous and the determinate will and the substitution
of the idea of the filiative will, there remains nothing to be reconciled
as far as the law is
concerned, since the nature of individual liberty is
liberty to give and the nature of the legal control is to command and
facilitate the individual's giving. In this view service is the exact for-
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mula for the relative scope of liberty and constraint in human action.
Thus it is that wherever the problem of freedom versus discipline

arises to

plague us;
discipline;

in

an

in

an

issue between national

sovereignty and inter
security, or be
tween inalienable individual rights and the common good, or between
ruler and administrative agent or between employer and employee or
owner and non-owner, in whatever form it presents itself, it may be
resolved. Because the power of nations, individuals, governments, dis
ciplines, classes, autocrats, majorities, administrative agents, bureaus,
even the law itself, one and all, are subject to the overriding and uni
versal norm of "service". The minute they step outside that pattern
of operation they forfeit the benefits and invoke the penalties of the
law. Civic revolt and governmental prosecution and voluntary neigh
borhood posses in a lawless country alike are justified to the degree
necessary to negative disservices and only to that degree.
For example, each part of a government's program can be measured
by the standard of service. Farm subsidies for doing nothing (part
of the A. A. A.) are intrinsically wrong; but a price floor on farm prices
is right insofar as it is adjusted to encourage efficient rendering of the
services needed. Questions of nationalizations of industries, the dele
gation of authority to the executive, the placing of floors under wages
and ceilings over prices are to be solved, solely on the basis, not of
adjusting conflicting interests, but assuring the maximum service by
the industry, the bureau, the enterprise.
The pendulum, therefore, need no longer swing between right and
left, this group and that, labor or capital, autocrats or democrats,

national

issue between freedom and

because the basis of human power is not the individual's own power
the conformity with some other measurable power, but the
nor
conscious

centering

on the creative power.
He who
the
social
or
the
individual's
prefers
good has the
in
a
the
on
merge
society operating
principle of

of human actions

asks whether the law

both, they
interdependence under God.
place of a pattern of disruption

answer;

functional
In

and violent oscillation

flowing

from the concept of multitudes of autonomous units, each seeking its
own sphere of mastery (Kant, Stammler and others), or of a pattern
built around exalting one group of wills or one characteristic of the
emerges the subsuming pattern of integration flowing from
the concept of interdependent units, each seeking its own groove of
service. When the norm of "giving" replaces the norm of "taking",
without in any way sacrificing individuality, indeed by promoting the

will, there
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of each individual, the organic unity of society is
The whole movement is centripetal, not centrifugal. Ser
principle of cohesion, an activity that intrinsically binds

prime impulse

constructed.

vice is

a

people together in an organic relationship. It is the very formula of
living for one another in a pattern of mutual dependence.
Hence, the possibility of a subversion or an atomization of society
disappears, for there is no possible favoritism, no possible divisiveness
involved in the universalization of

a

rule of action which is the for

mula for the very life of the soul.
Thus by reorienting the legal and social order around its true center
and source, the defects in the pattern-principle of the order itself
(i.e., the prime norm) are automatically rectified. And let these two

corrections be made and the third defect (the results flowing from the
of the order) will be corrected also.
These observations put us in a position at long last to appraise the
Tightness and wrongness of the various non-natural law systems, thereby

principle

both to eliminate the bad and to incorporate the good.
how ill do these legal systems carry out this prime voli
tional norm of service in practice?
It is clear that the communist and socialist systems are right in
calling for a subordination of the means of production to those who use
them to contribute to society and in seeking to eliminate parasitical

enabling

How well

us

or

profiteering by a particular economic class; so long, however, as they
do not discourage contributions by classes other than a classless pro
letariat and in fields other than material welfare; so long also as voca
tions and uses of property are not allocated by compulsion except as
heretofore noted and so long as any nationalization of the means of
production makes for more rather than less efficiency in the service.
The fascist corporative and imperialist systems are right in endeavor
ing to arrange that their subject peoples will contribute to the world the
things in which their peoples are particularly gifted and in seeking an
organic allocation of work among individuals and groups and in estab
lishing a system of leadership; so long, however, as they do not disserve
others by imperialistic expansion and so long as the state does not
attempt to glorify the leader or to allocate the vocations by arbitrary
fiat.
The academic collectivists' systems are right in according an im
portant place to sovereign power and social unity; to culture, custom
and civilization; to the spirit of the peoples; and the like, so long as

these elements

are

not

given the first place but

are

subordinated to

a
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a morality in which kindness is the
prime secular virtue.
The democratic and individualistic systems are right in giving effect
to the will of the people, both individually and collectively, and in sus
taining certain inalienable rights, so long, however, as the selectivity

religion and

of this will and the ambit of these

rights remain within the bounds of
of all and of assisting to make good servants of
of the majority, the arbitrary action of the masses,

the

being

good
dictatorship
irresponsible individualism,
servant

all.

A

are

forbidden.

Inalienable

and the enforcement of

rights

must be

an

artificial

complemented by

equality
inaliena

ble duties.
The

capitalistic system is right in upholding private property, free
enterprise and an incentive system so long as the property is used, and
the incentive is given, for services and not for mere trading or specu
lation nor as a means for exercising duress over the needy, and so long
as the incentive is proportioned in a way to improve and increase the
service and to prosper the servants. Thus confiscation of private prop
erty on the one hand and uncontrolled monopoly on the other are taboo.
The system of equal sovereignty as between nations is right in giving
effect to the will of the separate groups of people, so long as the free
dom accorded does not permit disservice to neighbor nations and so
long as a legal machinery for compulsory coordination for international
welfare in accordance with the vocations of God is provided when
mutual agreement cannot be reached.
The adherents of sociological jurisprudence,

including the realists,
right in insisting that the actual facts should be studied and the
legal techniques scientifically devised, so long as the end is to promote
are

the rule of service.
The advocates of social

engineering and balancing of interests are
right
advocating practical adjustments, so long as the adjustment is
not a simple compromise between inconsistencies nor a sacrifice of the
in

few for the many.
The positivists are

in asking that the rules and techniques of
consistent
within the prime norm, so long as
logically
this prime norm is the rule of service and not the "effective command".
There emerges from this, not a contradictory hodge-podge, but the

right

the law be

positive and organic pattern ranged around the central
dominating legal intention that there shall be mutual service; a
rule which is superior to the power of the state on the one hand and to
the freedom of the individual on the other. Part and parcel of this
outlines of

a

and

pattern

are

certain basic elements all derived from the central concept,
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including freedom of the individual within the limits of serving;
collective control only insofar as necessary to organize and promote
services and to prevent disservices; development of a vast diversity in
types and quality of vocations and an organic and functional integra
tion thereof on the basis of interdependence; determination of voca
tions by the agency or individual most fitted to do so within the
framework of a factual correlation of his capacities with other's needs;
the relegation of the state to the performance of only those services
which it is actually best equipped to render; the idea of law as superior
to mere command of the sovereign and inferior to morality; the idea
of scientific realism in maximizing the rule of service; the idea of an
alytical consistency of the legal norms under the prime norm of
service.
In such

a pattern, no longer would society feel constricted in the
strait-jacket of the "economic man" or be bent to the uses of some dic
tator, or majority, or submerged in a totalitarian governmental control.
No longer will a man be made miserable by class envies and party
rivalries or seduced into peddling his little ego over and against every
other ego. Freedom will not war with security nor security with free
dom. The horrors of insecurity, the pervading fear of the incursion
of some arbitrary alien force, the sense of dependence on planning by
individuals and institutions unequal to the task, the feeling of personal
insignificance, can have no place in a family of children of whom God
is the providential father.
All this is simply to say that the justice of society is to be found, if
at all, in the piety of society.
It is obvious that the individualist-democratic camp is the sympathetic
home wherein such a system can be peacefully nurtured. Its lacks, such
as they are, can be supplied within the framework of its own system,
which encourages free exchange of opinions, in marked contrast to the
collectivist camp which violently suppresses all differences of opinion.
As a matter of fact our constitutional democracy comes as close to
being right as any legal order in the history of the world has ever
come, combining as it does in practice ideas of freedom, equality and
reserved rights with ideas of social welfare and coordination. We must
learn, however, that the answer to communism is not democracy alone,
but democracy plus a godly morality. It is when democracy loses its
religious underpinning and guidance that errors are made and com
munism gains adherents.
Be it noted that the service system presupposes the free, enlightened
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society. People must
good-will is the pre

requisite of persuasion.
There is required a kind of Copernican revolution in one's thinking
in order to grasp the vital principle of such a social and legal order.
One must see that, as noted above, the end of life is not to take but to
give: that one does not serve in order to receive but receives in order
to serve. Forget this fundamental vision and the system will appear
strange and dead indeed. There is a nobility which achieves its
grandeur in domination, like Ghengis Khan and there is a nobility
which achieves its grandeur in service under God. It is the latter vision
which must inspire our builders in the years ahead.
The particular note or savor of the harmony between the ideal of
service and the actual detailed conduct in furtherance thereof (which
constitutes the justice and end of the law) is the delectation of merci
ful love, the joy of dedication, the peace of mind and heart arising
out of duty done. This recapitulates and heightens the notes of all the
other types of harmony thought to constitute the end of law as seen
through the half-lights of other systems (happiness, pleasure, success,
freedom, prosperity, peace, fulfillment, perfection and the like). Even
the note of "justice" itself or of the "harmony" between binding voli
tional

and actual detailed

norms

that ineffable

norms

of conduct

are

subsumed under

to the consummation of

of

completeness attaching
love, just as the finality of Tightness, is
subsumed under the finality of goodness. And what more divine delec
tation than the delectation of mercy, of always being able to give with
out fear of running out of gifts, of cooperation in the divine creativity?
Christians will not fail to observe that through the service-concept
of good conduct, human perfection and fulfillment are made reconcilable
with the incurring of sacrifice and pain (ethical contentment is found
not incompatible with the way of the cross). Moreover because of
our mortal circumstances, they believe that the way of service not
only may, but necessarily will, involve the bearing of crosses. To them,
Christ, the Image and Logos of the Creator is, therefore, truly the
model or Way for our serving and may, therefore, be considered the
prime norm of the perfect legal order. And it is most fitting to them
that God Himself should thus be the Living Exemplar of His Own
causality as Giver of Being.29
the

29

impulse

sense

to

give.

Merciful

For those interested in

theological

and

mystical speculation, the writer suggests that
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This, then, is the potential contribution of natural law jurisprudence
cleavage of our times. To disclose to the world that the only
possible foundation of a legal order capable of healing the social wounds
of our time is God God precisely as the Principle of Existence He
to the

�

�

Who Is.
The legal system which has its source short of, or at least inconsist
ent with, the Creative Causality, inevitably fails in form; and failing
in form, fails in justice and goodness. It is wanting in authoritative
therefore in due order, and consequently in that fruition
of ethical contentment which is naturally loved by all men at all times.
If it be said that this reduces everything to the first problem of dis
seminating religious truth, it must be answered: Yes; and what is

origin, and,

Why be hostile
bespeaks not wisdom,

wrong with that?

tility

itself

to

spreading faith in God? The hos
obstinacy; not interest in truth

but

but love of darkness.
just

as

the

prime

norm

of law may be identified with God the

Son,

so

too merciful love

the end of law may be identified with God the Holy Spirit. In a certain sense, the
Holy Spirit generates the legal order through the submissive wills of men just as He
as

generated Jesus through the "be it done" of Mary. The sweetness of divine diffusiveness
arbiter, the guiding savor, by which our actions are shaped to the likeness of the
Divine Exemplar. The Spirit, as such, acts on the free will in the manner of a final

is the

rather than

an

efficient

cause.

MULTIPLE STATE REGULATION OF MAIL ORDER
INSURANCE
A. Alvts Layne*

I.

regulation

of insurance has become

a

fertile field of discussion

and controversy since the decision of the Supreme Court in
United States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Association.1 The discus

sion and controversy however is largely confined to the insurance in
dustry and the regulatory officials of the states and only rarely appears
in litigation or judicial decisions. The present importance of the SouthEastern

case

is that the insurance

industry

and the state

regulatory

authorities realize that since insurance is in commerce it may be subject
to federal regulation. This possibility unquestionably colors the actions
of the industry and the state authorities. The immediate effect of the
South-Eastern case was diverted by the passage of "Pubhc Law IS"
which declared a policy of continued state regulation of insurance.2
While Public Law IS preserved for the present the existing scheme of
state regulation, it could not restore the bulwark of Paul v. Virginia3
which had fallen with the South-Eastern case. Continued state authority
in the field depends upon federal acquiescence and grant of power.
Whether and how long this federal policy of state control of insurance
will continue are now basic issues. A recognition of this issue is neces
sary to any interpretation or understanding of present day insurance
regulation.
Further, Public Law IS, although in terms affirming a policy of con
tinued state regulation of insurance, is ambiguous as to the extent
to which insurance transactions are exempt from existing federal stat
utes such

as

the Federal Trade Commission Act4 and the Sherman Act.5

*
AS., George Washington University, 1943; LLJ8., George Washington University,
1945; Member of the District of Columbia Bar; Member, law firm of Posner, Berge, Fox &

Arent, Washington, D. C.
1 322 U. S. 533
(1944). The Supreme Court in the South-Eastern case upheld an indict
ment charging the member companies of the South-Eastern Underwriters Association
with conspiring to restrain trade in interstate commerce by combining to set insurance
rates in violation of the Sherman Act, 26 Stat. 209 (1890), 15 U. S. C. �� 1 and 2 (1946).
2 59 Stat. 33
(1945), 15 U. S. C. �� 1011-15 (Supp. I, 1948).
s 8 WaD. 168
(U. S. 1868).
* 38 Stat. 717
(1914), as amended IS U. S. C. �� 41-58 (1946).
5 26 Stat. 209
(1890), 15 U. S. C. �1 1-33 (1946).
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15 provided an express period of exemption for
the business from these statutes. This moratorium expired June 30,
1948, and with it the Sherman Act and Federal Trade Commission Act
became applicable to the business of insurance "to the extent that such

Initially Public Law

business is not regulated by state law."6 The problem of construction
is of course the effect of the phrase "regulated by state law." The
legislative history of this phrase is of little help. This provision in the
inserted by the conferees of the Senate
Representatives. Even the members of the Conference
Committee differed as to the intent and purpose of the phrase "not
regulated by state law."7 One of the basic problems involved in the
form which it

now

appears

was

and House of

6

Public Law IS provides:
� 1 Congress declares that

the

continued

States of the business of insurance is in the

part of Congress shall not be construed to
taxation of such business

regulation and taxation by the several
public interest, and that silence on the
impose any barrier to the regulation or

by the several States

(a) The business of insurance and every person engaged therein, shall be subject
to the laws of the several States which relate to the regulation or taxation of such
�

2

business.

Congress shall be construed to invalidate, impair, or supersede any
by any State for the purpose of regulating the business of insurance,
which imposes a fee or tax upon such business, unless such Act specifically relates
No act of

(b)

law enacted
or

to the business of insurance.

�

3

(a)

Until June 30, 1948, the Act of July 2, 1890,

amended, known

as

as

the

Sherman Act, and the Act of October 15, 1914, as amended, known as the Clayton
Act, and the Act of September 26, 1914, known as the Federal Trade Commission

Act,

as

amended, and the

Act of

June 19, 1936, known

as

the Robinson-Patman

Anti-discrimination Act, shall not apply to the business of insurance

or

to acts in the

conduct thereof.

(b) Nothing contained in this chapter shall render the said Sherman Act in
applicable to any agreement to boycott, coerce, or intimidate, or act of boycott,
coercion, or intimidation.
� 4 Nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed to affect in any manner the
application to the business of insurance of the Act of July S, 1935, as amended,
known as the National Labor Relations Act, or the Act of June 25, 1938, as amended,
known as the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, or the Act of June 5, 1920, known
as

the Merchant Marine Act, 1920.

� 5 As used in this chapter, the

7

term

"State'' includes the several States, Alaska,
33 (194S), 15 U. S. C.

Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia. 59 Stat.
�� 1011-15 (Supp. I, 1948).
Compare for example the following:
Mr. PEPPER.

Will the Senator read the

Mr. O'MAHONEY.

Mr. PEPPER.

That

It

provides

that after

proviso?
January 1, 1948, these several

is, the Sherman Act and the Clayton Act.

acts-
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positive declara

tion

"to the business of insurance to the extent that such business is not regulated
by State Law," as was stated by one of the House Members of the conference com
mittee. I interpret that to be a dear statement that if the States do not regulate,
�

the power of Congress to regulate is clearly enunciated. I do not conceive this to be a
grant of power to the States to authorize by permissive legislation obviously adverse
combinations which would be

against the public interest.
saying that under the proviso which the Senator
nas just read, if a State made it an offense, under the laws of the State, to engage
in combinations in restraint of trade, the Sherman Antitrust Act could not apply to
combinations and restraints of trade by companies engaged in business in that State?
Mr. PEPPER.

Is

not

Am I correct in

that what it means?

Mr. CMAHONEY.

No;

I

think

that,

for

example,

a

rating bureau, formerly

agreement among insurance companies, under the supervision and regulation of the

State, would

permitted.

91

Cong. Rec.

1444

(1945).

*****

Under the language which is

Mr. FERGUSON.

now

in the bill

as

it appears in the

conference report, if a State passes an act regulating insurance or taxing insurance,
and that regulation is contrary to the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act, with three

exceptions, then the State law would be the law. Here are the exemptions:
Nothing contained in this act shall render the said Sherman Act inapplicable
any agreement to boycott, coerce or intimidate, or act of boycott, coercion,

to
or

intimidation.

words, under the terms of the bill, there are six things on which a State
They are boycott, coercion, or mtimidation, or agreements to
boycott, coerce or intimidate. But with respect to anything else, if the States were
specifically to legislate upon a particular point, and that legislation were contrary to
the Sherman Act, the Clayton Act, or the Federal Trade Commission Act, then the
State law would be bmding. That is exactly what we attempted to do in the bffl.
It is clear what we intended to do. After a conference with the House, we believed
that the States should regulate insurance, and taxation on the insurance business. But
we spelled out certain things on which we thought Congress should not allow the
States to legislate. Those are the things which I have mentioned. As to the others,
the state has full power to act by legislation not by agreement but by legislative
act. The Senator from Florida was talking about an agreement which related to
law
many States. This bill would not permit such an agreement, because no State
could allow a monopoly to exist outside the States. Id. at 1481.
In other

could not legislate.

�

*****

Mr. BARKLEY.

attempt

I

ask, in this connection, whether, where States
inadequately by going through the form of
the
Clayton Act, the Sherman Act, and the other acts
deprive
should like

to

to occupy the field�but do it
to

�

legislation
of their jurisdiction, it is the Senator's interpretation of the conference report that
the
in a case of that kind, where the legislature fails adequately even to deal with
field it attempts to cover these acts still would apply?
Mr. McCARRAN. That is my interpretation. Id. at 1444.
so

as
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is whether Public Law 15 exempts prac
the Federal Trade
Commission Act and Sherman Act if the states likewise prohibit such

construction of this

language

tices which would otherwise be unlawful under

The argument comes into focus on the issue of the passage
of state laws repeating the prohibitions of the Federal Trade Commis
sion Act.8 On the one hand these statutes which make unfair, misleading

practices.

acts and

practices actionable at the state level are argued
"regulation" and, hence, to divest any jurisdiction under
the Federal Act. If jurisdiction is defeated by the existence of the
state statute the argument then proceeds to the conclusion that federal
jurisdiction is ousted regardless of enforcement under the state statute.
Under this theory, the measure of the application of these federal stat
utes is the existence or non-existence of state statutes covering the
same subject.9
On the other hand, it is argued that application of the federal statutes
was intended to be defeated
only if the state "effectively regulated"
and

deceptive

to constitute

the business of insurance.10

To some, this

means

that the states must

8
Unfair, misleading and deceptive trade practices in the business of insurance are
prohibited by statutes in the following states:
Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Mary
land, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Washington, Wisconsin.
9 See
Naujoks, Regulation of the Insurance Business and Public Law No. IS, 79th
Congress, First Session, 30 Marq. L. Rev. 77 (1946).
10
President Roosevelt, upon signing Public Law IS declared his construction of its

purpose and effect

as

follows:

This bill grants the insurance business a moratorium from the application of the
antitrust laws and certain related statutes, except for agreements to boycott, coercion
or

intimidation,

or

acts of

boycott, coercion,

or

intimidation, until January 1,

1948.

The purpose of this moratorium period is to permit the States to make necessary re
adjustments in their laws with respect to insurance in order to bring them into

conformity with
Association

case.

the decision of the

Supreme Court in the Southeastern Underwriters
period, the antitrust laws and certain re

After the moratorium

lated statutes will be applicable in full force and effect the business of insurance
except to the extent that the States have assumed the responsibility, and are effec

tively performing that responsibility, for the regulation of whatever aspect of the
insurance business may be involved.
The Bill is eminently fair to the States. It provides an opportunity for the orderly
correction of abuses which have existed in the insurance business and preserves the
.

.

.

rights of the States to regulate in a manner consonant with the Supreme Court's
interpretation of the antitrust laws. White House Release, March 10, 194S (mimeo
graphed)
.
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approve practices which would be unlawful under
face at least concurrent jurisdiction.11 Under

or

this view the fact that

some

practices

in the insurance business may also
participants from federal action.

violate state law does not immunize the

Thus far the courts have not resolved the
cases

state

involving
regulation

problem. The decided
Public Law IS have affirmed the purpose of continuing
but there was no occasion to resolve this point.12 What

may be the result if and when such a case
present purposes to note that there is legislative

arises, it is enough for
history tending to sup
either
and
that
and
port
position
practical
political considerations may
well influence the final result. The immediate importance of the con
troversy is that it exists and necessarily influences any proposal for
strengthening state regulation.
ever

Under either view of the extent and conditions under which federal
apply, there is the additional problem of whether all states

statutes may

which may be directly concerned with the insurance transactions have
the required quality of regulation. A large proportion of virtually all
insurance

operations

involve two

or

states.

more

The location of the

persons insured is seldom confined to the single state in
which the company is domiciled and to the extent that there are such

property

or

companies they would of

course

He outside any claim of federal juris
one state and sells insurance

diction. Where the insurer is domiciled in
to residents of

transaction.
11

another state, both states may seek to supervise the
policyholder is resident argues that

The state in which the

Note, State Supervision Over Insurance Rate

Making Combinations Under The

�

McCarran Act, 60 Yale L. J. 160 (1951).
12 Prudential Insurance
Company v. Benjamin,

328 U. S. 408
(1946) upheld the
constitutionality of Public Law IS in an action challenging continued state taxation.
North Little Rock Transportation Co. v. Casualty Reciprocal Exchange, 181 F. 2d 174
U. S.
October 9, 1950, involved an action
(8th Cir. 1950), certiorari denied,
by a transportation company for treble damages against a rating bureau and its member
companies in which the defendant's joint rate-making was alleged to be a price fixing
combination unlawful under the Sherman Act The joint rate-making was found by
the District Court and Court of Appeals not to violate the federal antitrust laws in
view of the provisions of Public Law 15 and the existence in the state of a statute
regulating these rate-making activities. This case however does not involve a state
statute which merely prohibits practices similar to those forbidden by the federal laws.
The state statute involved, Ark. Acts 1947, No. 116, Ark. Stat. �� 66-203 (1947), pro
vided for suspension and disapproval of rates, hearings upon complaint of excessive rates
and the licensing of rating bureaus. There was no effort by the plaintiff in the Little
Rock case to show that the activities complained of also violated the Arkansas statute
and the case was decided on the ground that the activities were authorized by state law.
�

�

,
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interest in the transaction in order to protect its citizens and
that this protection is afforded by compliance with its insurance code.
The state of domicile of the insurer asserts an equal interest in the
it has

an

transaction. The insurer therefore finds all the states in which it does
business seeking to control and supervise transactions with their citizens
and residents. Nor can the insurer wholly compartmentalize its opera
tions so as to prevent overlapping jurisdiction on its operations. For
example, the insurer because of differing statutory requirements or differ
ing interpretations of the identical statutes, may be unable to offer a
uniform policy contract in the several states in which it does business.
The insurer may be required to modify or delete provisions in one state
only to find that another state requires such provisions or even different
provisions. From the standpoint of operations, these differences are
annoying and expensive although not insuperable. Far more serious
are

the

differing requirements

among the states

regarding

the

adequacy

of financial resources, reserves, investments and form of organization.
The financial position of the insurer is, of course, of prime importance
to its

policyholders

sive standards

on

and most states have

these factors.

imposed rigid and comprehen
might be expected these statutory
state. Organizations which may be

As

requirements vary from state to
wholly proper in one state cannot do business in another because of the
form of organization, the type of investments, the adequacy of reserves
or for a variety of other factors.13 Moreover, an insurer may be licensed
13

Charles F. J. Harrington of Massachusetts in the Trade Practice
Proposed Rules For the Mail Order Insurance Industry before the Federal
Trade Commission in Washington, D. C, May 25, 1949 stated:
Commissioner

Conference

on

question of reviewing claim practices, the question of your thinking with
the investigation of financial affairs, if investigation is intended as a re
sult of incorporation of Rule 19, it is a matter of common knowledge that the states
have varying standards of financial insolvency, it is a matter of knowledge that there
are varying views as to the amount of business which may be written by a company
with a certain amount of policy holder surplus. It is well known that some states
have different and lesser reserve requirements than others. When we consider a
state of the size of Pennsylvania, as old in supervision as Pennsylvania, permits
mutual companies to contract business with no reserve for unearned premium, no
reserve whatsoever, thereby making a company of that type solvent in Pennsylvania,
but insolvent in many, almost every other state in the Union, on the presentation
On the

respect

to

of its annual statement alone, you have some idea of what the court meant when it
said in Benjamin versus the Prudential or Prudential versus Benjamin, whichever
the case reads, that the Congress had differing ideas of the several states, the different
laws of the several states that had been developed, and a complete knowledge that
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insurance business in several states and find that with a shift in
or a changed view in one state of the adequacy of the
investments, it is solvent in one state and insolvent in another.14 It
to

an

investments
is

impossible
and, thus, a

to

compartmentalize

the financial structure of

company which desires to do

number of states is

compelled

to

an

comply with

a company
insurance business in a

the most

rigid require

ments of any of these states.
This imposition of state authority in each state in which the insurer

sought

ginia15

to do business flowed naturally from the view of Paul v. Vir
that insurance was intra-state commerce. The transaction was

and, therefore, subject to local authority. Successive attempts
by the insurance industry to break the concept prior to
the South-Eastern case. When it was broken, however, the industry
The industry
no more than the state authorities wanted this result.
for the most part preferred known difficulties to the unknown quantity
and character of federal intervention. Thus by the time of the SouthEastern case the pattern of multiple state jurisdiction was firmly fixed.
Each state sought to regulate, so far as it was able, the activities and
organization of all insurers dealing with property or residents of the
local

were

made

state.

This pattern of multiple state regulation imposes an additional prob
lem in connection with Public Law 15. What if only one of the two
states involved in any interstate insurance transaction enacted statutes

sufficient to defeat federal

jurisdiction

under the Sherman Act

or

Feder

The very rationale of imposing multiple
state regulation which varied in content and standards from state to
state might rise to plague the industry. If each state in which an in
al Trade Commission Act?

surer had policyholders claimed it necessary to regulate the
how could it be contended that any less constituted state
under Public Law 15?

operation,
regulation

II.

These problems and questions regarding state regulation and the
relationship of federal power have for some time been important to the
position of the so-called "mail order" insurance companies. These
it did differ
14

on

a

state

basis.

The Congress had that in mind.

Official Report of

Proceedings Before the Federal Trade Commission, 216-217 (May 25, 1949).
Thus, the Rhode Island Insurance Company was placed in receivership by California

although claimed to be solvent in all other
operations
it operated. The National Underwriter, May 26, 1949, p. 1.
is
8 Wall. 168 (U. S. 1868).
to its

in California

states in

as

which
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an

insurance business in
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one

or

more

by means of interstate communication, usually mail, solicit
sales of their policies in other states. They maintain no offices, agents or
solicitors within the unlicensed jurisdictions. The contracts of insurance
states but

issued at the domicile of the insurer and all contacts with the insured
including the notification and collection of premiums, submission of
proofs of loss and payment of claims are usually handled by mail. These
are

companies, relying upon Allgeyer v. Louisiana� and Minnesota Ass'n
v. Benn,11 asserted that they were not "doing business" within the state
of residence of the policyholder and were confining their activities to
the state in which they were licensed and domiciled. Under the view of
the Benn case such insurers were beyond the reach of the regulatory
power of any except the state in which the companies were domiciled.
The existence of these insurance operations is by no means novel.
Such operations existed for decades. There can be little doubt also
substantial part of insurance transactions relied upon similar
concepts to justify continuing solicitation of policyholders who moved
from a licensed jurisdiction into an unlicensed one. This method of
operations offered substantial advantages to insurers. It is possible to
obtain a wide selection and geographical distribution of risks through
that

a

interstate communication and contact. Thus, a small company not finan
cially capable of maintaining or establishing a nationwide agency or

ganization could, nevertheless, obtain a much wider distribution of
policyholders. Moreover, the interstate media of communication offered
an opportunity to sell an inexpensive, if limited policy, well within the
reach of low income groups. Traditional forms of agency organizations
could more profitably distribute policies providing broader coverage
with consequent higher premiums.
The operations of the "mail order" insurer have repeatedly been the
subject of proposed limitation and action by various state regulatory
authorities. The theme of the authorities has been that the activities
of such insurers

"unauthorized" and hence unregulated. These in
unregulated because they are not licensed to do
an insurance business in the states where the
policyholders reside even
though the insurer is licensed and supervised in at least one state.18 It
surers are

are

said to be

16

165 U. S. 578

17

261 U. S. 140

(1897).
(1923).
18
Kline, Regulation of Mail Order Accident and Health Insurance, State of New York
Insurance Dept., 24-25 (1949). This study by George Kline of the New York Insurance
Department contains an interesting history of the various efforts of state regulatory
authorities in connection with "unauthorized" insurers. Id. at 48-59.
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"unregulated" arose
problem requiring

local

regulation.19

The mail order insurer therefore

personified the problem posed by
phrase "regulated by state law" in Public Law IS as to the necessity
of multiple state regulation. The operations of mail order insurers ob
viously could not qualify as "regulated" by state law, if regulation
required multiple state supervision. Morover, the long time characteriza
tion of these transactions as "unauthorized" and "unregulated" estab
lished a body of custom, if not of law, that might be difficult to over
the

come

if federal authorities used

a

similar criterion to determine the

absence of state

presence
regulation.
The mail order insurer also presented the issue of the extent to which
or

the states could divest federal

jurisdiction short of statutes or ao!miniapproving practices which were unlawful under the
Sherman Act or Federal Trade Commission Act. The practices for
which mail order insurers were likely to be condemned involved false
and misleading advertising, failure to pay claims and the sale of mis
leading or deceptive policies.20 No state or state authority would be
likely to enact legislation approving such practices. As a practical
matter the state could divest federal jurisdiction over these matters
only if the enactment of state prohibitory statutes similar to the federal
statutes is sufficient under Public Law IS to constitute state regulation.
The mail order insurer presented, by the very method of operations,
the fact situation which carried the greatest possibility of an area of
federal jurisdiction. State regulatory officials in seeking to impose
upon these insurers multiple state regulation had themselves created a
substantial record which might be used to argue that such insurers were
strative

"
20

action

Id. at 24-2S.

also, indictment in United States v. Arcadia National Insurance
(1948), United States District Court for the Northern District of
Illinois. This indictment was brought under the mail fraud statute alleging circulation
of false and fraudulent advertising material and the issuance of policies designed and
written so as to be confusing and misleading. 62 Stat. 763 (1948), 18 U. S. C. �� 134142 (Supp. HI, 19S0). The United States in its memorandum in opposition to defendant's

Co.,

Id. at

11-23;

see

No. 48 Cr. 429

motion to dismiss stated:
It can be assumed for purposes of argument on this motion to dismiss that the
Illinois Insurance Code and specifically that the state supervision thereunder in the
instant case was sufficiently comprehensive and detailed to amount to an approval

by the

state

agency

of the activity alleged

offense under the Mail Fraud Act.

by the Government

to

constitute

an
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authority, moreover, had for some time been
industry through enforcement of the postal

of the

laws.21 Indeed, some state authorities looked to the federal power to
stop the activities of such insurers22 and at least one bill had been intro
duced in Congress which would

prohibit the use of the mails to such
other factors made the mail order insurers
of entry for whatever federal authority existed under

insurers.23 These
a

logical point

as

well

as

Public Law 15.
The Federal Trade Commission did act in this field. On November
16, 1948, the Commission announced that a trade practice conference
would be held to establish comprehensive trade practice rules directed
toward the prevention of unfair methods of competition and other un

deceptive practices. Subsequently two conferences were held
representatives of the industry and state authorities participating.
Following these conferences, the Federal Trade Commission issued
Trade Practice Rules Relating to the Advertising and Sales Promotion
of Mail Order Insurance.24 The Commission fixed March 5, 1950, as
the effective date of application of the rules. Although the rules were
comprehensive in scope and covered all types of insurance and all forms
of organizations, the Commission gave no indication of the extent to

fair and
with

which it believed its power was effective under the terms of Public
Law 15. The rules cover all solicitations for the purchase, renewal or
reinstatement of policies of insurance in interstate commerce by the
mails or other interstate communication without the employment in
connection with such solicitation of a licensed agent of the insurer. The
statement of the Commission in defining this portion of the industry
makes clear that the rules are applicable to such transactions only to
the extent that such transactions are not "regulated by state law."25
21 26 Stat. 466
(1890), 39 U. S. C. I 732 (1946); 62 Stat. 763 (1948), 18 U. S. C.
�� 1341-42 (Supp. Ill, 19S0).
22
See United States Investor, June 19, 1948, pp. 17-21, reporting proposals made to
a Sub-Committee
of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners calling for
federal statutes; Kline, Regulation of Mail Order Accident and Health Insurance, State

of New York Insurance Department, SI (1949).
23
H. R. 64S2, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. 3066 (193S). The bill
been enacted although introduced in subsequent Congresses.
24 3

25

CCH Trade

The

industry

by the Commission
The

Reg. Rep. U 20,268 (9th ed. 19S0)

not enacted and has not

.

for which the Trade Practices Rules
as

was

were

promulgated

was

denned

follows:

industry for which the rules have been established is that comprised of the
firms, corporations, and organizations engaged in the sale and offering for

persons,
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The rules therefore gave no positive indication of the area in which
the Commission believed it had jurisdiction. The ambiguities and un
certainties of Public Law 15 were incorporated bodily into the rules.
More precise definition will have to await adversary proceedings by the

Commission to enforce the rules. No such proceedings have yet been
by the Commission.
These activities of the Federal Trade Commission were viewed with
considerable suspicion by the insurance industry at large and many
commenced

state

insurance officials.

trade

journals

The

prevailing

attitude

as

reflected in the

that the action of the Commission

might be only the
first step toward federal intrusion into all branches of the industry.26
The problems of the quantity and quality of state regulation were pre
sented with particular force to the industry. While few were especially
concerned with the fate of the mail order insurers, the possibility of
creating a precedent for further and broader action in the insurance
industry gave regulation of such insurers greater impetus.
was

III.

background that the Supreme Court decided
v. Virginia.27 Travelers Health is a non
profit membership corporation incorporated in Nebraska, issuing cer
tificates (policies) of insurance to its members (policyholders). Trav
elers Health obtained new members through mail solicitations from its
home office in Nebraska and the recommendation of its existing Vir
ginia members. It maintained no offices in Virginia and had no em
ployees or paid agents in that state. Certificates of insurance were
It

was

against

this

Travelers Health Association

sale of insurance outside the State

of

their

domicile, through the

mails

or

other

facilities and without the employment in connection
therewith of any agent licensed in the State where the sale of the insurance is pro
moted or in which delivery of the policy of the insurance is to be made. The rules
are applicable to the advertising and sales promotion of all kinds of insurance sold
interstate

or

communications

offered for sale in such

or

manner

and under such circumstances.

The establishment

promulgation of said rules by the Commission is not, however, to be understood
as delimiting the jurisdiction of the Commission with respect to the business of in
are
surance under the Clayton and Federal Trade Commission Acts as such acts
affected by Public Law 15, 79th Congress, as amended. Ibid.
26 The
Weekly Underwriter, Aug. 28, 1948, pp. 425, 453; United States Investor, Sept.
National
4, 1948, pp. 9-14; Best's Insurance News, (Editorial) Nov. 1, 1948, p. 13; The
Underwriter, (Life Edition) Nov. 26, 1948, p. 1 ; The National Underwriter, Dec. 26, 1948,
and

pp.
2"

1, 24, 26.
339 U. S. 643

(1950).
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mailed from Nebraska

subject to return within ten days if found to be
unsatisfactory by the member. Travelers Health was not licensed to
do insurance business in Virginia nor was it qualified under the Blue
Sky Law of Virginia to sell securities which Virginia defines as in
cluding contracts of insurance.28
The Corporation Commission of Virginia acting under � 6 of the Blue
Sky Law29 served Travelers Health by registered mail in a cease and
desist proceeding. The Corporation Commission, following a hearing
at which Travelers Health appeared specially to contest jurisdiction,
entered an order directing Travelers Health to cease solicitations in
Virginia by means of "intra- or inter-state communications" until it
complied with the provisions of the Blue Sky Law.30 The Virginia
Court of Appeals affirmed the order of the Corporations Commission.31
The appeal of Travelers Health was twice argued before the Supreme
Court. The decision of the Court announced in June, 1950, affirmed
the judgment of the Virginia Court of Appeals.32 Five members of the
Supreme Court agreed that Travelers Health had sufficient contact
with Virginia so as to sustain substituted service by registered mail.
The decision of the Supreme Court, however, did little to settle
the important question of the extent to which the states would be per
mitted to impose multiple jurisdiction upon the operations of mail order
insurers. The principal difficulty in discovering any answer to this
problem is the wide divergence of views expressed by the Court. Four
Justices (Reed, Frankfurter, Jackson, and Minton) dissented in an
opinion written by Mr. Justice Minton from the conclusion that Vir28

Va. Code Ann. � 3848 (49)

29

Id. at � 3848

(p) (1942).
(52).
30 This
particular proceeding and order is less understandable in view of the more
recent provisions of the insurance code of Virginia which appears to recognize the particular
problems of mail order insurance operations. Va. Code Ann. � 4225a (l)-(5) (1942)
provides for a form of limited license for out-of-state insurers which solicit through
interstate communications based largely upon the regulation of the state of domicile of
such insurers. This statute provides for filing copies of financial statements, list of
officers and directors, and a statement of the methods employed in advertising. The
statute also provides for appointment of the Secretary of the Commonwealth as an
agent for service of process in actions brought by claimant policyholders. This provision,
since it was enacted 6 years after the provisions of the Blue Sky Law might have been
argued as a repeal by implication of the much more rigid and detailed regulation of the
Blue Sky Law which Virginia sought to impose. This statute was not mentioned by either
party in their briefs before the Supreme Court.
31
Travelers Health Association v. Virginia, 188 Va. 492, 51 S. E. 2d 263 (1949).
32
Travelers Health Association v. Virginia, 339 U. S. 643 (1950).
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ginia could enforce its statutes against Travelers Health. The dissent
ing view was that Travelers Health had insufficient contact with
Virginia so as to be "present" within the state.
More importantly perhaps, five justices, whose votes affirmed the
judgment, could not agree on the precise reasoning which resulted in
subjecting Travelers Health to jurisdiction of Virginia. Four members
of the Court (The Chief Justice, Black, Burton and Clark) agreed in
an opinion written by Mr. Justice Black that Virginia had power to
enforce ".
at least that regulatory provision requiring the Associa
tion to accept service of process by Virginia claimants on the Secre
tary of the Commonwealth."33 The opinion of Mr. Justice Black indi
cates that this conclusion was reached primarily because of the conse
quences of the contractual obligations in the state where the insured
resided. Thus, the opinion referred to the unwisdom, unfairness and
injustice of requiring claimants to travel to distant forums to enforce
.

.

claims rather than in the state where the insured resides.34
Mr. Justice Douglas concurring in the disposition of the case, felt
that the type of problem presented required a more selective treatment.

concurring opinion Mr. Justice Douglas laid great stress upon
by Travelers Health of its existing members to solicit new
business.35 He concluded that through these people, although not desig
nated as agents, the corporation had realistically entered the state look
ing for and obtaining business. To him it did no violence to the tra
ditional concept of due process to allow the state to provide protective
measures governing that solicitation. Significantly, however, Mr. Justice
Douglas said:
In his

the

use

out-of-state company operates beyond the bor
office in the state, and has no agents, salesmen, or solicitors
to obtain business for it within the state. Then it is beyond the reach of

A state is

helpless when the

ders, establishes

no

process.36
On the

principal

issue therefore the

Supreme Court

cannot be said

to have laid down any certain rule that mail order insurance

subject

to

Shoe Co.

a
v.

operations.

solicitations of existing policyholders, may be
they
multiple regulation. Indeed to those to whom International
Washington31 and Hoopeston Canning Co. v. Cullen3* indi-

except where

33

Id. at 647.

34

Id. at 648-649.

35

Id. at 6S1-6S5.

��

Id. at 653-654.

"

326 U. S. 310

38

318 U. S. 313

use

(1945).
(1943).
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virtually unlimited expansion of state jurisdiction, the decision
was a surprise.
The opinions in Travelers Health
indicated that there remained a barrier beyond which state authority did
not reach and that even a complete disregard of conceptualistic theories
of place of contracting or of performance might not carry state au
thority beyond the narrow fact situation of this case.
cated

a

in Travelers Health

The decision in Travelers Health cannot be the foundation for a
widespread imposition of multiple state regulation over mail order in
surers. The particular method of operation of Travelers Health Asso
ciation is limited to these

membership
not have

basis.

or use

such members and

cations to solicit business.
that the

Supreme

which are organized on a mutual
using a mail order operation do
rely wholly on interstate communi

companies

Other insurers

In these situations it cannot

Court would reach the

same

now

be said

result.

Even as to the operations of Travelers Health, the decision of the
Supreme Court casts doubt upon the extent to which a state may en
force its regulatory statutes. Although a state may acquire sufficient
jurisdiction over such insurers to authorize substituted service of
process, the jurisdiction may well be only illusory. The insurer has
neither agents nor assets within the state. Under these circumstances
enforcement of state regulation upon a recalcitrant insurer may be vir

tually impossible. Clearly any enforcement by way of criminal sanc
tion will depend upon the aid of the state in which the insurer is licensed
and domiciled. Enlisting the aid of the state of the insurer by means
of a suit directly upon the statute said to be violated encounters the
problem of the extent to which one state will enforce the penal statute
of another state.39 Modification by the Supreme Court of existing con
cepts of the extent to which one state may require another to enforce
alien statutory policies would be required to make this an effective
method of enforcement.
Enforcement through criminal proceedings in Virginia is even less
likely of practical success. Since Virginia does not have custody of any
person connected with the insurer, reliance would again be placed upon
the state of domicile to make available such persons through extradition

proceedings. Mr. Justice

Black's

opinion suggested

the

problems

in-

39
Note, Reaching the Out-of-State Mail-Order Insurer, 64 Harv. L. Rev. 482-48S
(1951) points up the difficulties of such action under existing views of the enforcement
of "penal" statutes. See also the discussion in Kline, Regulation of Mail Order Accident
and Health Insurance, State of New York Insurance Department, 68-104 (1949).
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volved in any such attempt by citing Strassheim v. Daily40 and Hyatt v.
Corkran.*1 These cases limit the existing constitutional extradition pro
vision to those situations in which the criminal was, at some step in the
commission of the crime,

personally present

in the state.

mail order insurer cannot be said to have been

anytime

Clearly, the
personally present at

within the state.

possibility that fines for violation of the statute be reduced
to a judgment and collected by a suit against the insurer in its state
of domicile also fails to provide a solution of enforcement problems.
Here again existing concepts relieve a state from the requirement of
affording "full faith and credit" to a penal judgment of another state.42
The practical consequences of extending state jurisdiction over inter
state transactions even in the insurance field, therefore, cast consid
erable doubt as to the wisdom of expanding the reach of local control.
It may well have been such considerations which prompted Mr. Justice
Black to confine, for the most part, his statement of the case to the
power of Virginia to enforce a regulatory provision requiring Travelers
Health to accept service of process by Virginia claimants through the
Secretary of the Commonwealth. In such policyholder's actions, a
judgment would be entitled to full faith and credit in the state of
A third

�

�

domicile of the insurer.
IV.

hardly be a firm foundation for state
action to impose comprehensive multiple state regulation upon mail
order insurers. Unquestionably, however, the decision of the Supreme
Court supports existing state statutes permitting residents to sue outof-state insurers through substituted service of process.43 Beyond that
point, Travelers Health raises more problems than it settles.
Basically the Travelers Health case points up the inherent difficulty
of applying successive and differing local powers to what is in reality
The local authority which is imposed must be
an interstate problem.
vastly expanded if it is to be effectively enforced. Such expansion by
The Travelers Health

40

221 U. S.

41

188 U. S.

case can

280, 284-285 (1911).
691, 712-719 (1903).

Pelican Ins. Co., 127 U. S. 265, 290 (1888) ; cf., Huntington v Attrffl,
146 U. S. 657 (1892), Milwaukee County v. M. E. White Co., 296 U. S. 268 (1935).
42

Wisconsin

43

The

v.

following

states have enacted such statutes:

Louisiana,
California, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania,
Texas.
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judicial broadening of the concept of "doing business" carries
problem of the extent to which individual states are to be
to
regulate business organizations located in other states
permitted
merely because the activities of business affect their citizens. The
Travelers Health case is an excellent example of this difficulty. Although
the case involved the solicitation of insurance, it was brought under the
Blue Sky Law as a security. Thus, the sale of any type of security in
a manner similar to that of Travelers Health would impose the regu
lation of additional states even though the transaction was supervised
by federal authority under the Securities Act.44 It is hardly economi
cally sound to continue such expansion of jurisdictional controls. Com
pliance with regulation in any field of business activity is time con
suming and exceedingly expensive. The procedure necessarily involved
in detailed regulation tends therefore to erect an economic barrier to
entrance in the industry above and beyond any minimum statutory
standards of capital or investment. Moreover, local regulation because
of local pressures or conditions may well require discrimination against
the out-of-state company incompatible with the free flow of interstate
It is for example difficult to understand how Travelers
commerce.
Health could comply with the Blue Sky Law of Virginia and retain
its form of organization. The pinch of the decision to Travelers Health
may well be a stranglehold.45
More generally, it may be questioned whether, with a recognition of
insurance as commerce, the industry and state authorities should con
tinue to urge multiple state regulation as necessary for regulation in
the public interest. Local pressures and conditions require differences
way of

with it the

between the states in

a

manner

and extent to which statutes should

44
Although there is no specific statutory language requiring insurers subject to the
Virginia Blue Sky Laws to qualify under the insurance laws of the state, Virginia con
strues � 3848 (49) (p) of the code (Michie's Code of 1942) to require such insurers to
comply with the insurance laws. Since Travelers Health is a non-profit membership
association using its members as solicitors it probably could not qualify under the insur
ance laws.
Certainly it could not comply with the counter-signature provisions of the
insurance laws. Va. Code Ann. � 4222 (1942).
45 The
State Corporation Commission construes the Blue Sky Laws of Virginia as
requiring as a condition to qualification thereunder compliance with all other applicable
laws. Travelers Health is a non-profit membership association which relies on its old
members to solicit new members. Under this member-solicitor type of operation Travelers
would probably experience considerable difficulty in complying with the Insurance Laws
of Virginia. Va. Code Ann. � 4200 et seg. (1942). Certainly it could not comply with
the resident agent counter-signature provision of � 4222 of the Virginia Code.
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Uniformity of state regulation under
impossible. If this unanimity of action is re
to
state
regulation of insurance against federal intru
quired
preserve
it
can be preserved.
Unless and until the in
it
is
that
sion,
unlikely
are
to
state
authorities
and
the
willing
justify and defend state
dustry
one
the
basis
of
on
state, state regulation
regulation by any
regulation
as a practical matter will be jeopardized. Certainly thus far the Supreme
Court has supplied the states with only an illusion of power to impose
any further regulation upon out-of-state insurers.

apply

to

particular

transactions.
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FEDERAL LEGISLATION
FREE SPEECH AND THE INTERNAL SECURITY ACT OF 1950

last item of business finished by
'JTHE
until after the November elections

Congress before adjourning

was

the passage,

over

the veto

of President

Truman, of H. R. 9490, the Internal Security Act of 1950.1
The growing concern in the last few years over the cold war being
waged by the Communists quickly reached its climax after the out
break of hostilities in Korea. Congress, spurred on by an aroused public,
determined to do something about the dangers to the United States
from subversive activities. As a result, the much-mooted Mundt-FergusonJohnston Bill,2 providing for registration of Communist organi
zations; the Kilgore Bill,3 providing for detention of potential spies and
saboteurs; the President's recommendations for tightening up present
internal security laws;4 Senator Ellender's bill outlawing the picketing
of Federal courts;5 and Senator McCarran's amendments to the immi
gration and naturalization laws6 were welded into one bill,7 and passed
as the Internal Security Act of 1950.
It is the purpose of this note to consider the constitutionality of those
provisions of the Internal Security Act which are alleged to be infringe
ments of the jealously-guarded right of free speech, "the fixed star of
our constitutional constellation,"8 and the cognate rights of free press
and assembly.
Several sections of the Internal Security Act have been attacked as
directly prohibiting free speech or the rights of freedom of press and
assembly: (1) Section 4(a), the conspiracy provision, which makes it
unlawful knowingly to conspire or agree to perform any act which
would substantially contribute to the establishment in the United States
of a totalitarian dictatorship subject to foreign control, is attacked as
prohibiting the advocacy of peaceful political change. (2) Section 10,
Sept. 23, 19S0 (hereinafter cited as "the Act"), 64 Stat. 987, 50 U. S. C. A.
(Supp. 1950).
2 S.
2311, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949). Also, see H. R. 5852, 80th Cong., 2d Sess.
(1948), the Mundt-Nkon Bill, predecessor of S. 2311.
3 S.
4130, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. (1950).
* S.
595, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949).
5 S.
1681, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949); H. R. 5647, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949).
1

Act of

� 781

8

7
8

note

S. 4037, 81st Cong., 2d Sess.
S. 4037, 81st Cong., 2d Sess.
West

Virginia State

(1950), �� 22, 24-30.
(1950) ; H. R. 9490, 81st Cong.,

Board of Education

v.

440

Barnette,

2d Sess.

319 U. S.

(1950).

624, 642 (1943).
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requires identification of the sender or sponsor as being a "Com
organization", when such an organization transmits publications
in the mail or in foreign or interstate commerce, or when it sponsors a
radio or television broadcast, is charged to be a prior restraint on free
dom of speech and the press.
Certain restrictions imposed by the Internal Security Act on indi
vidual members9 of Communist organizations and other proscribed
groups might also be found to violate the First Amendment. Such an
objection rests upon the ground that nominal membership in one of the
proscribed organizations, or affiliation only for the purpose of further
ing the group's legitimate endeavors, without proof of active support
of the group's illegitimate purposes and activities, presents no real
danger of the evils aimed at by the Act, and the objectionable provisions
therefore unconstitutionally burden free speech. (1) Section 22, pro
viding for the exclusion and deportation of subversive aliens, is said
to violate the First Amendment insofar as it permits deportation of
aliens legally admitted to the United States who later join a Communist
organization or one of the other proscribed groups. (2) Section 25, for
bidding the naturalization of certain groups of subversive aliens, is said
to violate the First Amendment by providing for revocation of naturali
zation on grounds of fraud or illegal procurement if the naturalized
citizen, within five years after naturalization, becomes a member of, or
affiliated with, a Communist organization or any other group precluded
from naturalization. (3) Section 5(a), denying federal employment to
members of Communist organizations, is said to violate the First Amend
ment by dismissing federal employees on grounds touching upon First
Amendment freedoms, without a showing that their conduct creates a
clear and present danger of the evil aimed at by the statute.
Before considering each of these sections in detail it is well to review
the legal context within which they must be analyzed.

which

munist

Background

�

Freedom

of

Speech

and

the

Clear

and

Present Danger

Freedom of speech occupies a preferred position among the liberties
guaranteed by the Bill of Rights.10 Protected by the First Amendment
9

Besides the

provisions

discussed herein

(�� 5(a), 22, 25),

see

also �� 4(c), 6, and 8

of the Act.
10

Thomas

v.

Collins,

323 U. S.

(1949). Concerning the right of
furter, J., concurring, in Kovacs

516, 530 (1945)

; Kovacs

the First Amendment to its
v.

Cooper, supra

at 89.

v. Cooper, 336 U. S. 77, 88
preferred position, see Frank
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from

infringement by the United States, it is one of the fundamental
personal liberties which are protected by the Fourteenth Amendment
from infringement by the individual states.11 Freedom of speech, press,
and assembly ".
are susceptible of restriction only to prevent
grave
and immediate danger to interests which the State may lawfully
protect."12
Direct prohibitions are but one method of restricting free speech.
Freedom of speech may also be infringed by statutes which do not in
terms prohibit speech, but attach such discouragements to its exercise
as to impose unconstitutional burdens.13
The Court will not allow a
statute to escape the impact of the First Amendment by mere payment
of lip service if in effect it prohibits free speech.
What principles the courts should apply in determining the constitu
tionality of these restrictions is an issue on which the Supreme Court
has at various times taken inconsistent stands. In the Schenck case,14
Justice Holmes held that the "clear and present danger" rule applies in
.

every

.

case.

The

question in

stances and

are

every case is whether the words used are used in such circum
of such a nature as to create a clear and present danger that

they will bring about the substantive evils that Congress has

a

right

to

prevent.15

Six years later, in the Gitlow case,16 Justice Sanford modified the
"clear and present danger" rule by holding that when the statute under
which a person is prosecuted is directed specifically at utterances, this
shows that the legislature has passed on the question of "clear and pres
ent danger", and its determination is binding on the courts unless clearly

arbitrary; that, therefore, any utterance falling within the prohibition
of the statute is punishable, even though in itself it does not present
"a clear and present danger" of the substantive evil aimed at by the
statute.17
Neither the Schenck

case nor

the Gitlow

case

have been

directly

over-

n De
Jonge v. Oregon, 299 U. S. 353, 364 (1937) ; Stromberg v. California, 283 U. S.
359, 368 (1931); Gitlow v. New York, 268 U. S. 652 (1925).
12
West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette, 319 U. S. 624, 639 (1943).

See American Communications Assn. v. Douds, 339 U. S. 382,
Collins, 323 U. S. 516, 547 (1945) (concurring opinion).
1* Schenck v. United
States, 249 U. S. 47 (1919).
13

v.

15
is

399

(1950)

; Thomas

Id. at 52.

Gitlow v. New York, 268 U. S. 652 (1925).
Id. at 669, 670. See Brief for Appellee, pp. 224, 225, United States v. Dennis, 183 F.
2d 201 (2d Cir. 1950), certiorari granted, 340 U. S. 863 (1950), argued Dec. 4, 1950.
17
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ruled; however, the interpretation of each in later cases greatly weakens
the authority of the rules they profess to lay down. The Gitlow case
partly nullifies the holding of the Schenck case.18 The aura of constitu
tionality with which the Gitlow case invested legislative acts dealing
specifically with utterances has been respected by some cases,10 but
partly dispelled by others20 and rightly so. A statute which threatens
freedom of speech should be subjected to a more stringent test than
The fact that there is a reasonable
was applied in the Gitlow case.21
foundation for the legislature's determination that the prohibited utter
ance is outside the protection of the First Amendment should not be
sufficient to justify such a statute. The question for the court to
�

determine when such

a

statute is attacked is not whether or not the

legislature had reason to believe that the utterances could constitu
tionally be prohibited, but whether or not the prohibited exercises of
speech are protected by the First or Fourteenth Amendment.22
Furthermore, the holding of the Gitlow case that, if the Court deter
mines that the legislature acted reasonably in prohibiting certain utter
ances, any utterance falling within the prohibited class may be punished
regardless of whether or not it creates a "clear and present danger", is
now held in less esteem than formerly.23 The Smith Act,24 under which
the Dennis25 case arose, is clearly aimed at utterances, yet the Second
Circuit based its opinion in that case not upon the Gitlow exception, but
upon the ground that the defendants' conduct created a clear and pres18

Schenck

19

Commonwealth

22

Note 20 supra.

23

See Hartzel

United States, 249 U. S. 47, 52

(1919).
Super. 417, 157 Atl. 701 (1931), appeal dismissed
per curiam sub nom. Lazar v. Pennsylvania, 286 U. S. 532 (1932) ; Stromberg v. Cali
fornia, 283 U. S. 359, 368, 369 (1931) ; Whitney v. California, 274 U. S. 357, 371 (1927).
20
Pennekamp v. Florida, 328 U. S. 331, 334 (1946) ; Thomas v. Collins, 323
U. S. 516, 530-532 (1945) ; West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette, 319 U. S.
624 (1943) ; Schneider v. State, 308 U. S. 147, 161 (1939) ; United States v. Carolene
Products Co., 304 U. S. 144, 152 n.4 (1938) ; Herndon v. Lowry, 301 U. S. 242, 258 (1937).
21
"We cannot hold that the present statute is an arbitrary or unreasonable exercise
of the police power of the State.
." 268 U. S. 652, 670 (1925).
v.

v.

Lazar,

103 Pa.

.

.

States, 322 U. S. 680, 686 (1944) ; United States v. Dennis,
State, 77 Okla. Crim. Rep. 305, 327, 141 P. 2d 309, 319 (1943);
Fraenkel, Some Current Civil Liberties Problems, 15 Brooklyn L. R. 12, 13 (1949). But see
Dunne v. United States, 138 F. 2d 137 (8th Cir. 1943), certiorari denied, 320 U. S. 790
(1943).
24 18
U. S. C. � 2385 (Supp. Ill, 1950).
25
United States v. Dennis, 183 F. 2d 201 (2d Cir. 1950), certiorari granted, 340 U. S.
863 (1950), argued Dec. 4, 1950.
v.

United

supra note 17; Wood

v.
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danger of the violent overthrow of the Government.26 The procedure
followed in the Dennis case seems to be a necessary safeguard to free
speech, since the punishment of language which does not in itself create
ent

a

is

clear and present danger of the substantive evil aimed at by a statute,
an unconstitutional application of such a statute.
It is true that a

inciting to the violent overthrow of the
each
and every occasion to which it is to
government
if
but
the
of
the statute overlaps certain areas of
apply,27
application
statute

prohibiting

utterances

cannot define

speech protected by

the First

Amendment, that overlap is

not

justifiable

necessary concomitant of the exercise of Congress's police power.28
Free speech is not one of the liberties protected only by the Fifth Amend
as a

ment, against deprivation "without due process of law";29 freedom of

protected by the First Amendment from abridgment by any law.
point upon which both the Schenck and the Gitlow schools of
thought agree, and the law is clear, is that a requirement of specific
intent may be a substitute for the clear and present danger rule; an
utterance which is intended to produce a clear and present danger is
punishable even though, stripped of such intent, the utterance in itself
does not create a clear and present danger of the substantive evil.30
Of great significance in any consideration of the constitutionality
of the Internal Security Act is the recent case of American Communica
tions Association, CJ.O., v. Douds,31 which indicates the basic principles
underlying the so-called "tests" of the constitutionality of statutes in
volving free speech. In this case the Supreme Court briefly reviewed
the history of the clear and present danger rule. It made no attempt
to explain the application of the rule to direct prohibitions of speech.
In regard to an "indirect, partial, conditional abridgement of speech",32
however, the duty of the courts is "... to weigh the circumstances and

speech

is

One

26

See United States

v.

27

See United States

v.

31

339 U. S. 382

32

Id. at 399.

Dennis, supra note 25, at 237 (concurring opinion).
Petrillo, 332 U. S. 1, 7 (1947) ; Robinson v. United States, 324
U. S. 282 (1945). But cf. United States v. L. Cohen Grocery Co., 255 U. S. 81 (1921).
28
Cf. Thomas v. Collins, 323 U. S. 516, 532, 536 (1945) ; West Virginia State Board
of Education v. Bamette, 319 U. S. 624, 639 (1943).
29 U. S.
Const., Amend. V.
30 Schenck v. United'
States, 249 U. S. 47, 52 (1919) ; United States v. Dennis, supra
note 25, at 214, 215. See Whitney v. California, 274 U. S. 357, 373 (1927) (concurring
opinion) ; Abrams v. United States, 250 U. S. 616, 627, 628 (1919) (dissenting opinion).
Cf. United States v. Ragen, 314 U. S. 513, 524 (1942) ; Gorin v. United States, 312 U. S.
19, 28 (1941). See Brief for Appellee, pp. 242-246, United States v. Dennis, supra note 25.
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appraise the substantiality of the
regulation of the free enjoyment of
to

reasons

the

advanced in support of the
"33
against the in

rights

.

.

.

of the individual in unrestricted exercise of speech in those
circumstances, and "... to determine which of these two conflicting
terests

interests demands the greater protection under the particular circum
"34
The problem thus involves a balancing of
stances presented.
.

.

.

interests.35
The Douds

down the

principles determining the constitu
tionality
speech. The issue concerning
direct prohibitions of speech is squarely before the Court in Dennis v.
United States.36 Judging from the language of the Douds case, the
Supreme Court is ready to re-examine the "clear and present danger"
rule as it applies to direct prohibitions, and to re-state clearly the law
applying to direct prohibitions. Even though the Court will probably
not agree with Holmes and Brandeis as to the proximity of danger which
will warrant restriction of speech,37 it is hoped that the Court will lay
down a principle which will apply to every prosecution for prohibited
exercises of speech, without any distinctions not consistent with the
unconditional prohibition of the First Amendment.
lays

case

of indirect restraints of free

The Conspiracy Provision
Section 4
or

agree

(a)

...

to

makes it unlawful "...

perform

knowingly to combine, conspire
substantially contribute

any act which would

to the establishment within the United States of

ship38

.

.

.

[subject

to

foreign control]

38

Schneider

34

American Communications Assn.

308 U. S.

totalitarian dictator

Provided, however, that this

161

(1939).
Douds, 339 U. S. 382, 399 (19S0).
35 The Court
upholds the constitutionality of the non-Communist affidavit with regard
to that part of it which is concerned with membership in, or affiliation with, the Com
munist Party. With regard to that part of it dealing with beliefs, the Court is equally
divided. Osman v. Douds, 339 U. S. 846 (19S0), discussing the opinion in American Com
munications Assn. v. Douds, 339 TJ. S. 382 (19S0).
v.

State,

:

a

147,

v.

36

Note 25 supra.
See Whitney v. California, 274 TJ. S. 3S7, 376, 377
United States v. Dennis, supra note 25, at 208.
37

38

(1927)

(concurring opinion)

;

dictatorship' and 'totalitarianism' mean and refer to systems
representative in fact, characterized by (A) the existence of a single
political party, organized on a dictatorial basis, with so close an identity between such
party and its policies and the governmental policies of the country in which it exists, that
the party and the government constitute an indistinguishable unit, and (B) the forcible
suppression of opposition to such party." � 3(15) of the Act, 64 Stat. 987, 990, 50 U. S.
C A. � 782(15) (Supp. 1950).
"The terms 'totalitarian
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constitutional amend

ment."
It is submitted that this "catch-all" section is framed in

language

broad that it may include within its net not only dangerous Com
munists, but also sincere liberals who wish to change the Government
in certain respects by peaceful means.39 If there is anything reckoned
so

as

essential to the American form of government, it is freedom of political
A constitutional political change, no matter how obnoxious

discussion.

principles of the majority, may be freely advocated.40
(a) was drawn up with the intention of curbing the subver
sive activities of the Communists short of open advocacy of the use of
force and violence to overthrow the Government. The Alien Registra
tion Act of 194041 (the "Smith Act") requires the advocacy of force
to the

Section 4

and violence in order to make utterances

a

crime.

In order to avoid

prosecution under this Act the Communists are now avoiding the open
advocacy of the use of force and violence, and therefore the application
of existing law is becoming increasingly more difficult.42 For that reason
Section 4 (a) was drafted in such terms as to require only that the
parties have agreed to perform an act substantially contributing to the
establishment of a totalitarian dictatorship subject to foreign control.43
A frequent fault with legislation adopted to curb abuse of the rights
of free speech and assembly is that the law is drafted in language so
broad that it proscribes not only the abuse, but also words and conduct
properly within the protection of the guaranty of free speech.44 For
that reason we must consider the Internal Security Act in the light of
not only the dangers presented by Communism, but also the dangers
to free speech inherent in a statute loosely drawn so as to cover all
agreements to perform acts substantially contributing, whether by
peaceful or violent methods, to a prohibited change in the Government.
The charge of vagueness has also been leveled at this section, since
just how close to the actual establishment of a totalitarian dictatorship
39

See 81

Cong. Rec.

1S823 (Sept. 23, 1950).
Chicago, 337 U. S. 1, 4 (1949)

; De Jonge v. Oregon, 299 U. S.
Dennis, supra note 25, at 206.
41 18 U. S. C.
� 2385 (Supp. m, 1950).
42 See Sen.
Rep. No. 1358, Slst Cong., 2d Sess. 7 (1950) ; Cohen and Fuchs, Com
munism's Challenge and the Constitution, 34 Com. L. Q. 182, 201 (1948).
43 See 81
Cong. Rec 14354 (Sept. 5, 1950) ; 81 Cong. Rec. 14802-14804 (Sept. 12, 1950).
44 Thornhill v.
Alabama, 310 U. S. 88 (1940) ; Herndon v. Lowry, 301 U. S. 242 (1937) ;
Stromberg v. California, 283 U. S. 359 (1931).
40

See Tenruniello

353, 365 (1937)

v.

; United States

v.
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be deemed a substantial contribution, thus
rendering an agreement to bring about such change punishable under
the Act, is not clear. If Section 4 (a) is thus unconstitutionally vague
on its face in violation of the Fifth Amendment, it follows that it also
endangers the right of free speech, for fear of violating Section 4 (a)
would create a censorship of political ideas, the principal evil the First

an act must

Amendment

was

can

designed

to

prevent.45

of proponents of Section 4
that the word "knowingly" cures the vice.46 The
The short

answer

to the

(a)
use

objection is

of the term "know

ingly", it is submitted, does cure the ambiguity of this section. The
gist of the complaint of vagueness in a criminal statute is that a person
is punished without warning for an offense of which he was unaware.47
Section 4 (a) punishes only those who know that they are violating the
section. One who knows that he is violating the statute cannot complain
that he did not know his conduct

forbidden.
provision is

was

Even if it be assumed that this

sufficiently definite

to

eliminate the

objection of vagueness, and that it does set up a standard
sufficiently definite to inform a person of where the line is drawn

of guilt
between the legal and the illegal, Section 4 (a) still appears to violate
the First Amendment because on its face it restrains the fair exercise
of the rights of free speech and assembly.48 That there may be peaceful
changes in the United States Government which may nevertheless be
deemed "substantial contributions" to the establishment of a totalitarian
dictatorship subject to foreign control is evident from the fact that
it was deemed necessary to add the proviso that Section 4 (a) should not
apply to the proposal of a constitutional amendment. But since it is
equally clear that fundamental changes in the form of the Government
of the United States may also be brought about by peaceful means
other than constitutional

amendment,49

and since

an

agreement

to pro-

45

Cf. Near

46

See Sen. Rep. No. 13S8, 81st Cong. 2d Sess. 43 (1950).
See Screws v. United States, 325 U. S. 91, 102 (1945) ; American Communications

47

Assn.

v.

Minnesota,

283 U. S.

697, 713 (1931).

v. Douds, 339 U. S. 382, 413 (1950).
Cf. Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U. S. 501 (1946) ; Schneider v. State, 308 U. S. 147
(1939) ; Hague v. C. I. O., 307 U. S. 496 (1939) ; Lovell v. City of Griffin, 303 U. S. 444
(1938).
49 See
81 Cong. Rec. 15785, 15786 (Sept. 22, 1950) ; Sen. Rep. No. 2369, Pt. 2, 81st
Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1950); Sen. Rep. No. 1358, Pt. 2, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1950).
The recommendations of Donald Richberg that the advocacy of methods of change
devoid of force or violence be specifically excepted from the proscription of � 4(a)
was not heeded. Sen. Rep. No. 1358, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. 33 (1950).
48
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is invalid on its face.50

The vice in

a

exercise of
free
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the section

statute which

on its face threatens to punish the fair
is that its in terrorem effect acts as a prior restraint

speech
speech.51 Because

of the separability provision in Section 32 of
4
Section
Act, however,
(a) may still be held valid as applied to those
whose conduct is not protected by the First Amendment. The Smith

on

the

by the Second Circuit in the Dennis case.52 Such
the traditional view that such a statute, being
from
holding departs
invalid on its face, need not be obeyed by any one.53 The Dennis

Act

was so

construed

a

which is

interpretation,

mtimidation of free

an

since

a

literally correct, leaves a statute almost as much
speech as if it were fresh from the legislature,

person must remain in doubt

as

to whether his conduct falls

under the ban until the time of his trial.
as

Since this rule prevents a culprit from escaping punishment by posing
the vicarious champion of hypothetical defendants, and yet cannot

be used to the detriment of a defendant whose First Amendment rights
are infringed by the application of Section 4 (a), such a holding is
justifiable. Congress should amend Section 4 (a) so as to remove the

peaceful political groups, but until it does, the Dennis interpre
separability clause seems preferable to allowing even one
plotting against the United States to escape punishment.

threat to

tation of the
person

Section 10

The Identification Provision

�

Section 10

requires Communist organizations54

50

Note 48 supra.

51

Thornhill

v.

Alabama,

310 U. S. 88, 97

(1940)

; Lovell

v.

to label any

City

of

Griffin,

publica303 U. S.

444, 451 (1938).
52

United States

53

Note 48 supra.

v.

Dennis, supra

note

25,

at 214.

term 'Communist-action organization' means
(a) any organization in the
(other than a diplomatic representative or mission of a foreign govern
ment accredited as such by the Department of State) which (i) is substantially directed,
dominated, or controlled by the foreign government or foreign organization controlling
the world Communist movement referred to in section 2 of this title, and (ii) operates
54

"(3) The

�

United States

objectives of such world Communist movement as referred to
title; and
(b) and section, branch, fraction, or cell of any organization denned in subparagraph (a)
of this paragraph which has not complied with the registration requirements of this title.
"(4) The term 'Communist-front organization' means any organization in the United
States (other than a Communist-action organization as defined in paragraph (3) of this
section) which (A) is substantially directed, dominated, or controlled by a Communist-

primarily

to advance the

in section 2 of this
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tion, and also the

wrapper or envelope in which it is enclosed, when
transmitted in the mail or in foreign or interstate commerce, "Dis
a Communist organization."
seminated by
It also requires
,
that, when sponsoring a radio or television broadcast, Communist organi
"
zations announce that the program is
a
sponsored by
,
Communist organization." The purpose of Section 10 is to make known
.

to the

hear

who receive

public

or see

its radio

a

Communist

.

.

organization's publications,

or

television programs, the true character of the
in order that the public not be led astray by its subtle

organization,

or

propaganda.55
Since the maintenance of the Post Office is
of the

a

proprietary function

may exercise general police powers over
even though its regulations are unrelated

Government, Congress
carries,
to the business of the transportation of the mail.56 Liberty of circulation,
however, is as essential to freedom of the press as liberty of publishing;57
therefore Congressional power in laying down postal regulations is
limited by the First Amendment.58
the material which it

The

difficulty attending the subject arises, not from the want of power in
Congress to prescribe regulations as to what shall constitute mail matter, but
from the necessity of enforcing them consistently with the rights reserved to
the people, of far greater importance than the transportation of the mails.59

Further, the plenary powers of Congress over interstate commerce, in
cluding radio and television broadcasting,60 are also limited by the Bill
of Rights.61
action

support

organization, and (B) is primarily operated for the purpose of giving aid and
to a Communist-action organization, a Communist foreign government, or the

world Communist movement referred to in section 2 of this title.

organization' means a Communist-action organization
organization." � 3(3), (4), (5) of the Act, 64 Stat. 987, 989, SO
C. A. � 782(3), (4), (5) (Supp. 19S0).
55 See
Smith, Subversive Propaganda, the Past and the Present, 29 Georgetown
809, 824, 825 (1941).
B6 Ex
parte Jackson, 96 TJ. S. 727 (1877); In re Rapier, 143 U. S. 110 (1892).
57 Ex
parte Jackson, supra note 56, at 733.
58 Cases cited note 56
supra; Lewis Publ. Co. v. Morgan, 229 U. S. 288 (1913) ; S.
"(5) The

term

Communist-front

'Communist

or

a

U. S.

L. J.

E. C.

Timetrust, Inc., 28 F. Supp. 34 (N. D. Calif. 1939). See Milwaukee Publ. Co. v. Bur
leson, 255 U. S. 407, 431 (1921) (dissenting opinion).
59 Ex
parte Jackson, 96 U. S. 727, 732 (1877).
60 Fisher's Blend Station v. Tax
Comm'n, 297 U. S. 650 (1936).
61
Monongahela Navigation Co. v. United States, 148 U. S. 312, 336 (1893). See 2
Socolow, Law of Radio Broadcasting 1009 (1939).
v.
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It is to be noted that the identification

requirement of Section 10 is
broadcasts
in which the Communist
publications
advocate
subversive
doctrines.
It is not even limited to
organizations
or
broadcasts
which
are
publications
political in nature. Congress un
not

limited to

or

has the power not
of the mails,62 or radio

doubtedly

only

the

or

use

condition, but also

television

broadcasts,63

to

prohibit

for the former

that Congress would also have the power to require
organizations to identify themselves in any publication
or broadcast which could be regarded as a political activity.64
The power of Congress to regulate political activities affecting the
Government cannot be questioned.65 Congress has prohibited the in
timidation of voters,66 the purchase of votes,67 and has closely regulated
the collection of campaign contributions.68 Surely the possibility of a
group's obtaining popular support and powerful positions through peace
ful political activity, while artfully disguising its true purpose of violent
overthrow of the United States Government, presents an evil which
Congress is competent to prevent. A requirement, aimed at this evil,
that every political group identify its platform clearly to the public
when engaging in any political activity, however peaceful, would present
no free speech problem. Nor would a classification requiring only Com
munist organizations to identify their platform clearly when engaged
in political activity be unreasonable; Congress has adequate foundation
for its belief that such organizations would be more likely than others
to cause the evil sought to be prevented.69 The burden on free speech
involved would be justified by the danger presented. The fact that
the merits of the Communist organizations' recommendations concerning
peaceful political activity might be discredited because of the prejudice
created by the knowledge that the sponsor is a Communist organization,
is of little consequence, compared to the danger involved to the United
States in their gaining a place of strength from which they could more
readily overthrow the United States Government.
purpose.

It

to

seems

Communist

62

Gitlow v. Kiely, 44 F. 2d 227 (S. D. N. Y. 1930).
Cf. Duncan v. United States, 48 F. 2d 12S (9th Cir. 1931)
HI, 19S0). See 2 Socolow, op. at. supra note 61, at 1021.
64
Cf. 52 Stat. 632 (1938), 22 U. S. C. � 614 (1946).
65 In re
Coy, 127 U. S. 731, 752 (1888).
66 is U. S. C.
� 594 (Supp. JU, 1950).
63

67

/rf� � 597.

68

18 U. S. C. �� 602-611 (Supp. JJI, 1950).
Cf. American Communications Assn. v. Douds,

69

339 U. S.

; 18 U. S. C.

� 1304 (Supp.

382, 391-393 (1950).
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requirements of Section 10, however, would apply not merely
political broadcasts and publications, but to all broadcasts and publi
cations. It is beside the point to argue that, because a Communist
organization is primarily a political organization, it is very unlikely
that such an organization would sponsor a broadcast or issue a publica
tion not related in some way to its primary purpose. There certainly
are some topics not tinged with political interest which could be the
subject of a publication or broadcast by a Communist organization, but
are nevertheless subject to the requirements of Section 10. The classifi
The

to

10, based on source, not content, violates the constitu
tional guarantees of free speech and press70 since its effect is to impose
It is submitted that the burden
a prior restraint on these freedoms.71
imposed on free speech which presents no danger of the evil Section 10
is intended to prevent is too great to be justified by any inconvenience
which would result from requiring Congress to separate these innocuous
exercises of free speech from those publications or broadcasts which
cation of Section

an identification requirement.72
Another reason for the invalidity of Section 10 is that the requirement
that the wrapper or envelope, as well as the publication itself, be labeled

warrant

is unnecessary to achieve the purpose of the section. Statutes touching
First Amendment freedoms must be narrowly drawn, so as to cure only

unnecessarily infringe the freedoms thereunder.73
publication itself is sufficient to inform the re
cipient of the identity of the source. The identification on the label is
an unreasonable burden;
it will discourage a person from accepting
such publications since it identifies the political beliefs of the recipient
the

abuses,

and not

An identification

as

well

as

on

the

the sender.74

In summary then, Section 10 is too broad in its scope. Congress can
exclude from the mail or from interstate or foreign commerce any
publication advocating the necessity or desirability of the forceful over

throw of the Government; it could probably justify
70

516
71

Accord, De Jonge
(1945).
See

v.

Oregon,

299 TJ. S. 353

a

(1937). Cf. Thomas

statute

v.

requiring

Collins,

323 TJ. S.

Cf. Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 TJ. S. 23
(1931).
72
See 26 Op. Atty. Gen. 555, 565 (1908).
73
Thomas v. Collins, 323 TJ. S. 516, 541 (1945) ; Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 TJ. S.
88 (1940).

(1936);

74

cases

Near

cited supra note 48.

v.

Minnesota,

283 TJ. S. 697

See Cohen and Fuchs, Communism's

182, 213 (1948).

Challenge

and the

Constitution,

34 Corn. L.

Q.
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Communist

organizations to identify themselves in any publication or
political activity which could be classified as political propaganda. But
it cannot, no matter how reprehensible the political ideals of the Com
munist organizations, prohibit the publications or broadcasts of such
organizations which are devoid of either subversive or political propa
ganda. In addition, the unnecessary restraint imposed by the require
ment of labeling the publication's container also violates the First Amend
ment.

Membership Provisions

primary complaint against the membership provisions, discussed
infra, is not that the burdens imposed are unreasonable when
compared to the dangers emanating from active membership in a Com
munist organization,75 or cooperation by affiliates in its unlawful activi
ties. Opponents of these provisions claim that the danger lies in the
application of the provisions to nominal, inactive members of such
organizations, or to those affiliated with such organizations only for the
purpose of cooperating with it in its legitimate endeavors, sometimes
without knowledge of the subversive nature of the organization.
The measures which may be applied to such cases are attacked as
providing for "guilt by association",76 since the finding that the member's
or affiliate's conduct presents a danger warranting regulation is based
upon the fact of membership or affiliation alone, without proof of per
sonal conduct meriting such restriction. Since the provisions thus punish
for exercises of personal liberty protected by the First Amendment, they
appear to be invalid as prior restraints of free speech and assembly.
The

in detail

Deportation

Section 22 adds to the classes of aliens excluded or subject to deporta
tion under the provisions of 8 U. S. C. � 137: 77 (a) members or affiliates
of the Communist Party, the Communist Political Association, or any
other totalitarian

party,78 (b)

that advocates the

economic,

affiliates of any organization
international, and governmental doctrines

members

or

governmental doctrines of any other
form of totalitarianism, or (c) members or affiliates of organizations
known to the aliens to be registered or ordered to register under Section
of Communism

or

the economic and

75

Note 54 supra.

�

Cf. Schneiderman v. United States, 320 U. S. 118, 136, 154 (1943).
Stat. 1012 (1918), as amended 8 U. S. C. � 137 (1946).

77 40
78

Note 38 supra.
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7 of the Internal Security Act.79
There can be no doubt that Congress has the power to exclude the
classes enumerated, since Congress has absolute power, except for

foreign governments, to exclude aliens.80
Congress does not, however, have absolute power to deport aliens. Once
the alien has entered the United States, legally or illegally, the Fifth
Amendment guarantees him a fair hearing on the question of his right
to remain in the United States.81 The holdings in early cases that the
Government has the right, inherent in sovereignty, to forbid the entrance
of foreigners or to admit them on such conditions as it may prescribe,82
must be modified in the light of the absolute prohibition of the First
Amendment. Although the Supreme Court has not expressly held that
the First Amendment applies to aliens as well as citizens,83 the un
equivocal language of the First Amendment would allow no other in
terpretation.84 The interpretation of the flat prohibition of the Four
teenth Amendment as extending to aliens as well as citizens the liberties
protected by the equal protection clause buttresses this conclusion.85
Any conditions imposed by Congress on the alien's permission to remain
in the United States which touch upon his rights of speech or assembly
must therefore respect the prohibition of the First Amendment.
Opinion as to the validity of the deportation statute, 8 U. S. C. � 137,
has not been unanimous. Justice Murphy, concurring in Bridges v.
Wixon,88 felt that the invalidity of the order of deportation in that case
could have been based on the unconstitutionality of Section 137, since
it did not apply the "clear and present danger" test.87 Several commen
tators have also espoused this view.88 However, the interest of a sovereign

limitations in treaties with

79

�

80

Turner

8 TJ. S. C. A. � 137(2) (C), (D), (E) (Supp. 19S0).
Act, 64 Stat. 987,
Williams, 194 TJ. S. 279, 290 (1904) ; Fong Yue Ting v. United States,
149 U. S. 698 (1893).
81
Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath, 339 U. S. 33, 50, 51 (1950) ; Yamataya v. Fisher,
189 U. S. 86, 100, 101 (1903). But cf. Ludecke v. Watkins, 335 U. S. 160 (1948).
82
Lapina v. Williams, 232 U. S. 78 (1914) ; Turner v. Williams, 194 U. S. 279, 290
(1904) ; Fong Yue Ting v. United States, 149 U. S. 698 (1893) ; Ekiu v. United States,
142 U. S. 651, 659 (1892).
83 But
see Bridges v. Wixon, 326 U. S. 135, 148 (1945).
84 See
Note, 52 Yale L. J. 108, 111-113 (1942).
85 Truax v.
Raich, 239 U. S. 33, 39 (1915) ; Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 356,
369 (1886).
22 of the

�

,

v.

80

326 U. S. 135

87

Id. at 164, 165.

88

Antieau, The Rule of Clear
(1950); Note,

L. Rev. 811, 828

(1945).
and Present Danger:
52 Yale L.

J.

Scope of Its Applicability,
(1942).

108 115

48 Mich.
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nation in

expelling from its midst aliens whose presence is inimical to
public welfare is so grave that any reasonable regulation of the
alien's rights of speech and assembly, imposed to preserve the security
of the nation from attempts at its violent overthrow, should be upheld
the

as

valid.89

Advocacy
ticipation in

of the doctrines

proscribed by

with either

Section

22,

or

active par

Communist-action or a Com
cooperation
munist-front organization, or any other of the proscribed groups, clearly
presents sufficient hostility to the welfare of the United States to out?
weigh the alien's right to advocate those doctrines or join those groups;
or

a

in present

against

circumstances, the right of the United States to defend itself
such subversive influences is surely entitled to greater protection

than the

right of the alien to promote the unhealthy doctrines of totali
Deportation is a heavy penalty, but it appears justifiable
when applied to such aliens. Whether, however, such action is justifiable
if applied to an inactive member of a subversive group, or one who be
comes affiliated with such a group with no intention of furthering its
unlawful purposes, presents a different problem.
In Bridges v. Wixon,90 the Court held that the order of deportation
tarianism.

was

invalid because it rested

on a

misconstruction of the term "affilia

tion", and because the petitioner was not accorded a fair hearing od
the question of membership in the Communist Party. Concerning the
meaning of "affiliation", the Court held that, even though an organiza
tion may have the illegitimate objective of overthrowing the Government
by force, one who cooperates with it in promoting its legitimate objectives
certainly could not by that fact alone be said to sponsor or approve of
its general or unlawful objectives, and unless he joined in that over-all
program, he would not be "affiliated" in the sense in which Congress
meant to employ the term in that Act. In the absence of clear Congres
sional intent, the Court could not assume that Congress employed the
term "... in a broad, fluid sense which would visit such hardship on
The Bridges v. Wixon
an alien for slight or insubstantial reasons."91
construction of "affiliation" is overruled by Section 3 (17) of the In
ternal Security Act. "The giving, loaning, or promising of support or
of money or any other thing of value for any purpose to any organiza89

Harisiades

90

326 U. S. 135

no. 55, U. S. Ct. of App., 2d Cir., Feb. 6, 1951.
(1945).
91
Bridges v. Wixon, 326 U. S. 135, 147 (1945) ; accord, United States ex rel. Kettunen
v. Reimer, 79 F. 2d 315 (2d Cir. 1935).
Contra, Wolck v. Weedin, 58 F. 2d 928 (9th
Cir. 1932).
v.

United States,
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constitute

affiliation

there

"92

with

In view of the definition of affiliation in the Internal

Security Act, it
possible to construe the membership provisions of the Internal
Security Act as requiring more than nominal membership. The pro
vision in Section 4 (f)93 that neither the holding of office nor member
ship in any Communist organization shall constitute per se a violation
of any criminal statute does not manifest an intention on Congress's
part to require more than proof of nominal membership to subject a
person to the discriminatory provisions of the Internal Security Act.
This provision, inserted to forestall attack on the registration provisions
as requiring self-incrimination,94 does not repeal Section 10 of the Smith
Act,95 which demands proof that the organization advocates the violent
overthrow of the Government,96 plus proof of knowledge of the purposes
of the organization.97 Section 4 (f) makes it clear that membership
in a Communist organization is not in itself a conspiracy in violation of
Section 4 (a),98 but is silent as to the discriminatory, as distinguished
from the penal, provisions of the Internal Security Act. This silence
implies that proof of nominal membership is per se sufficient to subject
a person to these discriminatory provisions.
As applied to membership in the Communist Party, or in any other
totalitarian party, the membership provisions of Section 22 do not in
vade free speech. One who is a member of such a group tan hardly
is not

be said to be unmindful of its aims and purposes. In view of the charac92

(Supp. 19S0). Com
the
language of the statute under which Bridges was ordered deported: ".
shall
giving, loaning, or promising of money or anything of value to any organization
constitute affiliation therewith
." 40 Stat. 1012 (1918), as amended 8 U. S. C. �
137(f) (1946).
93
"Neither the holding of office nor membership in any Communist organization by
any person shall constitute per se a violation of subsection (a) or subsection (c) of this
section or of any other criminal statute. ..." � 4(f) of the Act, 64 Stat. 987, 991, SO
� 3(17) of the Act, 64 Stat. 987, 989, SO TJ. S. C. A. � 782(17)

pare the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

U. S. C. A. � 783(f) (Supp. 1950).
94 See
Sen. Rep. No. 2369, Pt. 2,

81st

Cong., 2d Sess.

12

(1950). But cf, Blau

v.

United States, 340 U. S. 159 (1950).
95
18 U. S. C. � 2385 (Supp. Ill, 19S0).
96

Compare � 3(3)

97

Dunne

v.

of the

Act, supra

note 54.

United States, 138 F. 2d 137

certiorari

(8th Cir. 1943),

denied,

320 U. S

790 (1943).
98 But
cf. American Communications Assn. v. Douds, 339 U. S. 382, 432 (1950) (opinion
of Mr. Justice Jackson, concurring in part, dissenting in part)
.
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ter of such organizations, mere membership in them is sufficiently
harmful to the public welfare to support the validity of this restriction
of the alien's rights of speech and assembly." On the other hand, de
portation for membership in a Communist-/>0K� organization seems
harsh, in view of the fact that so many people join them innocently.
Probability of abuse on this score is minimized by the provision that

affiliate of a Communist-action or Com
organization registered under Section 7 may be resisted
that the member or affiliate did not know that it was a Com

deportation

as

a

member

or

munist-front

by proof
organization at the time he became a member or affiliate, and
did not acquire such knowledge prior to the time of the registration
or order to register.100
However, there is still the possibility that
affiliates or members of Communist-front organizations could be de
ported under another provision of Section 22 allowing the deportation
of members or affiliates of the Communist Party or affiliated organiza
tions.101 This subsection does not provide that ignorance of the organi
zation's purposes may be grounds for resisting deportation. In view
of the definition of affiliation, it seems clear that the scope of this clause
would include Communist-front organizations.
It is regrettable that the element of scienter was not written into the
definition in Section 3 (17) of affiliation, as well as into the provision
in Section 22 concerning registered organizations. Cooperation with
a subversive organization merely to aid its lawful activities does in
directly aid the organization in its unlawful activities as well, if only
because the cooperation of those who do not share its subversive aims
gives it a "front" of respectability. The action of Congress in over
ruling the Supreme Court's contention that such affiliation is harmless
is not without foundation. Yet, the list of organizations considered
by the Attorney- General as subversive contains some organizations
with such innocuous or even patriotic-sounding titles102 that anyone
would be tempted to contribute to them without a second thought, or
to aid them by more conscious methods without an exhaustive inquiry
into their aims or affiliations with other organizations.
munist

It is not necessary that the alien's conduct amount to Brandeis' "clear
to justify deportation on grounds involving free

and present
99

Harisiades

danger"

v.

United States,

no.

55, U. S. Ct. of App., 2d Cir., Feb. 6, 1951.
8 U. S. C. A. � 137(2) (E) (Supp. 1950).
8 U. S. C. A. � 137(2) (c) (Supp. 1950).

100

� 22 of the Act, 64 Stat. 987,

101

�

102

see civil Service Commission Memorandum No. 57, To All Executive

and

22 of the

Agencies,

Act, 64 Stat. 987,

Nov. 16, 1950.

�

,

�

,
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speech. Yet even Congress' extraordinary powers of deportation cannot
justify the penalty attached to such affiliations. To attach such a bur
den, indirect though it is, violates the alien's First Amendment freedoms.
Action has already been taken by the 82nd Congress to ameliorate
the harsh provisions of Section 22 as applied to alien immigrants, by
clarifying the interpretation of the terms "membership of" and "af
filiated with", as used in Section 22. Instead of amending the Internal
Security Act, the legislation introduced directs the Attorney-General
to interpret Section 22 (except where such terms relate to Communism)
as including
only membership or affiliation which is or was voluntary, and shall not
include membership or affiliation which is or was solely (a) when under sixteen
years of age, (b) by operation of law, or (c) for purposes of obtaining employ
.

.

.

ment, food rations,

or

other essentials of

living,

and where necessary for such

purposes.103
This

provision is applicable to deportation under Section 22 as well
immigration. Obviously, though, it will be of no avail in deportation
cases involving resident aliens, whose crime has been gullibility rather
than hunger, since they can make no claim that they have been com
pelled by economic or political circumstances to join or become affiliated
as

with the forbidden groups.

Although we may trust that government officials will administer the
laws wisely, and although Section 22 is valid and prudent in most of
its applications, still, the opportunity, in times of stress, for mass de
portations by

virtue of the affiliation

provisions, should

be eliminated.

Denaturalization

Section 25 amends the Nationality Act of 1940104 by specifically
several classes to those precluded from naturalization by Section
305 of that Act.105 The validity of these provisions is not questioned.106
Section 25 also provides that any person naturalized after January 1,
1951, who within five years becomes a member of or affiliated with a
Communist organization or with any of the other subversive groups
enumerated in Section 305 of the Nationality Act, thereby furnishes

adding

103
104

H. R. 2339, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (1951). See S. 728, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (1951).
54 Stat. 1137 (1940), as amended 8 U. S. C. �� 501-907 (1946).

105

54 Stat. 1141

106

".

.

.

we

such conditions
615

�
..

.

(1940),

8 U. S. C.

may

assume

as

Congress

Schneiderman

v.

� 705 (1946).
to be given or withheld on
Macintosh, 283 U. S. 605,
U. S. 118, 131, 132 (1943).

that naturalization is
sees

fit.

Cf.

a

privilege,

United States

United States, 320

v.
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prima facie evidence that

he was not attached to the principles of the
Constitution and not well disposed to the good order and happiness
of the United States at the time of naturalization, which shall be
sufficient in the absence of countervailing evidence to authorize revo
cation of naturalization on grounds of fraud or illegal procurement.107

Congress has plenary power through Art. I, Section 8, of the Con
to establish an uniform rule of naturalization.
."
stitution, ".
Congress has prescribed that no person shall be naturalized unless at
the time of naturalization and for five years previously he has been
attached to the principles of the Constitution and well disposed to the
good order and happiness of the United States.10S If a person was in
fact not attached to the principles of the Constitution at the time of
naturalization, this is sufficient ground for revocation of naturalization
on the ground of fraud or illegal procurement.109
Citizens by birth and citizens by naturalization stand on an equal
footing, except that the naturalized citizen may not become President.110
But the naturalized citizen cannot claim that this provision deprives
him of any substantive right which is accorded a citizen by birth. Section
25 does not interfere with the naturalized citizen's freedom of speech.
The naturalized person is deprived of his citizenship, not because he
becomes a member of one of the proscribed groups, but because he
obtained his certificate of naturalization through fraud. If the certificate
of naturalization was obtained through fraud or illegal procurement,
then the person was never entitled to citizenship, and never has gained
any rights which may be lost through a revocation proceeding.111 Such a
provision for revocation of naturahzation is clearly within the scope
of Congress' power; the only valid objection to it is that it provides
the courts with a weapon which, judging from past experience with
similar statutes, easily lends itself to abuse.112
.

.

.

.

107
� 305(d) of the Nationality Act of 1940, 54 Stat. 1137, 1141 (1940), 8 U. S. C. �
705(d) (1946), as amended by � 25 of the Act, 64 Stat. 987, 1013, 8 U. S. C. A. � 70S
(Supp. 19S0).
108 54 Stat. 1142
(1940), 8 U. S. C. � 707(a) (1946).
109 54 Stat.
1142, 1158 (1940), 8 U. S. C. �� 707(a), 738(a) (1946).
HO Elk v.
Wilkins, 112 U. S. 94, 101 (1884) ; Minor v Happersett, 21 Wall. 162, 165
et seg. (U. S. 1874)
m
Johannessen v. United States, 225 U. S. 227 (1912). See Knauer v. United States,
.

328 U. S.
ii2

See

opinion);

654, 673 (1946).

Turlej
see

v.

United States, 31 F. 2d 696, 699, 700

44 Col. L. Rev.

80,

81

(1944).

(8th Cir. 1929)

(dissenting
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A presumption similar to that raised by the revocation provision of
Section 25 has been approved113 in cases involving Section 15 of the
Act of June 29, 1906,114 which provides that taking up permanent
residence in a foreign country within five years after naturalization
shall constitute prima facie evidence of lack of intention to become a
permanent citizen of the United States at the time of filing a petition
for naturalization, sufficient, in the absence of countervailing evidence,
to prove fraud.

Such

provision does not take away any substantive
merely prescribes a rule of evidence, and this is clearly within
rights;
the power of Congress. As long as the ultimate fact presumed is a
reasonable inference from the fact proved, and the naturalized person
is given a reasonable opportunity to submit facts in defense, there is
no denial of due process.115
Section 25 of the Internal Security Act provides that the prima facie
evidence of non-attachment may be overcome by countervailing evi
dence, thus affording a reasonable opportunity to defend. The conten
a

it

tion that Section 25 violates the First

as well as the Fifth Amendment
therefore fail, unless there is no rational basis for this presumption
of non-attachment.116 That one who shares the disrespect of the Com
munist Party for our Government did not acquire those views overnight
is certainly a reasonable presumption. But is it reasonable to infer
such beliefs from association alone? Since affiliation as described in

must

the Act may consist in the giving of money for any purpose to an or
ganization, the reasonableness of a retroactive presumption of nonattachment based

on the fact of such affiliation appears illogical.117
In denaturalization cases, in which the Government has a very heavy
burden of proof,118 evidence of taking up membership in a subversive

group

subsequently

to

naturalization has been held to be insufficient

113
Luria v. United States, 231 U. S. 9 (1913) ; United States v. Ellis, 185 F. 546
(C. C. E. D. La. 1911).
114
34 Stat. 601 (1906), repealed and substantially reenacted, 54 Stat. 1158, 1172 (1940),
8 U. S. C. �� 738(c), 904 (1946).
115 Luria v.
United States, 231 U. S. 9, 25 (1913).
116 See
Baumgartner v. United States, 322 U. S. 665, (1944), in which the Court stated
that a presumption of non-attachment based upon evidence of disqualifying views ex
pressed after naturalization was of dubious logical validity. Id. at 677.
117 See
Note, 52 Yale L. J. 108, 119 (1942).
118
Knauer v. United States, 328 U. S. 654, 657 (1946) ; Baumgartner v. United States,
322 U. S. 665, 670, 675 (1944) ; see Fraenkel, Some Current Civil Liberties Problems, 15

Brooklyn

L. R. 12, 14, IS

(1948).
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in itself to prove fraudulent or illegal procurement of naturalization.119
Proof of membership at the time of naturalization was held insufficient

for that purpose in Schneiderman v. United States.120 Although the
decision was based partly on the fact that the evidence did not show
that the Communist Party in 1927 created a clear and present danger
of substantive evil, the Court indicated in several places its disapproval
of the Government's attempt to impute to the petitioner belief in all
the principles of the organization by proof of membership alone.m In

United States122 the Court based its
petitioner at the time of naturalization

Knauer

v.

that the

out that

leader, pointing

membership

opinion
was an

in the Bund

was

on

the evidence

outspoken Bund
not sufficient in

itself to prove fraud in the procurement of the certificate of naturaliza
tion.123 However, it must be remembered that the presumption of Sec
to persons naturalized after January 1, 1951. Con
the
present circumstances of the nation, a presumption that a
sidering
who
person
joins such a thoroughly un-American group as the Commun

tion 25

ist

applies only

Party

or

within five years after
not attached to the Constitution at the time of

any other Communist

naturalization

was

organization

Nor is such a pre
sumption unreasonable with respect to persons who affiliate with those
organizations for the purpose of aiding its unlawful purposes. The
reasonableness of the presumption lessens as the period between the
time of naturalization and the time of becoming a member or affiliate
naturalization cannot be said to be unreasonable.

it is hard to say at what point the presumption disap
Even the determination that the presumption may still arise

lengthens, but

pears.124

after five years cannot be said to be unreasonable.
Section 25 is clearly valid, at least in its application to persons who
are members of Communist organizations or other proscribed groups,

who are "affiliated" in the sense of cooperating with such organiza
tions to further their illegitimate purposes. As to "innocent" affiliates,
the burden of proof which the presumption of non-attachment imposes

or

U9

See Knauer

Tapolcsanyi,

v.

40 F.

United States, 328 U. S. 6S4, 669 (1946)
(3d Cir. 1930) ; United States v.

2d 2SS

.

But cf. United States v.
Swelgin, 2S4 F. 884 (D.

Ore. 1918).
120

320 U. S. 118

121

Id. at 136, 154.

122

328 U. S. 654

123

id. at 669; accord, United States v. Sotzek, 144 F. 2d 576 (2d Or. 1944).
See Luria v. United States, 231 U. S. 9, 27 (1913) ; Mobile R.R. Co. v. Tumipseed,

12*

219 U. S.

35, 42,

43

(1943).
(1946).

(1910).
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such groups without knowing
upon persons who become affiliated with
of their subversive purposes is tremendous; it is a rare person who
speaks and acts in such a way as to give positive signs of his attachment
to the Constitution, to which witnesses may testify in proceedings

taking place years
created by Section

later.

Yet,

even

as

to

them, the rule of evidence

25 cannot- be said to be unreasonable.

Whether

the courts hold that the presumption based on "innocent" affiliation
is reasonable or not, the hostility of the Supreme Court to guilt by
association125 will lead to a narrow construction of the presumption, and
the naturalized citizen will be protected by a liberal interpretation of
the quantum of proof necessary to overcome the prima facie evidence
of non-attachment.126
Employment

Section 5 (a) makes it unlawful for members of Communist organiza
tions,127 with knowledge that the organization is registered or ordered
to register under Section 7 of the Internal Security Act, to hold nonelective office under the United States; if the organization is a Com

organization, its knowing members are also forbidden to
employed in any defense facility.128 Unlike Sections 22 and 25,
Section 5 (a) does not apply to "affiliates."
The prohibition of the employment of members of Communist-action
organizations in defense facilities is not questioned. This provision is
an exercise of Congress' police power, rather than its power as an
employer; it is narrowly drawn to meet the grave danger which would
follow from allowing members of Communist-action organizations ready
access to facilities which the Secretary of Defense deems vital to the
security of the nation. The prohibition of federal employment, however,
touches upon a problem which has in the past few years been the center
of much discussion. This is the question of what limitations the Govern-

munist-action
be

125

See

United
126

Baumgartner v. United States, 322
States, 320 U. S. 118, 136, 154 (1943).

See Luria

approaches five

v.

S.

665, 677

(1944)

;

as the
United States, 231 U. S. 9, 27 (1913) (".
presumption must necessarily weaken to such
.

.

years the

require but slight evidence
127

U.

to

overcome

Schneiderman

v.

intervening time
a degree as to

it.")

Note 54 supra.

128

Any plant, factory, vessel, airport, pier, mine, railroad, public utility, laboratory,
station, or other facility, with respect to which the Secretary of Defense determines that
the security of the United States requires the application of � 5(a) of the Act, 64 Stat.
987, 992, 50 U. S. C. A. � 784(a) (Supp. 1950). See �� 3(7) and 5(b) of the Act,
64 Stat.

987, 989, 992, 50 U. S. C. A. �� 782(7), 784(b) (Supp. 1950).
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employees.129

and the Hatch Act of 1939131

have been the occasion of much criticism.132
The

Loyalty Order

provides for the dismissal from employ
department or agency of persons as to whom
reasonable grounds exist for a belief that they are disloyal to the Gov
ernment of the United States.
The criticism of the Loyalty Order
of 1947

ment in any executive

stems from the lack of due process in the

under the

ceedings
examine,

or even

tection of the

Order,

know the

judicial
(a).

use

and the lack of

of secret evidence in pro
an

opportunity

to

cross-

identity of, informants.133 The salutary pro

process preserves these

rights

in any

prosecution

under Section S

The executive branch of the Government is

given

the widest dis

cretion in the dismissal of employees. Proceedings under the President's
Loyalty Order have been sustained on the ground that the due process
clause of the Fifth Amendment does not limit the President's discretion
in regard to the removal of executive personnel.134 Since the rights of
free speech and assembly are protected against infringement by the
executive

when

its

constitutionally-delegated power,
due process clause of the Fifth Amendment,135 dis
missal of executive employees on grounds of political affiliations or be
branch,
only through the

exercising

violate, then, the employees' constitutional rights of
speech and assembly. However, the courts' approval of executive action
on the ground that the due process clause does not apply does not weaken

liefs would not

129

Donovan and

Jones, Program for

a

Democratic Counter-Attack to Communist Pene

tration of Government Service, 58 Yale L. J. 1121 (1949) ; Emerson and Helfield, Loyalty
Among Government Employees, 58 Yale L. J. 1 (1948) ; O'Brian, Loyalty Tests and Guilt

by Association,
20

Rocky

Univ. Pa. L. Rev. 381
13�

(1948) ; Sherman, Loyalty and the Civil Servant,
Comment, 46 Mich. L. Rev. 942 (1948) ; Note, 96

61 Harv. L. Rev. 592

Mt. L. Rev. 381

(1948)

(1948)

;

.

Exec. Order No. 9835, 12 Fed. Reg. 1935

(March 21, 1947),

5 U. S. C. � 631 note

(Supp. Ill, 1950).
131
132

Exec. Order No. 9835, supra note 130, Part V, 1.
See comments collected in Antieau, The Rule of Clear and Present Danger: Scope

of Its Applicability, 48 Mich. L. Rev. 811, 824, 825 (1950).
*33 See
Bailey v. Richardson, 182 F. 2d 46 (D. C. Cir. 1950), certiorari granted, 339
U. S. 977 (1950).
v.
134
Bailey v. Richardson, supra note 133 ; see Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee
910
S.
339
U.
certiorari
(1950);
granted,
Clark, 177 F. 2d 79, 83 (D. C. Cir. 1949),
Washington v. Clark, 84 F. Supp. 964 (D. D. C. 1949).
135 Rut see Emerson and Helfield, Loyalty Among Government Employees, 58 Yale
L.

J. 1,

83n.310

(1948).
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Congressional acts in
this field. Congress may not bar Negroes, Jews, or Republicans from
federal office,136 nor, on such arbitrary grounds, from federal employ

the direct limitation of the First Amendment

on

ment.

Section 9A of the Hatch Act of 1939,137 which makes it unlawful for
employee to hold membership in any political party or
organization advocating the overthrow of our constitutional form of
government, is the prototype of Section 5 (a) of the Internal Security
Act. The validity of Section 9A has not been judicially determined.
However, in United Public Workers of America v. Mitchell,136 a case
concerning Section 9 of the Hatch Act,139 which prohibits federal em
any federal

ployees from taking an active part in political management or political
campaigns, the Supreme Court held that Congress has the power to
regulate, within reasonable limits, the political conduct of federal em
ployees, in order to promote the efficiency and integrity of the public
service.140 The law of the Mitchell case has been criticized141 by many
writers for its failure to apply the clear and present danger rule, as
advocated by Mr. Justice Douglas in his dissent, to denial of federal
employment on grounds involving First Amendment rights. The Court
did not require a showing that the conduct of the petitioner actually
created a probable, as distinguished from a possible, danger to the in
tegrity or efficiency of the public service; but found it sufficient that
the regulation was a reasonable limitation of political conduct, aimed
at the protection of the integrity and efficiency of the public service.142
It is utterly incomprehensible that an employer should be forced to
retain disloyal employees until there is a clear and present danger that
their collaboration with his competitors has him on the brink of ruin.
The same reasoning applies to the Government in its role as an em
ployer. As long as any reasonable regulation of federal employees' con138

United Public Workers

137

53 Stat. 1148

v. Mitchell, 330 U. S. 75, 100 (1947).
(1939), as amended 5 U. S. C. � 118 j (Supp. Ill, 1950).
138 330
U. S. 75 (1947).
139 53
Stat. 1148 (1939), as amended 5 U. S. C. � 118 i (Supp. Ill, 1950).
140 330
U. S. 75, 101 (1947).
141 See
United Public Workers v. Mitchell, 330 U. S. 75, 124 (1947) (dissenting
opinion) ; see Antieau, The Ride of Clear and Present Danger: Scope of Its Applicability
48 Mich. L. Rev. 811, 822 (1948) ; cf. Cohen and Fuchs, Communism's Challenge and the
Constitution, 34 Corn. L. Q. 182, 192 (1948) ; Emerson and Helfield, Loyalty Among
Government Employees, 58 Yale L. J. 1, 86 (1948).
142
United Public Workers v. Mitchell, 330 U. S. 75, 101 (1947).
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duct, even though it impinges upon the employees' rights of speech and
assembly, is aimed at promoting the efficiency and integrity of the
public service, it is valid.143 If the acts regulated, or the extent of regu
lation, have no reasonable relation to the welfare of the public service,
then they are exercises of Congress' ordinary police powers, and a more
stringent rule should apply.
The denial of federal employment to active members of Communist
organizations is clearly valid under the rule of the Mitchell case. Since
Section 5(a) applies only to members with knowledge or notice of the
registration, it also seems reasonable when applied to inactive members
of even Communist-front organizations. The very act of belonging to
such an organization with knowledge of its purposes is a reasonable
basis for Congress' determination that such employees are harmful to
the efficiency and integrity of the public service. The fact that such
activities affect not only the welfare of the public service, but also the
security of the country, is additional support for the reasonableness of
this regulation.
Conclusion

a

The present circumstances of the United States show our need for
law which will combat Communist preparations for revolution by

the

use

of non-violent methods such

as

infiltration and

espionage.

Con

gress has spent ten years studying the problem.144 Still it finds itself
baffled by the Communists' claims of constitutional immunities which
they openly admit will be abolished if they ever achieve control of the

Government.

4(a) strikes at Communist conspiracies to overthrow the
by means of espionage, sabotage, and infiltration, but the
lack of a requirement of an intent to harm the United States seems to
endanger many peaceful programs for social reform within the frame
work of the Constitution. The denial of federal employment to mem
bers of Communist organizations by Section 5(a) is an effective means
of protecting the Government service and the nation against internal
dangers, while protecting the unjustly accused by the use of judicial
to
process. The identification requirements of Section 10 are intended
strike at the very roots of the Communist problem by informing Ameri
cans of the true purposes of Communist organizations which seek to
Section

Government

143

396

See Ex parte Curtis, 106 U. S. 371

(1882)

; United States

(1930).

1**

See Sen.

Rep.

No. 13S8, 81st

Cong., 2d Sess.

4

(19S0).

v.

Wurzbach,

280 U. S.
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obtain support by posing as respectable political organizations. Yet
the blanket application of Section 10 seems in some instances to be an
unconstitutional restraint of free speech. Judicious use of the deporta
tion provisions of Section 22 will prove a most effective and legitimate
But the visitation
means of ridding the country of subversive aliens.
of this punishment on some persons to whom the affiliation provisions

apply seems to be an arbitrary abridgment of First Amendment
rights. Although Section 25 seems to be more of a punishment, by
depriving a person of his citizenship, than a means of combatting Com
munism, it is nevertheless within the power of Congress to protect itself
from those who would practice fraud upon the Government.
Before being acceptable as a law which will defeat Communism and
not at the same time set a precedent for relaxation of constitutional safe
guards in fighting peaceable political minorities, the questionable pro
visions of the Internal Security Act should be amended or deleted. Con
stitutional weapons may prove cumbersome in fighting a wily enemy,
but they are the only weapons we have and recent gains in the fight
against Communism show that these cumbersome weapons are never
theless proving effective.

could

�

JOHN

D. CRAWFORD

NOTE
RAIN AND THE LAW
recent developments, the
legislative, and the other judicial,
rJ,WO
have in
removed the legal problems of weather
one

some measure

con

trol from the field of pure speculation and have at least created embryos
of statutory and case law on the subject. Some of the prodigious and

complex legal problems involved in weather control, or artificial rainmaking, have already been foreseen and discussed in detail by legal
writers.1 But most of these problems have not as yet been solved, nor
have they, in fact, arisen in the courts. The authors are of the opinion,
however, that the significance of the Weather Control Bill, S. 222 of
the 82d Congress,2 hereinafter cited as S. 222, and the case of Slutsky
v. City of Xew York3 warrants a further analysis of the legal problems
involved in rainmaking.
S. 222 is not the first legislative recognition of the growing importance
of weather control activities.

Other bills have been introduced to in

demnify
liability while conducting weather con
trol experiments under Government contracts,4 and also to vest au
thority in the Chief of the Weather Bureau to conduct experiments to
perfect "methods of causing rain to fall and of otherwise controlling the
rainfall for any given area."5
The need for the enactment of the Weather Control Bill is perhaps
best illustrated by the brief summary of the accomplishments of weather
control experiments which was a part of Senator Anderson's statement
made in support of his bill.6 While admittedly the science has not atcontractors who incur

1

Ball, Shaping the Law of Weather Control, 58 Yale L. J.

213

(1949)

;

Notes,

1 Stan

ford L. Rev. 508 (1949) ; 37 Calif. L. Rev. 114 (1949) ; 1 Stanford L. Rev. 43 (1948).
2 Introduced
Jan. 8, 1951, by Senator Clinton P. Anderson of New Mexico. An identical

bill, S. 4236,

81st

Cong., 2d Sess. (1950),

was

introduced

by Senator Anderson

on

Dec.

8, 1950. The Short Title is "Weather Control Act of 1951."
3

197 Misc. 730, 97 N. Y. S. 2d 238

*

H. R. 4035, 80th

(1950).
Cong., 2d Sess. (1948)
5 H. R.
4582, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. (1948).
6 96
Cong. Rec. 16477 (Dec. 8, 1950), Factors Related to Experimental Meteorology,
a paper by Dr. Vincent J. Shaefer, General Electric Research Laboratory, Schenectady,
New York, which is made a part of Senator Anderson's supporting statement, notes, fa
and
part, that "Intense local rainstorms have been initiated by proper seeding techniques
was
related to the
that
the
resulting
directly
obtained
evidence
precipitation
strong
seeding operation."; and further that "Widespread modification of the weather pattern
.
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tained any faucet-like control over rainfall, results have been positive
enough to make it apparent that some type of legal control will be a

necessity

in the immediate future.

vide that control

by vesting

Senator Anderson's bill seeks to pro

the Federal Government with absolute

to control all weather modification activities. A Weather Con
trol Commission is created to administer the Act together with a general
civilian advisory committee, a military liaison committee, and an inter
departmental advisory board.7 Provision is made for assistance to

authority

public institutions or persons in the fields of weather modi
control, and also the Commission is authorized to engage
in such activities.8 Military applications of weather modification and
control are provided for, including authorization for the armed forces

private

or

fication and

to engage in activities for weather modification and control

tary operation.9

the broadest

in the

as

a

mili

one
Probably
provision
bill,
a question of constitutionality, is that provision

and

which may well involve
which states:

It shall be unlawful
for any person to engage in activities for weather
modification and control except under and in accordance with a license issued
by the Commission authorizing such action.10
...

recognize the serious international implica
tions of weather modification and in general provide for the subordi
nation of domestic measures to international arrangements;11 outline
the authority of the Commission to establish advisory boards and regu
latory authority;12 deal with enforcement, criminal penalties for viola
tions and the use of the injunctive power;13 and provide for Govern
Other sections of the bill

ment

assumption

of

ernment contractors

Thus the
over

bill,

in

that might otherwise be imposed on Gov
result of their weather control activities.14
closely follows the pattern set by the Atomic

liability
as

general,

a

much of the United States may have resulted from

a

systematic silver

iodide seeding

operation conducted during the past year in New Mexico."
7 S.
222, 82d Cong., 1st Sess., � 3 (1951).
8

Id. at � 4.

9

Id. at � 5.
Id. at � 6 (a).
11 Id. at
� 7.
10

12

Id. at � 8.

13

Id. at � 9.

14

Id. at � 10.

Note that this

provision

protection to contractors than
provided for indemnification rather

offers greater

H. R. 4035, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. (1948), which merely
than assumption of liability by the Government.
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places weather modification
authority of the Federal

under the direction and

Government.

Despite this broad, sweeping power over weather control which the
proposed legislation seeks to vest in the Federal Government, it is doubt
ful that any serious dispute will arise over the constitutional basis for
the bill. Senator Anderson recognized the possible problem but disposed
of it rather briefly in stating:
I want
I need

only

to say that there is

of Federal

subject

only refer

legislation.

and
navigation
tions, leaving aside
sufficient to justify
or

.

doubt in my mind that this is a proper
specific constitutional sources of power

to the commerce clause and the war power.

connection with the
.

no

As to

.

commerce

clause the

radio communication.

regulation

These

are

the interstate movement of the
Federal

I call to mind in

of air

navigation, water
to me convincing considera
clouds themselves, and are

legislation by specific reference

to the clause itself

under the necessary and proper clause.16

Of greater current interest and importance than the possible consti
tutional basis of the proposed legislation is the still unsolved problem
of tort liability arising from weather control activities. Senator Ander
son's recognition of this question of tort liability was as accurate as

referring to the provision of S. 222 under
the Uabihty of its contractors, he stated
that ".
.it may be charged in this provision the Government is buying
a pig in a poke".17 The problem of tort Uabihty has two sides, and on
one side, where the question of liability arises in the causing of an over
abundance of rain, creating storm damage or the like, at least the out
line of the "pig in the poke" is discernible. For a direct invasion of
land by artificially induced rain, wind or hghtning, the scope of the
remedy of trespass or of absolute liability incurred when dealing with
an ultra-hazardous activity supports the conclusion that Uabihty will be
recognized. On the other hand, where damage is suffered as a result of
artificial deprivation of rainfaU, Senator Anderson's observation that
."18 represents
".
one can only speculate as to who is Uable for what
it

was

descriptive when,

which the Government

in

assumes

.

�

.

.

.

is

60 Stat.

16

96

"

Id. at 16476.

IS

Ibid.

.

amended, 42 U. S. C. � 1801 (1946).
(Dec. 8, 1950), Senator Anderson's Statement on the introduc
tion of S. 4236, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. (1950). For a full discussion of the constitutional
authority of the Federal Government to regulate rainmaking, see Note, 1 Stanford L.
Rev. 508 (1949).
755,

Cong.

as

Rec. 16475
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concise summary of the present state of the law in this field. The
establishment of a legally protected right to natural rainfall is, of course,
the necessary prerequisite to finding liability in connection with depriva
tion of rainfall. Despite the considerable publicity19 that has accom
panied threatened suits of this nature, there are at this writing no re

a

v. City of New York,20 while
problems, i.e., alleged damage caused
by an overabundance of artificially induced rain, contains broad
language which may be seized upon in the future and applied to the
deprivation of rainfall situation. In the Slutsky case the plaintiffs,
owners of a resort in the Catskills, alleged that the rainmaking activi
ties conducted by the City of New York, in seeking to relieve the recent
water shortage there, had caused or would cause an unseasonable amount
of rain to descend upon the resort. Plaintiffs also alleged that these rainmaking activities would cause the streams in the area to overflow which
would finally result in possible serious loss of their resort business. The
court found no damage, or prospective damage, which, of course, was
all that was actually necessary to dispose of the case.
Apparently, however, the court was unable to resist the temptation
to at least crack open the door of the nice legal problems which might

ported

in

point.
opposite

cases

it treats the

have been but which
ment that ".

in the clouds

.

.

The

case

of Slut sky

side of the

were

not in fact involved in the

have

they [plaintiffs] clearly
the moisture therein

case.

The state

no vested property rights
notwithstanding that it is

.",21
dictum, might still be considered of some weight had the case involved
a deprivation of rainfall situation.
But inasmuch as the question of
property rights in the clouds was not necessarily material to the case,
even if damage had been proved, the legal vacuum in this field remains
now as perfect as it was before this case was decided.
Regulatory statutes may be enacted and legal liability will undoubt
edly be recognized when rain control activities cause damage by direct
invasions of property. But the question of liability for deprivation of
natural rainfall still presents a wide open problem. A number of exist
ing legal theories can be applied by way of analogy or otherwise which
provide practically any desired result depending on the theory that is
selected. It is the purpose of the authors in the following paragraphs
19

For

a

or

.

.

discussion of alleged disputes which have arisen

see

Ball, Shaping the Law of

Weather Control, 58 Yale L. J. 213 (1949) and Note, 1 Stanford L. Rev. 43 (1948).
20 197
Misc. 730, 97 N. Y. S. 2d 238 (1950).
21

197 Misc.

730, 731, 97

N. Y. S. 2d 238, 239

(1950).
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present briefly the existing legal concepts which could reasonably be

used to solve the

question

of

liability

in

a

deprivation of rainfall

situation.
Space Ownership
The doctrine of space ownership, or the ad coelum doctrine, has a
very limited application in this country. Its contents may be drawn
from three major cases: Swetland v. Curtiss Airports Corporation,22
Hinman

v.

Pacific

and United States v. Causby.2*
the first of these three cases, expressed

Air

Transport,23

The Swetland case, which was
the doctrine that it is the traditional

policy of the

courts to

adapt the

law to the economic and social needs of the times. The court concluded

that: "He

has

[the landowner]

poses incident to his

use

and

a dominant right of occupancy for pur
.".25 The
enjoyment of the surface
.

.

adapting of a law to the economic and social needs of the times could
not be brought out more forcefully than by the problem under discus
sion. This must be the basis of every new advance made in the field of
law. The court stated that no definite and unvarying height could be
fixed which the owner could reasonably expect to occupy, but that it had

by the particular facts of each case.26
The Hinman case, coming four years later, fully treated the subject
and stated that the doctrine of space ownership means only that the
owner of land may use the overlying space to such an extent as he is
able, and that no one may ever interfere with that use. In discussing
the ad coelum doctrine it was stated that the doctrine was never intend
ed to be taken literally, but was merely a figurative phrase to express the
to be decided

right of complete enjoyment of the land and the right to the superadjacent airspace which was convenient to the enjoyment of the land.
The court stated that:
When it is said that the
means

that

no

one

him in whatever

can

use

he

man

acquire
can

owns,
a

may own, to the heavens, that merely
to the space above him that will limit

or

right

make of it

as a

part of his enjoyment of the land.
can

acquire

Justice Douglas,

in the

To this extent his title to the air is paramount. No other person
any title or exclusive right to any space above him.27

The

Supreme Court,

22

SS F. 2d 201

23

84 F. 2d 755

24

25

speaking through

(6th Cir. 1932).
(9th Cir. 1936).
328 U. S. 256 (1946).
55 F. 2d 201, 203 (6th Cir. 1932).

2�

Ibid.

27

84 F. 2d

755, 758 (9th Cir. 1936).

Mr.
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case held that, "The landowner owns at least as much of the
above
the ground as he can occupy or use in connection with
space
The fact that he does not occupy it in a physical sense
the land.
the
erection
of buildings and the like is not material."28
by

Causby

�

.

.

.

�

immediately recognized that these three cases discussed
ownership doctrine only in reference to the problem of air
space navigation, and the height over the land which must be main
tained by the airplanes. It is not contended that the words of the courts
in these cases should be or even could be applied to the problem of
weather control. However, it would be possible to derive a space owner
ship doctrine from these cases which could be applied to the problem.
Today with the new scientific advancements in weather control, man
It must be

the space

may occupy the clouds and use them in connection with his land. This
fact would seem to satisfy the requirement of space ownership as under

stood by our courts. If this law were then to be literally applied to
rain control activities, it would result in a holding that any owner may
take the rain from over his own land to the amount that he may reason

ably put

to

use

upon his land. The courts however

might

find that

sideration is warranted of the dictum statement in the
where the court stated that

man

This could be circumvented

by

a

has

no

a con

Slutsky

case

property rights in the clouds.29

legal nicety

in

reasoning that a land
right of use in the

the space and has only the dominant
clouds in that space, but no property ownership.

owner owns

Natural Rights
A natural

law to the

right

owners

has been
of land

so

expressed
that the

being an easement given by
might be secure in their
easements granted by law, a

as

owners

enjoyment of the land. Without these
neighbor would be able to deprive a landowner of the benefits derivable
from things, which in the course of nature, have been provided for
the common good of all. The law has provided that these easements,
or natural
rights as sometimes called, are inherent in the land, ex jure
naturale, and cannot be wrested from one by the acts of another.30
Thus we see that an easement by law, or a natural right, is merely
a right of use in other land so that the landowner may
enjoy the full
use of his own. So as in the problem under consideration, the
landowner,
28

328 U. S.

29

197 Misc. 730,

30

Gray

v.

(1946).
731, 97 N. Y. S. 2d 238, 239 (1950).
McWilliams, 98 Cal. 157, 161, 32 Pac. 976, 977 (1893).
2S6,

264
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right

of

use

that he may have the full and com
The doctrine could be applied in its en
so

plete enjoyment of his land.
tirety, or it could possibly be applied in one of its subdivisions. The
courts have already recognized as natural such rights as the riparian
rights of water,31 the right to the lateral support of the land,32 the right
to the natural diffusion of air free from unreasonable pollution,33 the
right to the natural drainage of land,34 and in England, the right to the
free passage of light and air over one's land.35 The right to free passage
of light and air over one's land is not, however, recognized in this
country.36 Thus if the courts were to consider the rain as an inseparable
part of, and synonymous to, the light and air problem, there would be
no legal control over rainmaking activities, leaving the cloud seeder
free to continue his activities as he wishes. The natural drainage, or
surface water doctrine as it is commonly called, and the riparian rights
doctrine will receive treatment later. Conceivably the problem could
be placed under any of these natural rights or it could be considered
This
as another natural right, requiring a new judicial determination.
solution is possible, as the field by its definition is not limited to those
natural rights already recognized by the courts, but is elastic, and
new natural rights may be recognized.
The courts could therefore grant a natural right to the rainfall upon
one's land, holding that the landowner has the right of use of the com
mon property, the moisture in the clouds, thus bypassing the Slutsky
case dictum, which stated that there can be no property rights in the
clouds. This would result in a holding that the landowner would have
the absolute right to the use of the rainfall which normally falls upon
his land, providing only that he is putting that rainfall to a beneficial
use. Obviously this doctrine would do much to retain the status quo,
31
Indianapolis Water Co. v. American Strawboard Co., 53 Fed. 970 (C. C. D. Ind.
1893).
32 Tunstall v.
Christian, 80 Va. 1 (188S).
33
Pennoyer v. Allen, 56 Wise. 502, 14 N. W. 609 (1883).
3* Duenow v.
Lindeman, 223 Minn. 505, 27 N. W. 2d 421 (1947).
35 Yates v.
Jack, L. R. 1 Ch. App. 295 (1866)
36 Robinson v.
Clapp, 65 Conn. 365, 390, 32 Atl. 939, 946 (1895), where the court stated:
"The simplest rule, and that best suited to a country like ours, in which changes are con
.

tinually taking place in the ownership and use of lands,
can be acquired without express grant of an interest in,
over which the right is claimed."

is that
or

no

right of this character
relating to, the lands

covenant
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clearly limit rainmaking activities. In the final analysis it
would mean that a landowner could not seed the clouds and take the
rain therefrom if the activities would deprive another landowner of
natural rain which he desires to put to a beneficial use. Thus rain con
trol activities would be limited strictly to those situations where no
damage is caused, because having the legal right by easement, and
having the breach of the corresponding duty, the only question remain
and would

ing would be

one

of damages.
Ferae Naturae

A man can have no absolute perma
he may in the earth and land; since these are
of a vague and fugitive nature, and therefore can admit only of a pre
carious and qualified ownership, which lasts so long as they are in

"Fire, light,

nent

air and water.

property in these,

...

as

actual use and occupation, but no longer."37 By the literal application
of this principle, any actual property right in the clouds themselves
is impossible.
The doctrine of
wild animals

owner

naturae has this

principle

as

its basis: since

vague and fugitive of nature they can admit only of a
ownership. The courts have held that the fact that one is the

qualified
owner

ferae

are

of the land upon which the wild animals happen to be gives that
special rights of chase to the animal.38 The clouds also may be

considered as fugitive in nature, subject to the whims of the prevailing
winds, and thus may be brought under the doctrine of ferae naturae.
In short, if neither of two pursuers is a trespasser, the ordinary rules
animals will apply, rewarding the one
who first reduces to possession.39 Thus there would be no right to
the rainfall until it had been reduced to possession, by actually falling

governing the acquisition of wild

upon the

land, leaving all owners free to chase the rain. This would,
did the light and air doctrine, and the space ownership doctrine,
result in an absolute lack of judicial control over rainmaking. The
resultant injury to landowners would be totally disregarded and con
as

sidered

as

damnum

absque injuria.
Surface Water

The surface water doctrine is another rule, the application of which
will lead to unlimited rain control activities without responsibility for
37

2 Bl.

Comm.

38

State

v.

39

*

395.

Mallory, 73 Ark. 236, 83 S. W. 955 (1904).
Adams v. Burton, 43 Vt. 36 (1870).
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the results of the actions, no matter how disastrous. The generally
accepted rule both in England and the United States is clearly expressed
in Benson v. Cook,i0 where the court said:
it is the settled rule, and a rule from which we believe there is no dis
senting voice, that the owner of land has the absolute right to the surface water
found thereon, and that he may retain such water for his own use and prevent
it from flowing upon the land of another.41
...

Thus, if the courts desire to consider this air moisture as merely an
upwardly extending blanket of surface water, albeit of a lesser density,
they could well reach the conclusion that the owner of the land, over
whose land the clouds are flowing, may appropriate the clouds to his
own use, with total disregard of any other landowner for any injury
caused thereby. This doctrine merely expresses an all-out judicial
sanction of rain control activities.

Oil

and

Gas Laws

possible analogy is the application of the law applied to
minerals, oil, and gas, found upon the premises, to clouds and rainwater
found over the premises. Natural gas, like the clouds, is elusive, and
escapes easily. The rule governing the ownership of gas and oil, like
that of the wild animals, is that they belong to the owner of the property
on which they are reduced to possession, despite the fact that several
hours before or after, they may or might have been under an adjoining
landowners property.42 However, the possible application of this doc
trine may well be considered as limited by the language in Katz v. Walkinshaw*3 where the California Supreme Court, being presented with
the question of the application of the principle of gas and oil to a water
way stated: "There is no necessary parallel between the conditions
respecting the use and development of water and those affecting the
production of oil."44
If the courts were to disregard the view expressed by this case, the
application of the law of oil and gas would have the same result as the
Another

4�

47 S. D.

41

47 S. D.

611,

201 N. W. S26

(1924).

611, 617, 201 N. W. 526, 528 (1924).
42 58 C.
J. S., Mines and Minerals � 134. See also, KeUey v. Ohio OU Co., 57 Ohio St.
317, 328, 49 N. E. 399, 401 (1897), where the court stated: "The right to drill and pro
duce oil on one's own land is absolute and can not (sic) be supervised or controlled by
a

court
43
44

or

an

adjoining landowner."

116, 74 Pac. 766 (1903).
141 Cal. 116, 137, 74 Pac. 766, 772 (1903)

141 Cal.

.
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of the law of surface water,

giving

a

judicial

green

light

to

all rain control activities.
Riparian Rights

The basis of this doctrine is expressed by the case of Snyder v. Platte
Valley Public Power & Irrigation District,*5 wherein the court enun
ciated the rule of law that when
.

.

water has

.

as a spring, and takes a definite channel, it is a
through whose land it flows has a right to divert it
natural channel so as to cause injury to another landowner by the

a

definite source,

watercourse, and
from its

no

person

diversion.46

The factual situation is difficult of

application because

the

riparian
whereas,
rights
requires
normally clouds do not meet this requirement. However, overlooking
shortcomings in the analogy, the application of riparian rights to rainfall
would lead to the following results: The clouds would have to be con
that the stream be in

doctrine

a

definite course,

sidered as a watercourse, and no owner could divert these clouds from
their natural channel so as to cause injury to another landowner by
the diversion.

This

continued if

means

that cloud

activities could not be

seeding

another landowner who would
they
damage
receive
these
This
doctrine
has the advantage of
clouds.
normally
the
status
as
has
been
but
mentioned, difficult of
maintaining
quo,
is,
factual

caused

to

application.
Prior Appropriation

Prior appropriation is that
that the first party who puts a

body
source

of law

which,

of water to

a

in

general, provides
use thereby

beneficial

acquires a legally protected right to the continued use of that water.47
Although some cases, e.g., Washington v. Oregon,*8 indicate by way of
dicta that in order to constitute an appropriation there must be some
affirmative element of taking or diversion, the only case in which that
precise point was in issue established the rule that natural or passive
appropriation is sufficient. In Empire Water and Power Co. v. Cascade
Town Co.49 the plaintiff, in claiming an appropriation, had merely pas
sively accepted the natural benefits of the spray from a series of water45
46

144 Neb. 308, 13 N. W. 2d 160 (1944).
144 Neb. 308, 314, 13 N. W. 2d 160, 164

47

Jennison
1874); Offield
48 2
97
49

v.
v.

(1944).
Kirk, 98 TJ. S. 453 (1878) ; Atchison
Ish, 21 Wash. 277, 57 Pac. 809 (1899).

TJ. S. 517 (1936).

205 Fed. 123

(8th Cir. 1913).

v.

Peterson,

20 Wall. 507

(TJ. S.
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the express issue of

whether that constituted an appropriation noted that, "Undoubtedly a
landowner may rely upon an efficient application by nature, and need

affirmatively to avail himself of it."50 And in Thomas
Supreme Court of Colorado stated, by way of dictum,
that accepting and putting to use the natural overflow from a stream
would constitute an appropriation, irrespective of the absence of any
actual diversion or element of taking. Prior appropriation is in force
by statute in seventeen Western states but the courts of some of the
states adopted the doctrine before the enactment of statutes.52 In
some of the states the doctrine applies to "all waters", in others to
"watercourses", and in others only to waters on public lands.53 Inas
much as the doctrine was at one time recognized in Alaska5* it can
hardly be said to be necessarily restricted to arid areas. One generaliza
tion can be made, however. Wherever there has been a serious lack
of some major source of water, whether for agricultural or other pur
poses, e.g., mining, there the law of prior appropriation has been applied.
The extension of the doctrine in the Cascade case,55 that no actual
diversion is necessary to constitute an appropriation, has been criti
cized56 on the ground that there the plaintiff actually could have made
a physical appropriation of the water in the stream whereas in a de
privation of rainfall situation the aggrieved party, who has merely been
accepting the natural benefits bestowed by the rain, would not be able
to make a physical appropriation of the water before it falls. It would
seem, however, that the observed difference is not a firm ground on
which to bar the application of prior appropriation to rainfall, par
ticularly in view of the language in Thomas v. Guiraud, supra.
The application of the principles of prior appropriation would lead
to the following results: Any person who is putting rainfall to some
beneficial use, e.g., farming, would have a legally protected right to
continue using that rainfall. The deprivation of rainfall from a party
who has been putting it to a beneficial use57 would thus give rise to a
do
v.

no more

than

Guiraud51 the

so

Id. at 129.

51

6 Colo. 530

(1883).
BoquflTas Land and Cattle Co. v. Curtis, 213 U. S. 339 (1909) ; Yeo
34 N. M. 611, 286 Pac 970 (1930).
53 For a
complete compilation see Note, 1 Stanford L. Rev. 43 (1948).
� Balabanoff v.
Kellogg, 118 F. 2d 597 (9th Cir. 1941).
55 205 Fed. 123
(8th Or. 1913).
52

56

See note 53, supra.

57

For

a

full discussion of the

interpretation

of "beneficial use"

see

3

v.

Tweedy,

Farnham, The
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One could obtain a right to artificially produced rain
prior user is not thereby deprived of rainfall. Hence,
providing
weather control experiments and attendant redistribution of rainfall
would be permitted but with the limitation that vested rights of prior
cause

of action.
that

a

would be

appropriators

protected.
Percolating Water

generally defined as those underground waters
which
oozing or percolating through the soil in varying
uncertain
directions."58 Thus, there is in many respects
quantities and
a rather close analogy between percolating waters and atmospheric
moisture. The development of a body of law establishing the rules
governing percolating waters started in 1843. It was then that the
English case of Acton v. BlundelF9 was decided which held that the
owner of the overlying soil had an absolute right to the percolating
water beneath, irrespective of the effect that unlimited use would have
upon neighboring landowners. This English rule has been generally
modified in the United States so that a landowner's right to the water
under his land is limited. He cannot waste it, nor can he use it for pur
poses not in connection with the actual use of his land, e.g., for purposes
of sale.60 This doctrine is frequently referred to as the rule of reason
able use. A number of jurisdictions in the United States have placed
a further restriction upon the use of percolating water by adopting a
rule of correlative rights a rule basically the same as the law of ri
parian rights applied to watercourses, i.e., a landowner is privileged
to use the percolating water beneath his land only in so far as it will
not interfere with a like use by his neighbor.61 In a few Western states
the law of prior appropriation is applied to percolating water by sta
Percolating
are

waters

are

"

.

.

.

�

tute.62
Thus it is apparent that if the legal analogy of percolating water to
rainfall is accepted, a variety of results are possible depending on which
of the percolating water doctrines is applied. The absolute ownership
rule would lead to

a

complete absence of restriction

Law of Waters and Water Rights 2073 (1904).

The term is

clude the storage of water for sale or any like monopolistic
68
Strait v. Brown, 16 Nev. 317, 321 (1881).
69

60
61
62

on

weather control

uniformly interpreted

use

to

ex

of the water.

12 Mees. & W.

324, 152 Eng. Rep. 1223 (Ex. 1843).
City of New York, 164 N. Y. 522, 58 N. E. 644 (1900)
Katz v. Walkinshaw, 141 Cal. 116, 74 Pac. 766 (1903).
See, Kirkwood, Appropriation of Percolating Water, 1 Stanford L. Rev.
Forbell

v.

.

1

(1948).
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activities; the reasonable use rule would produce virtually the same
result; the correlative rights rule would produce about the same result
as the application of riparian rights; and the prior appropriation doc
trine would, of course, lead to the same conclusions discussed in the
preceding section.
Conclusion
From the above discussion of the

legal doctrines which might possibly
governing the rights involved in a
situation where there has been a deprivation of rainfall by artificial
means, it is apparent that opposite conclusions can be reached and
both supported by fairly sound, though theoretical, legal reasoning.
When finally the courts are faced with solving the problem, it seems
only logical that possibly the approach, and certainly the conclusion, will
be based on practical expediency rather than on legal niceties. In
the determination of a just, equitable and practicable rule, i.e., a rule
most suited to the economic and social needs of the times, there must be
a balance
between the two possible extremes, absolute protection
against private injury and the complete freedom of scientific advance
ment. Thus the courts will unquestionably reach a result which will in
be

applied

to

develop

a

rule of law

�

some

the

measure

time

same

maintain the status quo of rainfall distribution and at
permit some degree of freedom to the development of

the science of weather control.

whatsoever in natural

A

rainfall,
development of the science, would
ing industry inasmuch as the fall
dictable.

The attendant chaotic effect

would of

course

render such

of

recognizing no legal right
undoubtedly foster the
lead to disruption of the entire farm
of rain would be completely unpre
policy

while it would

a

on

solution

the economy of the country
the

unacceptable. Moreover,

by indiscriminate weather control activities would
possible benefit to society that weather control
might achieve. And yet the possible contribution of weather control
to the public welfare cannot be overlooked. Redistribution of rainfall
into areas where it can be put to the most beneficial use and the mitiga
tion of storm damage would be advancements that certainly should not
be stifled in the interest of protecting a few individuals from possible
damage.
With these principles as a guide, it seems safe to predict that any of
the legal doctrines discussed which tend toward either extreme will
necessarily be rejected by the courts. Conclusions to be discarded then
are those reached by applying to weather control the legal analogies

injury
more

to individuals

than

outweigh

any

Note
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ownership, ferae naturae, surface water, oil and gas, and the
ownership theory of percolating water. The exclusion of these
doctrines will not be based upon any shortcomings in the factual ap
plication of the various analogies; nor will the exclusion be the result
of the application of the principles of theoretical jurisprudence. The
exclusion will instead be grounded upon practical necessity, notwith
standing the distinct possibility that many courts will reject the appli
cation of the above doctrines by nice distinctions of the fact situations
involved or by reference to traditional concepts of property and owner
ship. Having discarded the analogies which would provide no recourse
for damage sustained through deprivation of rainfall, the courts would
then be left with the question of the applicability of the principles em
bodied in natural rights, riparian rights, prior appropriation and that
division of the law of percolating water based on correlative rights.
Serious defects and disadvantages are apparent in each of these pos

of space
absolute

sibilities.
Natural

rights, i.e., the recognition of rainfall as a new natural right,
that the only possible redistribution of rainfall would be
in those areas where the rain is not being put to some beneficial use.
Moreover, if a landowner, after a long period of non-use of his land,
suddenly decided to engage in farming, he would then be entitled to all
the rain he could use which would naturally fall on his land. Anyone
who had previously diverted that natural rainfall during the period of
non-use would of course be required to give it up.
Assuming that the
problems of proof and causation could be met, the risk involved in
artificially inducing rainfall would be virtually prohibitive.
With one exception, somewhat the same objection would be met in
applying the doctrine of prior appropriation. Natural rainfall not being
used would be fair game for the first appropriator. As soon as the ap
propriation was completed, the owner of the land on which the disputed

would

mean

rain would otherwise have fallen could assert no claim for the return
of that rainfall. In this respect, prior appropriation would permit a

slightly greater freedom in weather control activities than would the
doctrine of natural rights.
The rules of riparian rights in watercourses and correlative rights in
percolating

water appear, at first

glance,

to

provide the perfect solution,

inasmuch as they are essentially based on a theory of equitable appor
tionment. But in their application to the law of weather control they
are not without serious weaknesses.
The analogies of atmospheric
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moisture to

a watercourse or to percolating water are somewhat tenuous
Furthermore, in areas where water is scarce a so called equi
table apportionment of water would produce the anomalous situation
in which no one person could obtain enough water to fill his needs. The
courts and legislatures have in the past avoided this situation in the
field of water law as evidenced by the fact that generally the riparian
and correlative rights rules have not been applied to major sources of
agricultural water. In areas where the water supply is merely adequate,
i.e., no surplus available, it is obvious that correlative or riparian rights
would both preclude a cloud seeder from diverting any natural rain
if such action would result in damage to neighboring lands. One ad
ditional difficulty in applying the principles of riparian or correlative
rights is that such apportionment of the rain is necessarily based on
absolute control of the amount of rain falling on any given plot of
ground, a degree of control which may always remain outside the reach

at best.

of scientific advancement.
While

one

writer has

the rules of law

finally

suggested

arrived at

that there will be

by

a

split between

courts in the Eastern states and

the Western states,63 it would appear more likely that the same rules
will be applied regardless of the geographical location. For example,
if a farmer in Ohio is deprived of natural rainfall by the weather con
trol activities of his

neighbor, his position is not unlike that of a rancher
deprived of irrigation water by the upstream di
version of his neighbor. The rules of prior appropriation protect the New
Mexico rancher, and it is not unreasonable to assume that a like principle
could be adopted to protect the Ohio farmer. The recognition of natural
rainfall as a natural right would produce relatively the same result.
In the authors' opinion, none of the legal doctrines or analogies dis
cussed above fully solves the problem. In addition to the specific short
comings already pointed out in each of these legal theories, the Very
real difficulties that would be presented by the problems of proof, proxi
mate cause and administration cannot be overlooked. These objections,
however, should become less formidable as scientific knowledge in the
field advances. But despite all of these shortcomings, difficulties and
objections to the application of any one existing legal doctrine to the
problem of weather control, the authors are further of the opinion that
the basic principles of the natural rights and prior appropriation docin New Mexico who is

63

Note,

1 Stanford L. Rev. 43

(1948).

Note
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balance between adequate redress for
portunity for scientific advancement.

problem of striking the desired
private injury and adequate op
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?Winners of the National Appellate Moot Court Competition conducted under the
auspices of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, December 1, 1950. The
moot case argued involved the question of tort-liability in a deprivation of rainfall

situation.

RECENT DECISIONS
CONFLICT OF LAWS Rights of Third Pasty Beneficiaries Under a
War Contract with the United States are Governed by the Law
of the State Wherein the Contract was Made.
�

Defendant, the United States, entered into a contract in Massachusetts with
Massachusetts corporation, Somerset Shipyards, Inc., for the construction
of seven steel barges. Nearly a year later only four of the barges had been
delivered and the Shipyards owing to a desperate financial condition appeared
unable to complete the construction of the remaining barges. Defendant upon
learning of the Shipyard's financial inability to proceed deterrnined that
the barges were essential to the war effort and could not be completed unless
some means were found of securing money for the
Shipyards. Thereupon,
pursuant to the First War Powers Act and Executive Order 9001, there was
prepared Supplemental Contract No. 2 in which defendant promised the
Shipyards that it would place funds in a special deposit for the Shipyard's
creditors or would pay them directly. Defendant did not fully comply with
this promise. Five of the creditors filed suit in the Court of Claims against
the United States on the ground that they were third party beneficiaries of
defendant's promise to the Shipyards. Held, creditors cannot recover because
a

Massachusetts contract, and the law of Massa
recognize any right in a third party beneficiary against the
contract made for his benefit. Rhode Island Discount Co. v.

the contract here involved

was a

chusetts does not

promisor in a
United States, no. 177, Ct. CI., Jan. 9, 1951 (19 U. S. Law Week 2312).
The court applied Massachusetts contract law without any reference to a
strong line of decisions stemming from Clearfield Trust Co. v. United States,
318 U. S. 363 (1943), which held that the rights and duties of the United
States acquired or assumed in the exercise of its constitutional powers are
governed by federal rather than local law. The silence of the court on this
point may be explained in part by the nature of the briefs filed in the instant
suit. The creditors urged as their sole ground for recovery as third party
Restatement of Contracts which stand for tht
that third party beneficiaries may sue the promisor to enforce the
On the other hand, the Government urged the theory that Massa

beneficiaries citations

principle
promise.

chusetts law
323 U. S.

was

to the

governing.

107, (correct

In its brief the Government cited Smith v. Davis,
title
United States v. Standard Rice Co.) as

case

�

authority for the proposition that when the United States acts in a contractual
capacity it is to be treated like a private contractor in a similar situation.
With this proposition as its basic premise the Government in its brief, citing
that a private con
Erie RJi. v. Tompkins, 304 U. S. 64 (1938), argued
tractor executing and performing a contract in Massachusetts would be gov
erned by Massachusetts law, and were he to bring action in a federal court,
that court would be bound to follow Massachusetts law.
482
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case applied Massachusetts law as
expressly adopting the Government's theory
and without even discussing the conflict of laws problem, but it might be said
the court at least tacitly gave weight to the Government's contention.

The court in its

urged by the

opinion

in the instant

Government without

A close examination of the Standard Rice case shows that it does not support
the Government's broad contention that when the United States acts in a
contractual capacity it is to be treated like a private contractor for the purposes
of

determining whether federal or local law is governing. In
Co., supra at 111, the Supreme Court said:

United States

v.

Standard Rice

When problems of the interpretation of its [the United States'] contracts
arise the law of contracts governs.
We will treat it like any other contractor
and not revise the contract which it draws on the ground that a more prudent
.

one

might

.

.

have been made.

Here the Court did not

to apply state law to contracts made by
only to apply "the law of contracts" and not
allow the Government to escape performance of its contract on the ground it
did not intend to bind itself to the obligation the contract recited. In Priebe
& Sons v. United States, 332 U. S. 407 (1947), the Court made a similar state
ment to the effect that the principles of general contract law apply to the con

attempt

the Federal Government but

struction of government contracts.

In that

case

the Court refused to enforce

a

penalty provision which the Government had denominated a "liquidated
damages" clause in the contract. So while the Supreme Court in these two
cases has held that the law of contracts applies to government contracts, it
has not gone as far as the Government in the instant case contends, and held
that the Government must be treated as a private contractor when it con
tracts pursuant to its constitutional authority in a particular state and, thus,
according to the rule of Erie R.R. v. Tompkins, supra, the federal courts
would be bound to apply state substantive law in determining the effect of
the contract.
An imposing array of decisions shows exactly the contrary to be true. These
decisions reaffirm the doctrine of Clearfield Trust Co. v. United States, supra,
that the rule of the Erie R.R.

case will not be extended to those cases which
exercise of federal power, but that the rights and duties of the
United States acquired or assumed in the exercise of its constitutional powers
are governed by federal rather than local law, United States v. Standard Oil

arise from

Co.,

an

(1947); Heiser v. Woodruff, 327
Allegheny County, 322 U. S. 174 (1944),

332 U. S. 301

States

v.

U. S. 726

(1946); United
validity

and hold that the

are determined by federal law. United
States v. Allegheny County, supra.
United States v. Allegheny County, supra, is almost squarely in point with
the factual pattern of the instant case. There, also, a war contract was in
volved. The Government made a contract in Pennsylvania with a private

and construction of government contracts
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contractor, incorporated under the laws of Pennsylvania, for the production
of ordnance.

The contract

provided that certain machinery was to be leased
period in which the ordinance was to be manufactured,
title remaining in the United States. Allegheny County attempted to tax
this machinery and in reply to the United States' contention that the machinery
being a government instrumentality was not subject to local tax, asserted that
under Pennsylvania law the United States' title in the machinery, as reserved
in the contract, was defective and real title was in the private contractor,
therefore the tax was valid. But the Supreme Court rejected this contention
to the contractor for

the

and said at page 183:
The

validity and construction of contracts through which
exercising its constitutional functions, their consequences
all present questions of federal
obligations of the parties
by the law of the state.

is

...

Conclusions

difficult to draw from the instant

are

of Claims' silence

on

the

reasons

motivating
determining

case

the United States
the rights and

on

law not controlled

because of the Court

its conclusion that the law of

the obligations resulting from
Massachusetts should govern in
the Government's contract. If the court followed Massachusetts law because

application of state law when the rights of tMrd party
involved, then the decision cannot be said to be out of line
with current law. For then the court would be recognizing the principle that
the effects of government contracts are to be governed by federal and not
state law. But if Massachusetts law was applied because the court decided
that the Federal Government is to be treated like a private contractor and have
its contracts governed by the law of the state wherein the contracts are made
rather than by federal law, then the case is plainly opposed to the law as it
exists today.
federal law is the

beneficiaries

are

ROBERT E. CONN

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�State
for

Health

and

Commerce Will

state

and

Safety Purposes
be

Local Statutes Which
and

Which Interfere

Held Unconstitutional

are

with

if

Passed
Inter

There

is

a

Adequate Alternative Available That Does Not
Interfere With Interstate Commerce.
Reasonable

The Dean Milk

and

Company

was

not licensed to sell its

products

in

Madison,

Wisconsin, because it violated two local ordinances: a requirement that milk
be pasteurized within five miles of Madison, and a requirement that the source
of

supply

possess

officials who

twenty-five

were

a

permit issued only after inspection by certain Madison
duty to inspect dairies that were not within
the city. The appellant company pasteurized and sold

relieved of the

miles of
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labeled by Chicago inspectors who followed the standards
the
United States Public Health Service. There was a ques
recommended by
in Madison under its regulations met this standard.
distributed
milk
the
if
tion

"Grade A" milk

as

Two methods are provided for properly safeguarding milk. One is to accept
the findings of the health officer of the jurisdiction where the milk is processed,
as recommended by the United States Public Health Service in � 11 of its

Ordinance; the other method is by local inspection. The former
is preferred by the Wisconsin State Board of Health. The Dean Milk Co.
sued, claiming the regulations were unconstitutional. The lower courts found
for the defendant city of Madison, on the ground that the ordinance promotes
convenient, economical and efficient plant inspection. Held, local laws passed
for public saftey which interfere with interstate commerce will not be held
valid if there are reasonable and adequate remedies available which will not
so interfere. Dean Milk Co. v. City of Madison, 71 Sup. Ct. 295 (1951).
While it is well established that Congress may regulate commerce that
effects the nation's economy, there has always been a problem as to the extent

Model Milk

and limits of this control which is exercised under the Commerce Clause of
the Constitution.

This is

especially true when states pass laws which interfere
Bison, Economic Protective Powers Under the
Commerce Clause, 38 Georgetown L. J. 590 (1950); Stern, The Commerce
Clause and the National Economy 1933-1946, 59 Harv. L. Rev. 645, 883
(1946).
It has been alleged that a general pattern of ratio decidendi is discernible
from the decisions of the Court. This pattern is said to be demonstrated by
two lines of cases: (a) those holding unconstitutional state laws interfering
with interstate commerce for the economic protection of the citizens of the
state, and (b) those holding constitutional similar state laws designed to
protect the health and safety of these same citizens. Bison, Economic Protec
tive Powers Under the Commerce Clause, supra. The controversy as to the
existence and clarity of this trend is very much unsettled. The proponents of
the theory point out that the Supreme Court has rather clearly and consistently
held unconstitutional state laws attempting to provide an economic advantage
to the state by interfering with interstate commerce. Hood & Sons v. Dumond,
336 U. S. 525 (1949); Baldwin v. Seelig, 294 U. S. 511 (1935); Cooley v.
Board of Wardens, 12 How. 298 (U. S. 1851); Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat.
1 (U. S. 1824). The entire field however is marked by divergent cases and
strong dissents.
Hood & Sons v. Dumond, supra, is the strongest of these cases. By a fivefour split, the Court held without equivocation that if a law was passed by
a state
merely for economic advantage of the local citizens, and this law inter
fered with the normal flow of commerce among the states, it would be un
constitutional. Justice Black wrote a strong dissenting opinion.

with interstate

commerce.

�
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Generally it has been held that statutes passed for the public health and
safety, and to protect the well being of the community are constitutional, even
when there is an interference with interstate commerce. Parker v. Brown, 317
U. S. 341 (1943); South Carolina State Highway Department v. Barnwell
Bros., 303 U. S. 177 (1938); Bayside Fish Flour Co. v. Gentry, 297 U. S.
422 (1936); Foster Packing Co. v. Haydd, 278 U. S. 1
(1928); Williams v.
Walsh, 222 U. S. 415 (1912). Some of these cases go beyond giving the state
a right to legislate in these
situations, and declare that the state has a duty to
protect the individuals within its jurisdiction by proper laws.
This problem of a state legislating so as to unduly interfere with interstate
commerce

has been avoided

by declaring there

was no

apparent contradiction of the facts. Milk Control Board

Products,

306 TJ. S. 346

(1939). It

such interference in
v.

Eisenburg

Farm

must be remembered that the

problem
in the instant case does not arise until the state law interrupts materially the
flow of traffic among the states, and there is no federal regulation covering
this problem with which the state law is in conflict
Prior to the Dean Milk Co. case, the Supreme Court in questioning the
constitutionality of a statute, once finding that the law was concerned with
protection of public health or safety, and was necessary and reasonable, held
the legislation constitutional. Carter v. Virginia, 321 TJ. S. 131 (1944);
Bradley v. Public Utilities Commission, 289 TJ. S. 92 (1933); Pennsylvania
Gas Co. v. Public Service Commission, 252 U. S. 23 (1920). Several Supreme
Court cases held that if the legislation was for the protection of the public
the Supreme Court could only examine the facts to see if it were possible that
the law had a rational basis. South Carolina State Highway Department v.
Barnwell Bros., Inc., supra; Bayside Fish Flour Co. v. Gentry, supra.
The traditional view has been that the wisdom

or

lack of wisdom of such

power statute is a matter of legislation. If a Court indulges in such
considerations it holds itself open to the accusation of judicial legislation. No
a

police

distinction is drawn in this view between economic and health and

safety

The test used in this theory is, "Is the purpose of the legislation
necessary and reasonable?"
The decision in Dean Milk Co. v. City of Madison restricts the states more
statutes.

than any prior case, and in effect it is diametrically opposed to the South Caro
lina State Highway and Bayside Fish Flour cases. The Dean MUk Co. case

holds the health statute of a state which materially obstructs interstate com
merce constitutional only if there is no reasonable alternative available which
will not interfere with this commerce. Justice Black again voiced a vigorous
dissent in which Justices Douglas and Minton concurred.
Two Supreme Court decisions form the basis for the ruling in the instant
case. One is Baldwin v. Seelig, supra, which dealt with regulation of interstate
commerce for an economic purpose.
Justice Cardozo used the doctrine of
reasonable available alternative remedies in his decision, and applied it to
health and safety statutes as well by obiter dictum. Also, there is an earlier
case suggesting this rule. Minnesota v. Barber, 136 U. S. 313 (1890).
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The other case relied upon heavily is Hood & Sons v. Dumond, supra, which
in turn relied upon the Baldwin case. Justice Jackson in writing the Court's
opinion in the Hood case approached the problem by directly focusing atten
the purpose or aim of the statute it was considering, and its application.
Protective Powers Under the Commerce Clause, supra at 599.
Economic
Bison,
This approach was closely followed by Justice Clark in Dean Milk Co. v.
City oj Madison. Hood & Sons v. Dumond, also dealing with a milk regula
tion, held a state may not curtail or burden commerce for the economic ad

tion

on

vantage of the people of that state. From this ruling, it is only a short and
logical step to the holding of the instant case. There is a United States
District Court

Williams,

v.

which under similar facts made the

Supp.

236

(D.

Md.

1935).

same

ruling.

Miller

Other than this there is

no

applies the doctrine of reasonable alternatives to health statutes,
fact Justice Black points out in his dissent.

case
a

case

12 F.

which

In this case there is a reasonable alternative apparent upon the face of the
record. The city health commissioner testified that the alternative was pre
sented to the city along with the method that was incorporated into the
ordinance. Neither was preferred to the other, each being equally effective
in the judgment of the city health commissioner. Further, the Wisconsin State

Board of Health preferred the alternative measure as being more effective.
The facts were so clear that the Court took what seems to be judicial notice
of the superiority of the alternative remedy in making its decision, a use of
judicial knowledge with which the dissenting opinion violently disagreed. If
the facts as to the existence of the alternative remedy do not seem so obvious

the Court

they do here, a nice question of reasonableness arises. This
separately determined in each case, and will tend to become
involved as only questions of reasonableness can. If the Court is to make
the test as is suggested by the Baldwin case, the problem of judicial legislation
is present. The Court may avoid this by stating that this doctrine of reasonable
alternatives will only be used when two or more legislative procedures are
presented, as in the present case, and the Court can judicially note that an
alternative exists which can accomplish the same purposes as the contested
statute without interfering with interstate commerce. This solution is not
to

as

will have to be

found in the Dean Milk Co. case.
The case as handed down is very general in its application of the doctrine
of reasonable alternatives. It greatly restricts the right of states to pass laws
under the police power for the protection of its people, in not allowing health
and safety statutes that interfere with interstate commerce if an alternative
is available which will not so interfere.
sol e. abrams
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Breach

of

Violation

Peace
of the

Speech.

Irving Feiner, a Syracuse University student, addressed a random audience
Negro and white persons from a wooden box at a busy street intersection
in the city of Syracuse. Through the medium of a loud-speaker system, he
made derogatory remarks against the local politicians, the American Legion
and President Truman. As the crowd grew more restless and unruly, the fervor
of Feiner's speech increased. He urged the Negro people to rise up in arms and
fight for their rights to equality. Two policemen, summoned to prevent a
disturbance of the peace, observed the proceedings for about 30 rninutes. Fi
nally, when in their estimation the mixed audience was fast approaching the
point of disorder, they requested Feiner to cease speaking and to allow the
crowd to disperse. Feiner paid no attention. Over a period of five rninutes the
request was twice repeated, and upon Feiner's steadfast refusal to accede, the

of

officers arrested him. Feiner

was

convicted of violation of

a

New York statute

defining the offense of disorderly conduct and sentenced to 30 days in jail. The
conviction was unanimously affirmed by the New York Court of Appeals.
Petitioner was granted certiorari by the Supreme Court because of his claim
that the decision was violative of his right to free speech under the Fourteenth
Amendment. Held, the arrest was proper as a discretionary police measure to
prevent a breach of peace. Petitioner was not penalized for the speech which
he was making, but rather for the disorder which it engendered. Feiner v. New
York, 19 U. S. L. Week 4109 (U. S. Jan. IS, 1951).
The case presents a serious constitutional problem. Two of the fundamental
liberties guaranteed by the Constitution, freedom of speech and the right to
assemble peaceably, are affected by the decision. In effect the holding of the
court indicates that even these two so highly regarded personal liberties may
be restrained when they contravene the interest of the state in maintaining
peace and good order.
That the state has the power to regulate the use of public grounds was
decided long ago by the Supreme Court in Davis v. Massachusetts, 167 U. S. 43
(1897), where it was held that an ordinance vesting in the mayor the discre
tionary power to grant permission for the use of the public common was not
unconstitutional as applied to a person who failed to obtain a permit to make
a public address.
The strong language of that case was somewhat softened by
the decision in Hague v. C.I.O., 307 U.S. 496 (1939). There the ordinance
dealt only with the rights to assemble and to speak. The ordinance, which
allowed the Director of Safety to refuse a permit to use a park for speaking
purposes, if in his opinion the refusal would prevent riot or disorder, was held
invalid, as an arbitrary method of suppressing free speech.
The instant case does not deal with prior restraint of the exercise of speech,
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after the event. Direct precedents by way of
few. The doctrine of "clear and present danger" formu
Holmes in Schenck v. United States, 249 U. S. 47 (1919)

punishment
are

lated by Mr. Justice
has been the test upon which exercise of police power in this field has been
made to depend. In Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U. S. 296 (1940), it was held

that this test had not been met. A conviction for breach of peace was reversed,
since the facts did not show there had been any imminent likelihood of disorder.
When Cantwell's listeners showed hostility to his religious views, he simply
packed up his phonograph and left. Unlike Feiner in the instant case, his
deportment was not noisy or truculent, nor did he attempt to stir up his
audience. Nevertheless, the Court recognized that, had Cantwell's attitude been

different, the conviction might have been

proper when it

said,

at

308,

When clear and present danger of riot, disorder, interference with traffic upon
the public streets, or other immediate threat to public safety, peace or order,
appears, the power of the state to prevent or punish is obvious.

Certainly this language would seem to govern the facts of the Feiner case.
In Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568 (1942), a state statute
making it a breach of peace to use "fighting words" in addressing another on
the public streets, was upheld as constitutionally applied to a member of the
Jehovah's Witnesses sect who addressed the city marshal as a "damned fascist"
and

a

nature

"damned racketeer." The Court ruled that if the words used
as

to excite

are

of such

violence, and hence are provocative of dis
of speeches which may validly be prohibited

the addressee to

order, they fall within that

class

breach of peace.
Three recent cases in the field of free

as a

speech show in an interesting manner
how closely the Court has been divided on the conflict between the fundamental
liberties on the one hand and state intervention on the other. Although the
first of these cases deals with prior restraint by license, it is so closely related
in principle to the second case that the two must be read together. In Saia v.
New York, 334 U.S. 558 (1948), the Court held in a 5-4 decision that it is
unconstitutional to vest in a public official the discretion to grant a license to
set up a sound truck in public parks. Mr. Justice Frankfurter delivered a force
ful dissent, wherein he maintained that this went beyond free speech. The

ordinance was an attempt, he indicated, to restrain not the human voice, but
loud and unusual noises. Just six months later the Court arrived at an opposite
conclusion in a case very similar on the facts. Kovacs v. Cooper, 336 U. S. 77
(1949). Only Chief Justice Vinson changed sides. In this case a New Jersey
ordinance prohibited the use of sound trucks, amplifiers, or any other instru

producing "loud and raucous" noises. This was upheld as a valid exercise
of the police power. The only difference in effect between the two ordinances
is that the former prohibited the use of amplifiers but permitted an official in
ments

his discretion to make

exceptions;

whereas the latter

absolutely

forbade all
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weight of the silent opinion of the
Justice, however, the balance swung in favor of police power in the
second case. As Mr. Justice Frankfurter suggests in his concurring opinion in
the Feiner case, it is doubtful whether the law of the Saia case has any meaning
use

of such instruments. With the added

Chief

after the decision in Kovacs.
A few months after the Kovacs decision, the seesaw of judicial opinion
dropped in the other direction. This time, in the case of Termmiello v. Chicago,
337 U.S. 1 (1949), Mr. Justice Reed joined the team of Justices upholding
freedom of speech at all odds. The facts of the case showed a situation far
more dangerous than that of the Feiner case. Father Terrniniello hurled awe
some invectives from the platform of a private auditorium, while an enraged
mob stormed the building from outside. However, his conviction for breach
of peace was reversed by the Court because of a technical interpretation of the
statute involved. Since the language of the statute was so broad as to include
any speech which brought about unrest or which invited dispute, it was held
an unconstitutional infringement on free speech. There were several dissenting
opinions, and that of Mr. Justice Jackson especially was quite vehement.
The Court had changed face considerably when the instant case came before
it. Only Mr. Justices Black and Douglas of the old "fundamental rights" team
now remain on the bench. They are joined in this dissent by Mr. Justice Minton
alone. Mr. Justice Reed returned to the side of police power intervention, and
the Chief Justice, who had departed from that side in the Saia case, this time
wrote the majority opinion.
Both the majority opinion of the Chief Justice and the concurring opinion
of Mr. Justice Frankfurter carefully pointed out that Feiner was not arrested
or convicted because of the content or meaning of his speech, but rather because
of his refusal to stop when his words were obviously inciting his audience to
violence. The courts below paved the way for circumventing the rule of the
TerminieUo case by making it clear that the defendant was not being convicted
for stirring his listeners to anger. Here defendant, with intent to provoke a
breach of peace, disrupted traffic, and so inflamed and angered his audience,
composed of sympathizers and opponents, that in the judgment of the police
officers a clear danger of violence was imminent. This latter element then, the
judgment of the police officials, is the leash by which the exercise of liberty is
restrained from becoming unbounded license.
Query: Is the view of the rninority that the end result of the decision in
the present case is to provide the state with a simple and readily available
method by which it may subject all speeches and public gatherings to the
censorship of local police a justified apprehension?
DONALD W.
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Revocation

Denial

of

of a

Conditional Pardon

Due Process

as

Guaranteed

with

by

the

Fourteenth Amendment.

Appellant

was

convicted of murder and sentenced to life

imprisonment.

Years

later the governor granted the appellant a pardon subject to the conditions:
1 ) that he remain under the supervision of the Director of Parole and Probation

2) that he conform to the standard of conduct required of
and 3) that upon material breach of any rule, the pardon
would be declared null and void, and he would be remanded to the penitentiary
to serve the remainder of his sentence. Upon his release, permission being
granted, appellant lived with his sister, his sponsor, in a foreign jurisdiction for
approximately one and one-half years. Arguments ensued between the two and
appellant made known his plans to absent himself from his sister's premises
whereupon the latter threatened to have appellant recommitted. Appellant left
and his sister made a complaint via telephone to the Department of Parole and
Probation that appellant had molested her daughter. The governor then, at the
request of the Department, revoked the pardon and a warrant was issued direct
ing appellant's recommitment. Appellant was taken before the Director of
Parole and Probation where he denied the charges. Appellant was nevertheless
remanded to the penitentiary under the order for recommitment. Nine years
later he instituted a habeas corpus proceeding. Held, revocation of appellant's
conditional pardon on an unsubstantiated complaint without opportunity to be
heard deprived him of his liberty without due process of law. State v. Swenson,
76 A. 2d 150 (Md. 1950).
The instant case is noteworthy in that it focuses attention on the desirability
of having the Supreme Court determine the question of whether the grantee of
a conditional
pardon is restored to such civil liberties as to require a hearing
before recommitment to the penitentiary for alleged violation of a condition.
The power to grant absolute pardons has long been recognized. Ex parte
Wells, 18 How. 307 (U. S. 1855); United States v. Wilson, 7 Pet. ISO (U.S.
1833). The general power to grant an absolute pardon includes the power to
grant a conditional pardon, Ex parte Wells, supra; Perkins v. Stevens, 24 Pick.
277 (Mass. 1834), providing the conditions imposed are not illegal, immoral
or
impossible of performance. In re McKinney, 33 Del. 434, 138 Atl. 649
(1927) ; State v. Yates, 183 N. C. 753, 111 S. E. 337 (1922). The state courts
unanimously hold that failure to comply with the conditions imposed renders
the pardon null and void, and subjects the grantee to reinstatement of his
original sentence. But how is the vital issue, i.e. whether the grantee has in fact
violated the condition, to be determined? It is on this question that the
for three years;

paroled prisoners;

�

conflict exists.

Authorities holding contrary to the instant

gories, although

the rationale

employed by

be placed in
essentially the

case can

both is

two cate
same.

In
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the first group, there are statutory provisions empowering the governor or other
authority to revoke a conditional pardon when satisfied that the conditions have
been violated and to recommit the grantee without

a

hearing.

Courts in this

group hold that these statutes and their literal application do not contravene
constitutional guarantees. Kennedy's Case, 135 Mass. 48 (1883). The second
group, in

reaching the same conclusion, rely on a power to revoke which has
expressly reserved in the granting power. Commr. ex rel. Meredith v. Hall,
277 Ky. 612, 126 S.W. 2d 1056 (1939); Ex parte Frazier, 91 Tex. Crim. Rep.
475, 239 S.W. 972 (1922); Arthur v. Craig, 48 Iowa 264 (1878). The ration
alization used by these groups is that the grantee is not entitled to invoke the
organic safeguards which hedge about the citizen's liberty for the reason that
he is only a "felon at large" after he has breached the conditions upon which
been

the grace was extended to him.
It is significant to note that Fleenor
found in which

v.

Hammond,

116 F. 2d 982

(6th Cir.

the Meredith case, supra, is the only case which has been
federal court has decided this issue. In this case the Kentucky

1941), reversing
a

courts had held that the executive could insert in

a

conditional

pardon

an ex

press power of summary revocation which denied the grantee the rights of notice
or hearing. The sixth circuit held that such summary revocation violated the

grantee's constitutional rights.

At page

986, the

court stated:

albeit conditionally, the convict was entitled to his liberty and possessed
of a right which would be forfeited only by reason of a breach of the conditions
it carried with it ultimate restoration of full civil rights. To
of the grant
hold that such forfeiture may be imposed without giving the grantee an oppor
tunity to be heard, does violence to what are said to be "immutible principles of
justice, which inhere in the very idea of free government, which no member of
the union can disregard."
.

.

.

...

case stand together in opposition to the
recognize a constitutional right to a hearing prior to
revocation of a conditional pardon.
It is submitted that a conditional pardon should be distinguished from a
parole, which does not require a hearing of right unless provided by statute.
Escoe v. Herbst, 295 U. S. 470 (1935). A parolee is merely a "prisoner at
large", while it is recognized that a pardon is an act of clemency which absolves
a convict from his guilt and restores his full civil rights. A conditional pardon
is a pardon, although its legal operation depends upon the performance of such
conditions as the granting power may legally impose.
The instant case, under the facts as stated, indicates the gross injustice that
It is believed
can be wrought in ex parte revocations of conditional pardons.
of
the
of
"due
to
the
as
that the conflict
process" to
protection
apphcability
this situation will ultimately be resolved along the lines advanced by the
Maryland court in this case.

Thus the Fleenor
cases

case

and the instant

which refuse to
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owner

a

the

on

Cumulative

a

Corporation

Stockholders,

Minority Without Their Consent.

of 250 shares of

by the defendant which

were

7%

cumulative

preferred

to be redeemed in 1949.

stock issued

In 1936

a ma

jority of the defendant's stockholders voted to amend the articles of incorpo
ration so as to make the stock non-cumulative and to cancel accrued dividends,
by authorizing an exchange of the old stock for new non-cumulative shares.
Later, seven months before the stock was to be redeemed, the majority approved
a plan proposed by the corporation to sell the assets to another corporation,
organized for that purpose, with a view to postponing the redemption date for
another twenty years. Notices of these meetings were sent to the plaintiff but
she did not attend, nor did she assent to the changes voted upon. Plaintiff
began this action four days after the redemption date for the par value of her
shares and their accrued unpaid dividends.
Held, a corporation may not,
through action by a majority of its stockholders take away from its minority
shareholders vested or accruing property rights without their consent. Weckler
v. Valley City Mill Co., 93 F. Supp. 444 (W. D. Mich. 1950).
The view of the court in the instant case represents a sound approach to the
problem created when Havender broke Keller's back in Delaware. Prior to
Federal United Corp. v. Havender, 24 Del. Ch. 318, 11 A. 2d 331 (1940), it
had been uniformly held that a preferred stockholder had a property right in
accumulated unpaid dividends which could not be destroyed by the arbitrary
action of the corporation. Keller v. Wilson & Co., 21 Del. Ch. 391, 190 Atl.
115 (1936). Since the Havender case the trend is to allow their destruction
by merger with a subsidiary. There is a growing sentiment for extending this
divesting power through such devices as sale of assets and amendment to the
corporate charter.
The

of the instant

case lies not in its decision, since under the
necessarily restricted, it is in conformance with the law in
namely that a corporation, through charter amendment or
sale of assets may not deprive the preferred shareholder of his accumulated
dividends. However, the broad holding is extremely important since it indicates
at page 451 that the shareholder may not be deprived of his dividends, whatever

significance

facts to which it is
other jurisdictions,

the

means

used:

Whatever the law of other jurisdictions may be as to the power of majority
stockholders to materially change the contract rights of minority stockholders
a Michigan corporation may not, through action by a
majority of its stockholders,
take away from its minority stockholders vested or accruing property rights
.

This is

a

Delaware.

direct

slap

at the line of cases

originating

with the Havender

case

.

.

in
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Havender, supra^ the court held that the right of
was nothing more than a defeasible right
which the corporation, by using the device of merger, could eliminate despite
the objection of the minority. The third circuit, ruling on a similar Delaware
case, Hottenstein v. York Ice Machinery Corp., 136 F. 2d 944 (3rd Cir. 1943),
held that the law in Delaware is that a parent may merge with a wholly owned
subsidiary and cancel the old preferred stock as well as the right of the holder
thereof to unpaid accumulated dividends. The court also held that there is no
basis of substance for differentiating between a merger with a pre-existing sub
sidiary and one organized solely for that purpose, except that the subterfuge
is more conspicuous.
This positivistic approach has its basis in the famous case of Trustees of
Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 518 (U. S. 1819), wherein, although
the court held that the corporation charter is a contract within the contem
plation of the contract impairment clause of the Federal Constitution, Justice
Story intimated that the state could change this inviolable relationship if it
preserved its right to do so via a reserved power clause in the incorporation

Corp.

v.

the shareholder to accrued dividends

statutes.

Under this power of amendment it is asserted that the claim of the
relationship with the corporation is not a fixed

shareholder derived from his

right in the nature of a debt and in that sense vested and secured
against attack, but that since all amendatory changes are declared to be part
of the charter, notice is given him that his charter may be amended and that
his rights are therefore defeasible. The Supreme Court in Coombes v. Getz, 285
U. S. 434 (1931), held that the authority of a state under the "so-called" re
served power, though wide, is not unlimited. The corporate charter may be
repealed or amended and the relationship between the corporation and the
shareholder thereby changed, but this must not impair or destroy vested
property rights.
In justification of the Havender doctrine, great weight is given to the provision
that a dissenter may withdraw from the enterprise and obtain money for the
value of his stock by submitting to an appraisal (usually provided for by
statute). This ordinarily puts the shareholder to an election. When he is put
to such an election, there is no just disposition of the claim, due to the fact
that the value of the appraisal is effectively limited because of the great practical
difficulties involved in arriving at a fair determination of the value of the shares.
contract

The court in the Havender

right

in the nature of

a

debt,

case

maintained that there

but rather

a

defeasible

was

right subject

no

contractual

to

amendment

destruction under the reserved power clause. In opposing this view the courts
unfortunately argue with the illusory term, "vested right". However, whether
the shareholder has a property right, a vested right, or a contract right, is not
or

important. That which must be considered is that he bought the preferred
stock relying on the fact that the dividends would be paid at some time. He
sought certainty of income as against a speculative rise in price. Thus he relied
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to retain the
in mind, it
this
With
paid.
must be conceded that whatever we may call it, the shareholder has a sub
stantial right, even a "vested right", if we accept the definition of that term
as found in Keller v. Wilson Co., supra at 122, that it is an interest "... which
it is right and equitable that the government should recognize and protect, and

right to the dividends. It was an
stock through the years that dividends
on a

inducement to

buy, and

were not

deprived without injustice."
sight of the fact that
most preferred shareholders today merely hold shares for the income they
receive. They have little interest in the internal operation of the business or
of the charter under which it is incorporated, indeed, their relationship is more
akin to that of a bondholder than to the ownership relation involved in stock.

of which the individual could not be
To hold that such

an

interest is defeasible is to lose

The substantive evil of the decision of the Hottenstein case lies in its ex
tension of the Havender doctrine to cover "paper mergers", i.e., those whose

only

purpose is to abolish the claims which the shareholder has upon the

porate assets. The purported purpose of the Havender doctrine is

cor

to remove

possibility of a minority block exerting a veto power to hinder beneficial
changes. It would be well if the results were so limited. Unfortunately it
has been subject to very little limitation. The instant case correctly states that
it cannot be successfully contended that a stubborn minority shareholder should
be able to veto a bona fide, beneficial, and necessary corporate reorganization,
any more than it should be contended that a corporation should be able to
deprive him of his accrued unpaid dividends by the use of a legal subterfuge.
True, there are restrictions on the application of the Havender case. The
Hottenstein decision provided that the provision under the merger be "fair and
equitable". The court in Cole v. National Cash Credit Assn., 18 Del. Ch. 47,
156 Atl. 183 (1931), says that it is subject to nullification for fraud. How
ever, Forges v. Vadsco Sales Corp., 27 Del. Ch. 127, 32 A. 2d 148 (1943), in
applying this rule held that the fraud must be so clear as to compel the conclu
sion that it emanates from bad faith or a reckless indifference to the rights of
others, and in addition placed a presumption With the corporation that its
actions were fair. Such restrictions are not adequate safeguards to the dissenting

the

shareholder.
The Federal courts have been reluctant to apply the Havender doctrine. In
Lang)'elder v. Universal Laboratories, 163 F. 2d 804 (3rd Cir. 1947), we find
such reluctance expressed. The court stated that they were compelled to
apply,
under the doctrine of Erie R.R. v. Tompkins, 304 U. S. 64 (1938), what the
law is in that state and not what it should be. The court concluded that a
liberal merger statute, the Havender case, and Erie R. R. v. Tompkins, supra,
combined to deprive the shareholder of his rights.
The instant case is important in that the court is not fooled by the legal
jugglery involved in the Havender case. It realistically recognizes that the
problem is to decide whether a corporation by "paper merger", or any other
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pseudo reorganization,
dividends.

may deprive the preferred shareholder of his accumulated
The court had authority for its answer in the negative. Sutton v.

Globe

Knitting Works, 276 Mich. 200, 267 N.W.
Basically this view is founded on the idea that,

815

(1936).

the State is concerned also with the welfare of those who invest their
essence of generation, in corporate enterprises.
While many
interrelations of the State, the corporation, and the shareholders may be changed,
.

.

.

money, the very

.

.

.

there is a limit beyond which the State may not go
a just public policy
which seeks the equal and impartial protection of the interests of all demands
that the right [to unpaid dividends which have accrued and which were accorded
protection when the corporation was formed and the stock was issued] be
regarded as a vested right of property secured against destruction by the Federal
and State Constitutions. Keller v. Wilson & Co., supra at 124.
...

Thus, though Havender broke Keller's back in Delaware to begin the spread
doctrine, it does not go unchecked. A Supreme Court
determination would help to clear the air, but what is needed even more, is a
general judicial recognition that a preferred shareholder is no longer an active
owner but merely an investor who relies upon the payment of dividends.
of this anomalous

JOHN

CREDITORS
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RIGHTS

�

Pre- Judgment

Attachment

Federal Tax Lien Until Reduced

Lien

Is Inferior

Judgment.

superiority of federal tax liens over state
a creditor, Morrison, sued his debtor,
on
Under
California law, Morrison was entitled
an
unsecured
note.
Stylianos,
the
attachment
of
four
and
did
procure
parcels of land belonging to Stylianos.
to,
In December of 1946, the United States filed notices of federal tax liens.
Later on, in April of 1947, Morrison obtained a judgment against Stylianos.
Subsequently, four suits involving the four parcels of land upon which Morrison
had procured the attachment were brought, Morrison and the United States
being made defendants. The first suit was brought to quiet title to one of the
parcels conveyed by Stylianos to the plaintiff in that suit. The government
doesn't claim priority as to the other three parcels because of a mortgage given
before the recording of the tax liens. The California court held that the federal
tax liens were subordinate to the judgment lien of Morrison. Certiorari was
granted by the Supreme Court. Held, a state attachment lien obtained prior
to recording of the federal tax lien but upon which judgment was not rendered
until after such recording, is inferior to the federal lien, since the attachment
lien is inchoate and requires the judgment in order to become specific and
perfected. United States v. Security Trust and Savings Bank of San Diego,
71 Sup. Ct. Ill (1950).
This is

a

case

attachment liens.

concerning

the

to

p. arness

In October of

1946,
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The tax liens in question arose under Rev. Stat. � 3186(a) and (b), as
amended 26 U. S. C. �� 3670, 3671 and 3672 (1946), which provide in sub
taxes neglects to pay the same after demand,
lien in favor of the United States upon all property
of the tax debtor; that the lien arises when the assessment list Is received
by the Collector except that the lien is not valid against mortgagees, pledgees,
purchasers, and judgment creditors until notice thereof has been filed.

stance that if

a

person

the amount shall become

owing
a

settles the status of a pre-judgment attachment lien as
Those few cases in which the problem was
opposed
raised In the state courts are overruled. The state courts had concluded that
tax liens were inferior where there was an attachment at the institution of suit
by creditors, but the Federal Government intervened and perfected liens
The instant

case

to the federal tax lien.

judgment. Board of Supervisors of Louisiana State University v.
(United States, Intervener), 200 La. 78, 26 So. 2d 361 (1946); United
States v. Yates, 204 S. W. 2d 399 (Tex. 1947). Significantly, no federal
court appears to have touched the exact problem.
The subjects of priority and tax liens must be distinguished because the lien
provision does not confer any priority on the government as a lienor, over
liens prior in time. United States v. Sampsell, 153 F. 2d 731 (9th Cir. 1946).
The federal tax lien is not an inchoate general lien, but a specific and perfected
lien which, without the aid of any subsequent court action, attaches to the
property of the tax debtor. United States v. City of Greenville, 118 F. 2d 963
(4th Cir. 1941). As against the tax debtor himself and unsecured creditors,

prior

to

Hart

the lien arises and becomes effective

on the date the assessment reached the
Collector's office, i.e. there must be a demand and the time of its taking effect
relates back to the time the assessment reached the office. In re Victor Brewing

Co., 54 F. Supp. 11 (W. D. Pa. 1944), afd 146 F. 2d 831 (3d Cir. 1944).
As against purchasers, judgment creditors, mortgagees and pledgees, a prior
recording of the tax lien is required by statute to defeat their rights. In this
case there is no relating back of the time the lien takes effect.
United States
v. Sampsell,
supra.
Clearly, under 26 U. S. C. � 3672, supra, where notice of the tax lien is
not filed until after the creditor obtains judgment, the tax lien is inferior.
United States v. Record Publishing Co., 60 F. Supp. 194 (N. D. Cal. 1945).
Likewise, it is clear that if there has been no attachment, the filing of notice
of the tax lien defeats the subsequent judgment. Matter of Fielder, 15 AFTR
789 (D. C. Fla. 1935).
Mr. Justice Minton, who wrote the majority opinion, and Mr. Justice
Jackson who concurred, disposed of the case upon different grounds. The
majority opinion said that the attachment lien was "merely a lis pendens
notice that a right to perfect a lien exists", and that therefore, the government
lien, being perfected, took precedence. In the concurring opinion, the conclu
sion was that from an analysis of the statute's
history, the only protected
interests were those specifically included.
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Attachment is
court for

WUder

v.

a proceeding whereby property is held to abide the order of a
the payment of a judgment in the event a debt shall be established.
Inter-Island Navigation Co., 211 TJ. S. 239 (1908). It is practically

axiomatic that

gains no interest in his debtor's property until the
judgment. The attachment hen creates a summary and
extraordinary remedy in derogation of the common law, and owes its existence
entirely to statutory enactment. Miller v. Smith, 1 F. 2d 292 (8th Cir. 1924).
The decision as to which hen is superior depends upon the application of the
a

creditor

claim is reduced to

concepts of attachment hens

to the facts of this case.

If

we are

to take issue

with the decision in the instant case, it must be because the attachment hen
is a perfected lien. A state court's characterization of a lien as inchoate is

"practically conclusive", Illinois v. Campbell, 329 U. S. 362, 371 (1946)
Supreme Court of California so described the attachment hen in question
in the case of Puissegur v. Yarbrough, 29 Cal. 2d 409, 175 P. 2d 830 (1946).
and the

The present

federal

list.

case

hen, specific

United States

is but
v.

opposition is the
"only a potential right

In

contest between two liens.

a

On the

one

side is the

perfected by the Collector's receipt of the assessment
City of Greenville, 118 F. 2d 963 (4th Cir. 1941).

and

California attachment lien which
or a

contingent

hen."

Puissegur

v.

is characterized

as

Yarbrough, supra

at

412.
The situation is more striking when
prior mechanic's hen on the tax hen is analyzed. In such a case,
the mechanic's hen was held superior by virtue of the fact that under state
law it was specific and perfected as of the time the labor was performed. In re
Taylorcraft Aviation Corp., 168 F. 2d 808 (6th Cir. 1948). Thus the con
troversy must always be resolved on the question of whether the particular
lien opposed to the federal hen is perfected or not. The rule, prior in time
prior in right, must be understood to mean that the hen first perfected is first
in right.
It is to be noted that the conclusion reached cannot be upset by a state
provision that a lien is to be first or that there is to be a process of relating

Clearly,

the federal lien must win out.

the effect of

a

back the time for the state hen to take effect. The federal hen is not defeated
this device. United States

Reese, 131 F. 2d 466 (7th Cir. 1942).
Justice Jackson's reasoning strengthens the decision, for, historically,
the federal courts have been reluctant to go beyond, in any way, the wording
of the statute. See United States v. Snyder, 149 U. S. 210 (1892) and United
States v. Rosenfield, 26 F. Supp. 433 (E. D. Mich. 1938) which brought
about the amendments to Rev. Stat. � 3186 now embodied in 26 U. S. C.
� 3672, supra.
In conclusion, it should be noted that while the instant decision is correct,
it results in a seemingly illogical situation. A prior attachment will take
precedence over a subsequent mortgage. Under the federal hen statute, a prior
mortgage defeats the tax hen. This decision holds that the tax lien supersedes

by

Mr.

v.
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the prior attachment. It was the visualization of this possibility which motivated
the contra decisions mentioned above on the theory that the tax lien must
necessarily be subordinate to its immediate superior.
It is submitted that the

probability of being faced with such a situation is
by an analysis of an attachment as, not a lien
procedural aid, applicable only to a limited class of

remote. The

is resolved

strictly

a

so

difficulty
called, but

remedies.
GEORGE B. MICKUM

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE Refusal of Trial Court to Allow Counsel
a Full Opportunity to State Objections to Gesticulations and
Facial Expressions and to Call Specific Instances of Same to
�

Attention

of

Court

is

Reversible Error.

Appellant was convicted of the crime of unlawful possession of marihuana
and of certain narcotics. Appeal was made on the ground that it was error
for a trial court to disallow an objection to gesticulations and facial expressions
on the part of the court and to refuse counsel an
opportunity to call specific
instances to the attention of the court. Held, it is error, on the part of a
trial court, to deny to a defendant the opportunity fully to state the basis of

his objections to gesticulations and facial expressions or to call
of acts to the attention of the court. Butler v. United States,
App. D. C, Jan. 18, 1951.

The United States Court of
first found opportunity to rule

specific instances
no. 10582, U. S.

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
the improper use of facial expressions and
gesticulations by a trial judge in the delivery of a charge to the jury in a
criminal case in Vinci v. United States, 159 F. 2d 777 (D. C. Cir. 1947).
Prior to the Vinci case it was thought perhaps that so evanescent a thing as a
facial expression or gesticulation was not properly subject to an objection as
error.
That as a criticism remains. It was there observed, however, that
gestures and facial expressions may be on occasion as potent as spoken words.
Certainly a federal judge ought not be allowed to do by gesture what he may
not do by words. The court saw in this a controlling analogy
between the
right of a federal judge to comment fairly upon the evidence and his use of
gestures, intonations and facial expressions in delivering instructions to the
jury. On an appropriate occasion, it was indicated, the use of gestures could
on

�

form a. valid basis for reversible error.
The Vinci decision did little to establish the mode or manner of stating
objections of this nature for the record. What was done, in a negative way,
was to serve notice on counsel in future cases not to be so
very polite in ap

prising

the court of

alleged grievances. Apparently such warning as the
guide trial counsel in like situations.
proof of that.

afforded was not sufficient to
record of the Billed case, infra, is
case

Vinci
The
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In Billed v. United States, 185 F. 2d 394 (D. C. Cir. 1950), the Court of
Appeals definitively set out the proper mode and manner of noting objections
to facial expressions and gesticulations. It was not going to act upon repre
sentations made to it only in briefs and upon argument. Rather, in instances
in which the trial judge, by intonations and gestures, did translate a properly
worded charge into an improperly understood one, it required counsel to record
fully and accurately, at that time and on the record, beyond the hearing of
the jury, what had transpired. Billed v. United States, supra at 402. This
must be done, of course, before the jury leaves the room for its deliberations.
Fed. Rules Crim. Proc, 30. Such procedure will enable the trial judge to
cure any potential error by some form of emphatic instruction calculated to
remove any possible erroneous impression from the minds of the jurors. Should
a difference develop between judge and lawyer as to what happened, then the
procedure upon exception before there were court reporters may be utilized.
At that time, where a trial judge refused to allow and sign a proposed bill of
exceptions, two remedies were available by settlement by bystanders or by
proceedings in the appellate court to establish exceptions. 4 C. J. S., Appeal
and Error, �� 849, 850 (1937). Each was allowed only by virtue of a per
missive statute, and was regarded as being a matter of special indulgence,
strictissimi juris. It is doubtful whether such a remedy is available in the
District of Columbia. A possible, but tenuous, statutory foundation for such
relief is to be found in the Code. D. C. Code 1940, � 11-321. In the absence
of such statutory authority, it is suggested, a writ of mandamus might lie to
compel a judge of the District Court to sign a bill of exceptions. It has been
held, however, that the Court of Appeals has no power to compel a trial justice
to do anything more than consider a bill of exceptions. It cannot compel
him to sign it. The signing is an act of judicial discretion which the appellate
court cannot control. Clawans v. District oj Columbia, 89 F. 2d 802, 803-804
(D. C. Cir. 1937); Eight v. McCoy, 46 App. D. C. 238 (1917).
In both the Vinci and Billed cases the appeals failed. Counsel were not
emphatic or precise enough in stating their respective grievances for the
record. Thus, the court in neither case had occasion to decide, upon proper
objection, whether the particular acts complained of constituted prejudicial
�

made very clear in the Billed case that no distinction between
on the one hand, and comment, on the other
hand, would be recognized. The established norms regarding the latter are
to be applied in detecting prejudicial error in situations involving the former.
This is a sensible rule. Any distinction between the two is more academic
error

; but it

was

gestures and facial expressions,

Further, in deciding whether there is a prejudicial error, the nature
clarifying instruction, if given, will be of controlling weight.
The Court of Appeals had not handed down its opinion in the Billed case
at the time the principal case was tried. The ruling of the trial court in the in
stant case was proof of confusion on the part of the bench as well as the bar on
the point involved. The Court of Appeals, in view of the Billed case, observed
than real.

of the
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duty of the trial court to allow objection to gesticulations and facial ex
pressions. A failure to allow counsel an opportunity to fully and accurately
state such objections is error in and of itself.
The protection afforded and the mode of acquiring that protection is now
well defined. True, it is still an open question as to what specific gestures and
intonations will constitute prejudicial error and as to the effect of the clarifying
instruction. Further, there is the problem of what course is to be followed
in disputes which may develop between judge and lawyer. Thus, as a practical
matter, whether it is feasible to allow objections to acts of this nature must
await the application of known or knowable norms and a testing of the ade
quacy of the available procedural devices. The ought is clear it is undeniably
right that a defendant in a criminal case be given an opportunity to state
his fair objections to such acts and be afforded the means to do so. Anything
less would be a manifest denial to an accused of a fair and impartial trial.
�

JOHN

EVIDENCE
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Truth
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Judge
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Pursuant to a valid arrest warrant, the accused was apprehended in his
home by federal agents. With the consent of the accused, the officers then
proceeded to make a search of his rooms and uncovered there, in his presence,
counterfeit bills. On cross-examination of one of the agents, counsel asked
whether the accused had not given the impression that he did not know that
the bills were in the room. The prosecution objected and the court sustained
the

objection on the ground that the question was for the judge to decide.
Though the question was not properly before the court due to the failure of
the accused to note an exception in the trial court, held, that the admissibility
of an opinion concerning the impression created by another's appearance
depends on how the court thinks the truth may be best extracted from the
particular witness. United States v. Petrone, 185 F. 2d 334 (2d Cir. 1950).
"The witness should state facts and the conclusion to be drawn from them
jury." Ventress v. Smith, 10 Pet. 161, 171 (U. S. 1836). This

rests with the

in

presented an imposing barrier to the
opinions of witnesses. However, the court
in the present case characterized the obligatory use of the rule as
.a
and ruled that the determina
substantial obstacle to developing the truth.
tion of the admissibility of such evidence called for the exercise of the trial
judge's discretion. United States v. Petrone, supra at 336. Support for
the court's rejection of the general rule excluding opinion evidence can be
readily found. 7 Wigmore, Evidence, � 1929 (3d ed., 1940). And it has been
essence

is the

admissibility

of

opinion rule.

conclusions

It has

or

"

.

"

.

.

.
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solely a ride of convenience. United States v. Dennis, 183 F. 2d
1950). In addition, the American Law Institute in its Model
Code of Evidence has advocated the abolition of the rule. A. L. I., Model
Code of Evidence, Rule 401 (1942).
Generally, one of two choices is open to the court, either to require the
witness to separate the factors forming the basis of his opinion or to allow
him to give such testimony and leave the establishment of its basis to the
test of cross-examination. Zimberg v. United States, 142 F. 2d 132 (1st Cir.
1944) The solution suggested by the first alternative is not only impractical,
but in most cases poses an impossible problem for the witness. United States
v. Fried, 149 F. 2d 1011 (2d Cir. 1945).
The latter solution has found re
ception in the courts, complementing the view that the trial judge in his
sound discretion should determine whether opinion evidence is admissible.
Zimberg v. United States, supra.
Support for this proposition can be mustered from both federal and state
decisions. Farish Co. v. Madison Distributing Co., 37 F. 2d 455 (2d Cir.
1930); Hoffman v. Mohican Co., 136 Conn. 392, 71 A. 2d 921 (1950); Jack
son v. Schine Lexington Corp., 305 Ky. 823, 205 S. W. 2d 1013
(1947);
MacLaren v. Bishop, 113 Conn. 312, 155 Atl. 210 (1931). The test for the
judge to apply is the general requirement for acimissibility of evidence, that
is, whether the testimony sought to be produced will aid the triers of fact
in short, relevancy. MacLaren v. Bishop, supra. Opinion evidence has been
used to show the identity of the perpetrator of a crime; People v. Harris, 89
Cal. App. 2d 818, 198 P. 2d 60 (1948); to show that one of the defendants,
in a prosecution for using the mails to defraud, appeared nervous during the
investigation of an alleged accidental drowning; Nichols v. United States,
48 F. 2d 46 (5th Cir. 1931); to show the weight of a piece of beef in a case
involving black-market operations; Zimberg v. United States, supra; to show
the speed of a vehicle in negligence cases; MacLaren v. Bishop, supra; Copithorn v. Boston & Maine R. R., 309 Mass. 363, 35 N. E. 2d 254 (1941).
From these decisions it can be seen that frequently testimony involving
conclusions or opinions can have an extremely important bearing on the ver
dict reached by the jury. As many witnesses must because of necessity and
inability to do otherwise testify in such terms, to flatly exclude relevant mat
ter on the ground that it is opinion evidence, may often result in injustice.
To attempt to correct the rule by the appending of various exceptions will
only result in handling the problem by means of metaphysical distinctions,
which can only serve to confuse and enlarge the problem. Lorenzen v. United
Ry., 249 Mo. 182, 155 S. W. 30 (1913).
A practical, working policy is needed to remedy the situation caused by the
fundamentally exclusionary aspects of the opinion evidence rule. It is submit
ted that the view propounded in the present case, namely, that the question of
the admissibility of opinion evidence should be decided by the trial judge
in the exercise of his discretion, will provide the necessary therapy.
regarded
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Washington hotel, suspecting the appellant of having
apartment, telephoned a member of the Metropolitan
Police Narcotics Squad to come to the hotel. When the policeman arrived, the
two men secured a key to the apartment and entered it without a warrant of
any kind. Nineteen bottles of cocaine without the requisite federal stamps
This apartment did not belong to the accused, but
were found in a closet.
to his two aunts, who granted him permission to use the apartment.
The appellant was convicted in the Federal District Court of having pur
chased, sold, dispensed and distributed cocaine and codeine sulphate not
in and not from the original stamped package and of having facilitated the
concealment and sale of said narcotics after they had, with his knowledge,
been imported into the United States contrary to law. The bottles of cocaine
Previous to trial he
were admitted into evidence over accused's objection.
had moved to suppress the evidence. In this motion he claimed ownership
of the bottles and asserted they had been seized unlawfully. Held, (1) de
fendant's property (contraband), which is seized as the fruit of an unlawful
search, or otherwise in violation of the fourth amendment cannot be used
as evidence against defendant, even though the premises searched were not
his. (2) The interest which gives standing to object to the admission of
evidence seized unlawfully is not the same as the property right destroyed by
statute to prevent the unauthorized use or circulation of the dangerous drugs.
Jeffers v. United States, no. 10499, D. C. Cir., December 7, 1950 (19 U. S.
Law Week 3216).
The federal exclusionary rule that evidence seized by virtue of a search
A house detective in

narcotics "stached" in

a

an

and seizure in violation of the 4th Amendment to the Constitution of the

United States cannot be used in a federal prosecution was first promulgated
in Boyd v. United States, 116 U. S. 616 (1886). This rule was later refined
in Weeks v. United States, 232 U. S. 383 (1914). Several exceptions to this
rule have developed since that time. The evidence is admissible when the
search and seizure are incident to a valid arrest. United States v. Rabinowitz,
339 U. S. 56 (1950); Harris v. United States, 331 U. S. 145 (1947). If the
search and seizure are justified by an emergency, the evidence is admissible.
See Johnson v. United States, 333 U. S. 10, 15 (1948). Furthermore, the

right

to demand the exclusion of evidence

wrongfully seized is personal and
by one who does not have either a property interest in
the premises searched, or in the property seized. Gibson v. United States, 149
F. 2d 381 (D. C. Cir. 1945) ; Shore v. United States, 49 F. 2d 519 (D. C. Cir.
1931); Pielow v. United States, 8 F. 2d 492 (9th Cir. 1925).
It is this last exception with which we are most vitally concerned in the
discussion of the reported case. The decision itself reveals the difficulty under
cannot

be claimed
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laboring in determining the limits of the exclusionary rule
Boyd and Weeks cases. Three separate opinions mark the
case: two concurring in the result, the other voicing a vigorous dissent.
There are two basic conflicts between the majority and the dissenting
opinions. The former holds that there was an illegal search as to appellant
and that there exists a property right in the narcotics seized which is pro
tected by the 4th Amendment. The dissenting judge insists that there was
no violation of appellant's rights by the search of
premises not his own. He
further contends that there is no property right in the narcotics which is
protected by the 4th Amendment, since all rights are divested by statute, 53
Stat. 276 (1939), 26 U. S. C. 2558 (a) (1946), and 53 Stat. 362 (1939),
26 U. S. C. 3116 (1946).
In support of the majority's contention that the search was illegal with
respect to appellant, the court cites decisions from every circuit except the
7th, which maintain that the person who claims suppression of the evidence
must have a property right in either the premises searched or the property
seized. Nunes v. United States, 23 F. 2d 905 (1st Cir. 1928); Armstrong v.
United States, 16 F. 2d 62 (9th Cir. 1926). But none of these cases hold
that an illegal seizure of goods owned by the defendant makes the search
illegal ab initio when the goods were found on property other than defendant's.
This is important when considering the incidents that take place after the
search is begun. Gibson v. United States, supra, is illustrative of this. One
O'Kelly and Gibson were in the possession of narcotics at the home of O'Kelly
when the officer entered the house illegally and arrested both men. The court
held the entry illegal as to O'Kelly, but not to Gibson, since he had no interest
in the premises. The subsequent arrests and seizures took on the character
of the search, and O'Kelly was freed, while Gibson's arrest was held to be
valid, and the evidence admissible. The dissenting opinion mentions other
cases which amply support this view. Ingram v. United States, 113 F. 2d 966
(9th Cir. 1940), where the premises searched did not belong to the one seeking
suppression; Lagoio v. United States, 159 F. 2d 245 (2d Cir. 1946), where
the court allowed the use of illegally obtained evidence against the sole stock
holder of a corporation.
In substantiating their second contention that the appellant has an interest
in the narcotics which gives him standing to object to the use of the evidence
seized, the majority cites 53 Stat. 362 (1939), 26 U. S. C. 3116 (1946). This
statute states that no property right shall vest in any contraband goods, and
are

set out in the

for the seizure of such
further that "a search warrant may issue
property". In view of this recognition of the need for the search warrant,
the court feels that this proves the protection afforded by the 4th Amendment
with what
may still be invoked despite the statute. The dissent answers this
seems to be the more logical solution. The rule permitting the issuance of
search warrants in cases involving narcotics was placed in the statute for
...

the

protection

of the government in

cases

where the defendant not

.

.

.

only
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goods but the premises also. If no search warrant were issued in
such case, the defendant could move to suppress the evidence because of
the illegality of the search.
The majority view on this point is further weakened by the cases it uses
in support thereof. In every case cited, the evidence was excluded because
the search was illegal, and not because of the property right in the narcotics
owned the

or

other contraband

(1925),

goods.

Thus in

Agnello

the search of defendant's home

v.

was

United

illegal,

States,
as

a

269 U. S. 20

result of which

the narcotics seized in such search were excluded from evidence. To the
same effect is Amos v. United States, 255 U. S. 313 (1921); Cf. Dodge v.
United States, 272 U. S. 530, 532 (1926); United States v. Eight Boxes, Etc.,
105 F. 2d 896, 900 (2d Cir. 1939).
The obvious result of this decision is that narcotic smugglers and peddlers
now have an added protection despite the plain, unambiguous words of Con
gress to the effect that no property right shall exist in narcotics. The court
is saying, "You do not have a property right in these goods, but nevertheless
same protection as if you did have an interest in the narcotics."
Certainly this cannot be tolerated, if we are to have an effective check on
the use of illegal drugs in this country. No right of the defendant is being

you have the

violated until and unless the narcotics are seized from his person or from
his own premises. Then the need for a search warrant will effectively restrain
any over-zealous officer, and at the same time protect the rights of the person

aggrieved.

In view of

this, it is highly probable that the holding of this case
accepted generally, and that it will be overruled in the near future.

will not be
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The petitioner owned 843 of 938 outstanding shares in the Clark Linen Co.
The remaining 95 shares were held by employees of the corporation. The
petitioner executed four trust instruments creating separate trusts for his
wife and each of his three sons. The petitioner was named trustee and trans
ferred a total of 670 shares to the trusts. The trusts were not created to

petitioner's duty to support his wife and children, and this was an
express stipulation of the trust instrument. The trustee was empowered to
consent to dissolution of the corporation, and to carry on the business indi
vidually, as a co-partner, or as a corporation. The income from the trusts
for the sons was to be retained in the respective trusts for the children while
they were minors or in military service. The income from the trust to the
wife was to be distributed annually. Gift tax was paid on the gift of stock
to the trusts. The corporation was then dissolved and a limited partnership
was formed with the petitioner as general partner, and the trusts and the
avoid
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other

former stockholders as limited partners. The partners contributed
their undivided interest in the assets of the former corporation. The partner

income was distributed to the trusts as members of the partnership.
petitioner reported his income from the partnership as did the trusts
of the sons who were not receiving payments since they were minors or in
military service. The wife reported her income from the trust in her individual
return. The Commissioner determined there was a deficiency in the petitioner's
payment on the basis that the partnership income distributed to each of the
trusts was in actuality income to the petitioner. Held, a trust may be a
member of a partnership for income tax purposes. Stern v. Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, 15 T. C. 521 (1950).
The Tax Court in coming to this conclusion relied primarily upon decisions
of courts which have ruled that income from a partnership is not taxable to
the donor of the trust corpus if a real contribution to the partnership capital

ship
The

is made from the trust corpus and the donor has no control over the income
the trusts. Greenberger v. Commissioner, 177 F. 2d 990 (7th Cir.
In the Greenberger case the petitioner had divested himself of any
property interest in the stock by his gift, and his control of trust income was

paid to
1949).

virtually non-existent except for its distribution to the beneficiaries. The
same conclusions are applicable to the case under discussion.
The court further substantiated its conclusion by quoting the definition
section of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U. S. C. 3797 (a) (2) (1946),
which reads:

(a) When used in this title, where not otherwise distinctly expressed or
manifestly incompatible with the intent thereof
(2) Partnership and partner. The term "partnership" includes a syndicate,
group, pool, joint venture, or other unincorporated organization, through or
by means of which any business, financial operation, or venture is carried on.
.

.

.

.

The court

seems

to consider the issue of

a

trust

being

a

member of

a

.

.

partner

ship for income tax purposes as determined by Section 3797, supra. Regardless
of the common law as to trusts being members of a partnership, this section
should be used to include trusts, and has been used for that purpose many
Thompson v. Riggs, 175 F. 2d 81 (8th Cir. 1949); Thomas v. Feldman,

times.

(5th Cir. 1946).
emphasizes the fact that capital was a large income producing
factor in the partnership. The trusts had contributed a large portion of that
capital, and consequently the income could be traced directly to the trusts
and was not traceable solely to the efforts of the petitioner.
The question of the possibility of a trust not having the power to be a
member of a partnership was not seriously raised in cases prior to Hanson
v. Birmingham, 92 F. Supp. 33 (N. D. Iowa 1950).
Generally the test applied
the
of
situation
the
economic
has been whether
family group has been sub
and whether the
the
altered
arrangement,
trust-partnership
by
stantially
158 F. 2d 488
The court
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management of the business has continued
test is whether from all the

as

before. Another element of this

circumstances, the agreement, conduct of parties,

control of

income, contribution of services or capital, it can be determined
parties intended to join together in the present conduct of the business,
and whether the partnership was entered into in good faith or merely to
avoid taxes. This test has developed from the "family partnership" cases and
has been applied to situations where a member of the family is the beneficiary
of a trust which is a member of the partnership. Commissioner v. Culbertson,
337 U. S. 733 (1949); Maiatico v. Commissioner, 183 F. 2d 836 (D. C. Cir.
1950); Rose v. Commissioner, 65 F. 2d 616 (6th Cir. 1933).
In Hanson v. Birmingham, supra, the court declared as a matter of law
that a trust could not be a member of a partnership for income tax purposes.
This case appears to be the exception, but exhibits an approach to the funda
mental question involved. If it is impossible for a trust to be a member of
a partnership the test outlined above is academic.
The court in the Birming
ham case, moreover, discussed the possibility of a trust being a member of
a partnership at common law. The conclusion is that no such relationship ever
existed and none could exist. The reasons assigned are: (1) A partnership
is based on a contractual relationship and the trust corpus cannot contract.
The trustee can contract but the trustee and not the trust will be bound. (2)
A partnership is predicated upon in personam liability which is unlimited.
When a trust is a partner the liability is limited to the res, i.e., the trust corpus.
(3) It is an attempt to fit property held in a representative capacity into
a scheme holding property in co-ownership.
that the

The court then considered the effect Section 3797 of the Internal Revenue
Code has upon a trust's power to be a partner. The court reasoned that the
definition section of the Code was not creating new relationships but rather
classifying pre-existing ones. If the section only classifies existing relation

ships,

then reference must be made to the

power of

nize

a

a

trust to enter into

trust

as

a

a

common

partnership. The

partner, therefore

a

law to determine the

common

trust cannot be

a

law did not recog

partner for income

tax purposes.

(a) (2), supra, it appears that Congress
by the term partnership. It is not
apparent that Congress expressly intended to limit partnerships to their com
mon law definitions. The provisions defining the tax liability of the individual
partner do not condition the term in any way. 26 U. S. C. 181 (1946). This
analysis casts doubt upon the court's interpretation of the term "partnership"
as set forth in Hanson v. Birmingham, supra.
If a trust cannot be a member of a partnership for tax purposes some odd
results may be achieved. In the case of a testamentary trust, for example,
where is the tax to be levied? Not on the trust because it cannot participate
in the partnership. Not on the other partners because they cannot receive
the trust's share of the partnership profit. Not on the donor because he is
From

an

expressly

analysis

of Section 3797

states what shall be understood

dead. The trustee receives

no

benefit from the income

so

he should not pay.
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logical
It would
Birmingham
practical
indeed be an injustice to require the petitioner to account for and to pay a
tax upon income paid to the trust, and which he had no right to receive or
seems

and much

use

for his

own

ruling

than the

more

benefit.

one

Further it is

a

case

in the

just

as

case.

cardinal rule of income tax law to tax

the income where it is earned. Here the trust earned the income.
WILLIAM L.
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petitioner brought this action under the Federal Tort Claims Act as
Rudolph Feres, a serviceman, who perished by fire in the
barracks at Pine Camp, New York, while on active duty with the United
States armed forces. The petition alleged negligence in quartering the dece
The

the executrix of

dent in barracks known

or

which should have been known to be unsafe and

failing to maintain an adequate fire watch. The District Court dismissed
the complaint on the ground that it was not within the purview of the Act.
The Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, affirmed. Held, the government is not
liable under the Federal Tort Claims Act for injuries to servicemen arising
out of or in the course of activity incident to military service. Feres v. United
States, 71 Sup. Ct. 153 (1950).
Prior to 1949 the majority of the cases held that there was no tort liability
attached to the federal government in regard to its servicemen under the
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, 60 Stat. 842, 28 U. S. C. � 921
et seq. (1946), as amended, 28 U. S. C. �� 1291, 1346, 1402, 1504, 2110,
2401, 2411, 2412, 2671-2680 (Supp. 1948). The primary reason for this
view was that the Act in itself was not sufficient ground for a departure from
the peculiar relationship between the government and its servicemen as
evidenced by previous legislation relating to claims and the elaborate award
and pension system evolved by the government for the exclusive benefit of
its military personnel. United States v. Standard Oil of California, 332 U. S.
301, 305 (1947).
In 1949 the Supreme Court rendered its decision in Brooks v. United
States, 337 U. S. 49. The claims in this case arose while the servicemen
were on furlough and resulted from a collision with an army truck which was
negligently driven. The Court, in allowing the claims, decided that it was the
intention of Congress to include servicemen as possible claimants under the
Act; however, the Court confined its decision to accidents which were nonservice-connected. Consideration of the question of service-connected injuries
in

and deaths

was

Subsequent

reserved for

a

future occasion.

to the decision in the

Brooks case, several claims which

arose
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were introduced into the federal courts.
United States, 177 F. 2d 535 (2d Cir. 1949), the Second Circuit

from service-connected accidents
Feres

v.

affirmed the trial court's dismissal of the action. The same result was reached
by the Fourth Circuit in Jefferson v. United States, 178 F. 2d 518 (4th Cir.
1949). In this case the plaintiff, while in the army, was required to undergo
abdominal operation. Several months later, and after discharge, the
an
plaintiff underwent another operation and a G. I. towel was discovered and
removed from his stomach. However, in Griggs v. United States, 178 F. 2d
1 (10th Cir. 1949), the Tenth Circuit held that the complaint, which alleged
that while on active duty the decedent met his death because of negligent
medical treatment by army surgeons, stated a cause of action under the Act.
In view of the conflict among the circuits and the reservation in the Brooks
case, supra, the Supreme Court granted certiorari in all three cases and de
cided them together. The Court, in addition to affirming the decision in the

Feres case, affirmed the
supra. Thus, while the

Jefferson
Supreme

case, supra, and reversed the Griggs case,
Court has ruled that application of the

maxim, expressio unius est exclusio alterius, enables servicemen, under cer
tain circumstances, to benefit from the Act, it has also determined that appli
cation of the maxim will allow recovery only for those accidents which are
non-service-connected.
The basis of the Supreme Court decision

can

be viewed in two parts: the

purpose of the Act and the peculiar relationship between the government and
its military personnel. In regard to the first point, the Court, at page 156 in

the instant case, said:
should be construed to fit, so far as will comport with its words,
into the entire statutory system of remedies against the Government to make
a workable, consistent and equitable whole.
This Act

.

.

.

When the Tort Claims Act is viewed in this light, and when it is related to the
purpose of the Legislative Reorganization Act, 60 Stat. 812 (1946), "... to
provide for increased efficiency in the legislative branch of the Government",
the purpose of the Tort Claims Act, which was a part of the Reorganization

Act, appears more evident. Its purpose was not to create new causes of
action but to submit to adjudication those claims which would have been
enforced subject to the grant of consent to be sued. This brings us to the
second point, the relationship between the government and its servicemen.
Under the Military Claims Act, 57 Stat. 377 (1943), as amended 31 U. S. C.
� 223b (1946), the Secretary of War was permitted to make payments in
certain cases of injury or death not incident to military service. Upon passage

Act, the Military Claims Act was expressly repealed. 60
It seems much more probable that the purpose of the
repeal was not to deprive the servicemen of their restricted remedy but to
extend this remedy, in its essence, under the Tort Claims Act. Nevertheless,
this extension of the remedy cannot be regarded as synonymous with an enof the Tort Claims

Stat. 846

(1946).
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largement in the essentials of the same. The essence of the remedy under
the Military Claims Act was that the injury or death was not incident to
military service.
When Congress passed the Tort Claims Act that body was not and had not
been beseiged by private bills on behalf of servicemen. This was due to a
comprehensive system of relief which had been authorized for the servicemen
and their dependants. It was also due to the absence of precedent to sustain
As indicated by the Court at
an action by a soldier against his government.
page 157 of the instant case, even in regard to the states, no case has been
found which has permitted members of a state militia to recover in tort actions
for accidents sustained while in service, and in at least one state the contrary
was held. Goldstein v. State, 281 N. Y. 396, 24 N. E. 2d 97 (1939), cited as
controlling, Farina v. State, 94 N. Y. S. 2d 614 (1950).
The decision of the Court in distinguishing between service-connected and
non-service-connected accidents is a desirable result. It is difficult to believe
that Congress intended a means of redress so radical as to possibly occasion
The entertainment in the federal
a serious disruption of our armed forces.
courts of non-service-connected claims

just

is, by comparison,

a

very tame and

process.
RICHARD

J.

ZANARD

BOOK REVIEWS
SELECTED ESSAYS ON FAMILY LAW� Compiled and Edited by a Committee
of the Association of American Law Schools. The Foundation Press, Inc.,
Brooklyn, N. Y, 1950. Pp. xv, 1122. $9.50.

The purpose of a collection of legal essays should be to acquaint the
reader with the development and status of the law of the particular
subject. The aim of the editors should be to present an accurate survey

instance, family law.
Such accuracy necessitates an approach from several different points
of reference. The origin, history, present status and probable future
of

a

specific legal field,

in this

progress of the law should be reflected in the articles selected. If ap
propriate, the system under discussion should be compared with systems

used elsewhere.

Once this

selectivity has been properly exercised the
by the scholarship and intrinsic merit of

value of the book is measured
each article.
On this basis it

seems

to

me

that the

compilers

and editors of

Selected Essays On Family Law have been very successful. The selec
tion is

good and the scholarship extremely high.

No lawyer, law pro
law student who reads this book can fail to increase his
appreciation of the law of the family.
A glance at the titles listed will serve to illustrate the wide coverage
of the book. Random examples are: The Family and Its Functions,
Ogburn; The Encyclical on Christian Marriage, Pope Pius XI, 31 De
cember 1930; Eugenics or Euthenics, Cook; Nullity of Marriage in

fessor

or

Canon Law and

English Law, Scott; Torts Between Persons in DomesRelations, McCurdy; A Survey of Blood Group Decisions and
Legislation in The American Law of Evidence, Maguire; The Myth of
the Innocent Spouse, Bradway; Extent of Parent's Duty of
Support,
Anonymous Comment; Extraterritorial Divorce Williams v. North
Carolina II, Lorenzen.1
The sociologist, historian and lawyer can
each find something of benefit in one of these articles. And this
rep
resents roughly one-seventh of all the titles included.
The articles are interesting and informative
and are reproduced
with the original footnotes. In addition each chapter ends with a
sup
plemental bibliography. This combination makes the book an invaluable
research tool for anyone considering work in this field.
tice

�

�

1

Associations of American Law Schools, Selected Essays

230, 396, 712, 937, 1070,

1100

(1950).
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impression of excellence is, however, marred by editorial
errors, most of them fortunately of a trivial nature, e.g., spelling mis
takes, transposed words, repeated sentences, etc. One is of quite serious
nature. The last article in the book purports to be, Principles of A
Modern Uniform Divorce Law2 by Wood, but after approximately a
page of material consonant with this title the reader inexplicably finds
himself deep in the rights created under a Trademark Act. The article
then concludes with a page defining the meaning of "incontestable" as
The overall

unidentified Trademark Act. This ridiculous business
an article the compilers and editors thought
deprives
add insult to injury the usual bibUographical
of
inclusion.
To
worthy
material is omitted since the book ends at this point. All in all the

used in the

same

the reader of

compiling

seems

As in all

reader will take

caliber than the

to have been of much

cases

of "Selected

higher
Essays", on

whatever

editing.
subject, every

to the omission of certain articles and the

exception

inclusion of others. This is

fault of readers

a common

everywhere and
Essays on

should not be allowed to obscure the fact that Selected

Family Lam is a work of great merit. The Association of
Law Schools, through one of its committees, has rendered a
service to the legal profession.
LEO A.

American
very real

HUARD*

MINIMUM STANDARDS OF JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION�Edited by
Arthur T. Vanderbilt. The Law Center of New York University for the
National Conference of Judicial Councils, New York, N. Y., 1949. Pp. xxxii,
752. $7.50.

This volume, one of
National Conference of
2

a

series1 published under the

Judicial Councils,

is

a

auspices of the
of
the extent to
survey

Id. at 1116-1118.

*

Professor of Law, Georgetown University School
Georgetown Law Journal.
1

of

Law, Faculty Adviser, The

The other books which make up the series are: Pound, Organization of Courts (1915) ;
Haynes, The Selection and Tenure of Judges (1944) ; Pound, Appellate Procedure in Civil
Cases (1941) ; Orfield, Criminal Procedures from Arrest to Appeal (1941) ; Orfield,
Criminal Appeals in America (1939); Warren, Traffic Courts (1942). The jacket of the
seventh book, Minimum Standards of Judicial Administration, states that the purpose
of the Judicial Administration Series is to: ".
help to promote a better, more efficient
judicial system; to improve the present and advise as to the future, by presenting perti
nent, timely discussions of important subjects, based on researching the past and offering
concrete suggestions as to future improvements in our judicial system.''
2 Chief
Justice, Supreme Court of New Jersey.
.

.
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which the standards of the American Bar Association for improving the
administration of justice have been accepted throughout the country.
Arthur T. Vanderbilt,2 the book's editor, states in the introduction that:
One of the strangest phenomena in the law is the general indifference of the
legal profession to the technicalities, the anachronisms, and the delays in our
procedural law.3

perusal of the book's contents convinces the
lawyers who have combined their judicial and
in
talents
a tremendous undertaking to suggest effective
professional
methods to ".
overhaul and refurbish the machinery of the adminis
tration of justice."4 As long as such undertakings continue cases like
Jarndyce and Jarndyce5 cannot happen here.
The American Bar Association has frequently shown a great interest
in procedural reform. In 1937 a group of eminent judges and lawyers
in the Section of Judicial Administration6 began the task of formu
lating recommendations to improve the administration of justice. The
fruits of this endeavor consist of seven committee reports.7 Later the
American Bar Association established a special committee to promote
the program adopted by the Association. It was decided to make a
factual survey "... which would make clear to lawyers and laymen
alike the extent to which each state was measuring up to the minimum,
practical standards of judicial administration."8 This book followed and
is, in the main, a reflection of the degree of acceptance of each recom
mendation, state by state.
Justice Vanderbilt has divided the volume into ten chapters includ
ing: (1) Judicial Selection, Conduct and Tenure; (2) Managing the
Business of the Courts; (3) Rule Making The Judicial Regulation
of Procedure; (4) The Selection and Service of Juries; (5) Pretrial
Conferences; (6) Trial Practice; (7) Trial Courts of Limited Jurisdic-

However, only

a

casual

reader that there

.

are

.

�

3

Vanderbilt, Minimum

Standards of Judicial Administration xvii (1949).
Pollitt, Defeat of Justice, 23 Fla. L. J. 118, 122 (1949).
5
Charles Dickens, Bleak House (Cambridge University Press 1867). But see Brennan,
The Menace of Jarndyce and Jarndyce, 39 W. Va. L. Q. 279 (1933).
6
Headed by Chief Justice John J. Parker of the United States Court of Appeals
4

for the Fourth Circuit.
7

Approved by

the American Bar Association at its annual

meeting

in

Cleveland, Ohio,

in 1938.

The reports deal with the following subjects: (1) Judicial Administration; (2)
Pretrial Procedure; (3) Trial Practice; (4) Trial by Jury Including Selection of Jurors;

(5) Law of Evidence; (6) Appellate Practice; and (7) Administrative Agencies and Tri
bunals.
8

Vanderbilt,

Minimum Standards of Judicial Administration xxvi

(1949).
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tion: Traffic Courts and Justice of the Peace Courts; (8) The Law of
Evidence; (9) Appellate Practice; and (10) State Administrative
Agencies and Tribunals. Each chapter is prefaced by the recommenda
tion of the American Bar Association upon the point and contains an
illuminating discussion of the problem involved with numerous refer
ences to statutes, leading cases, legal periodicals and other pertinent
materials. Sixty-two maps aid immeasurably in determining how far
a particular standard has been accepted and where each state stands
each recommendation in relation to the other states.

on

ascertain the

posals

one

adoption of the several pro
reasoning
must consult the appropriate sections of the seven com

mittee reports printed in the appendix.9
It is recognized as fundamental that
law will work

adjective
just and

if the

devoted

officers

even

of

the

Justice Taft

an

well if the

reasonably
lawyers who practice before

clients.10 But there is
Chief

In order to

that led to the

them

competent and

are

representatives of their
improvement in procedural law.11 As

court,

room

well

antiquated system of
judges are able and

as

for

as

stated:

If

one were asked in what respect we have fallen furthest short of ideal
conditions in our government, I think we would be justified in answering
that it is our failure to secure expedition and thoroughness in the enforcement
of public and private rights in our courts.12
.

.

.

Minimum Standards

of Judicial Administration recognizes the exist
in
deficiencies
ing
adjective law and offers a workable solution to many
of the major problems of vital importance to litigants in this country.
The proposals contained therein are, in the words of the book's dis

tinguished editor, ".
tive in actual practice
.

.

measures

which have

proved themselves effec

in

forward-looking jurisdictions.
(they) deal
with minimum standards of practical application and not with some
thing academic or Utopian."13 Therefore, the book demands our at
.

.

.

tention.
THOMAS
9

In addition to

these reports the

recommendations of the Committee

appendices include
on

Administrative

a

summary

Agencies

H.

WALL*

of conclusions and

and Tribunals

reported

Judicial Administration in 1939 and a report on traffic courts and
justices of the peace, as approved by the American Bar Association in 1940.
10
See Scott and Simpson, Cases on Judicial Remedies 920 (2d ed., 1946).
11 The literature on
this topic is voluminous. See Pollitt, Defeat of Justice, 23 Fla.
L. J. 118, 124 n. 17 (1949).
12
Vanderbilt, Minimum Standards of Judicial Administration 502 (1949).
the Section of

to

13
*

Id. at xxviii.

Attorney, Federal Communications Commission.
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HUGO BLACK�Charlotte Williams.
1950. Pp. vii, 208. $3.50.

The Johns

Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Md.,

The years of Justice Black's service on the
perhaps the most tumultuous in our judicial

Supreme Court have been
history. The purpose of
is
to
how
this
Williams'
book
show
Miss
justice has influenced juristic
In
these
its
years.
thought during
presentation of Justice Hugo Black,
this book might be called a hybrid. Miss Williams does not portray
Justice Black as an individual with a private life, as Catherine Drinker
Bowen presented Justice Holmes in Yankee from Olympus. To this
extent Hugo Black is not a biography in the traditional sense. On the
other hand, Justice Black is not portrayed purely by an analysis of
his opinions, as was Justice Stone in Samuel J. Konefsky's Chief Justice
Stone and the Supreme Court. Miss Williams has traced Justice Black's
political career and social background in so far as they affected his
judicial thinking. Primary emphasis, however, is placed on his social
philosophy as evidenced by his judicial pronouncements.
Approximately the first third of the book is devoted to the circum
stances preceding and attending his appointment to the Supreme Court
in 1937. Brief treatment is given his background in Alabama, includ
ing his experience as a police court judge in Birmingham, his years of
private practice and his subsequent election to the United States Sen
ate. His service in the Senate is then related, with particular emphasis
on his support of the "Court Packing Plan" and his activity on con
gressional investigating committees. The controversy over his appoint
ment to the Supreme Court, including the furor raised over the issue
of his alleged former membership in the Ku Klux Klan, is treated in
detail and is well documented with excerpts from publications of that
time.

The remainder of the book is devoted to a discussion of the position
which Justice Black has taken on the many important issues which have
faced the Court during his period of service. A clear picture is given
of his philosophy and legal views on such issues as the proper balance
in the relationship between the federal and state governments, the
and obligations of organized labor, the function of the adminis
trative agency and individuals' rights. A comparison of Justice Black's
position with that of the other members of the Court on these issues is

rights

illustrated by tabulation.
Two

its

outstanding qualities of Hugo Black are its literary style and
impartiality. The book is quite readable. The layman as well as
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the student of law will

appreciate the facility of writing. Miss Williams
writes in short sentences; her thoughts are presented singly, and are not
wrapped in dependent clauses.
The author has succeeded in presenting an unbiased picture of
Justice Black. The picture is convincing by virtue of the fact that she
portrays his weaknesses and inconsistencies as well as his strengths. His
decisions, like those of any justice, are not the product of logic alone.
His past experiences, his personal biases and his emotions play a part
in forming his opinions. The author recognizes this fact and permits
the reader to draw his own conclusions about the "rightness" of Justice
Black's decisions. Miss Williams' purpose is not to immortalize Justice
Black, but to show the extent of his influence on judicial thought. This
book is recommended to all persons, both laymen and lawyers, who are
interested in the legal views and the social philosophy of this influential
member of the Supreme Court.
HUGH M.

DURHAM*

NATURAL LAW INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS�University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Ind., 1950. Pp. 137. $2.00.

Press,

This volume is the third of

a series of reports on the sessions of the
This Institute, founded by the University of
Notre Dame in 1947 and conducting annual sessions, has a twofold
objective: one, the examination of the history of the Natural Law doc
trine and the clarification of its true basis; two, an adequate restate
ment of that doctrine in the light of modern problems. At a time when

Natural Law Institute.

the human

personality is in such dire need of salvation from the frus
engendered by its own denial of the true principles of morality
and their natural ends, the attainment of this objective is much to be
desired. The Institute, in recognition of the truth that the Natural Law
tration

is

a

rule of action imbedded in the very nature of man, invites the
men of all beliefs for the fulfillment of its purpose.

con

tributions of

At the 1949

van,1

session, four distinguished authorities, Richard O'SulliCorwin,2 Stephan Kuttner,3 and Carlo P. Romulo,4

Edward S.

*

Member of the

1

Master of the

Virginia

Bar.

Bench, Middle Temple, London, since 1940; K. C., 1934; Member of
1939; Chairman, Regional Advisory and Home
Office Advisory Committee, 1939-1945; Recorder of Derby, since 1938; Lecturer in
Common Law at University College, and at the Eons of Court, London; Honorary Secre
tary of the Thomas More Society, London.
the General

Council of the Bar since
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discussed the relation between the Natural Law and Common Law,
Constitutional Law, Canon Law and International Law respectively.
The purpose of all four essays is to illustrate the inexorable entwinement of the Natural Law with the development of these great bodies

positive law. Of necessity,
separately.

of

the papers of each contributor will be

reviewed

NATURAL

LAW AND THE

COMMON

LAW

The approach in this lecture is essentially an historical one. The
author in outline form, and in a most engaging style, traces the devel
opment of natural law concepts in the Common Law from the Norman
Conquest to the present. The first period in this development runs
from the Conquest to the ascent of Henry VIII to the throne. In this
period, we see the maturity of that system of law "whose deepest

foundations and latent principles are laid in the philosophy of Christian
jurisprudence and of natural law."5 The first threat' to the continued
existence of the Common Law as thus developed arises in the reign of
Henry VIII with the passage of the Reformation Statutes. Implicit in
these statutes, the author asserts, was the new theory of the Omnipo
tence of

Parliament, i.e., the theory that Parliament is not controlled in
its discretion and consequently its acts, however morally unjust, must
be obeyed. Although in theory this view still exists, in practice it has
subsided in recognition of the reality that there is no sense in passing
laws unless it is reasonably certain that they will be supported and can
be enforced. The remainder of this paper is devoted to a discussion
of the reassertion of Natural Law concepts in the Common Law of

England
2

and the

subsequent

Emeritus Professor of

inheritance of that law

by

America.

Jurisprudence, Princeton, New Jersey; formerly Visiting Pro
Science, Yenching University, Peiping, China; Advisor on Constitu
tional Questions, Public Works Administration, 193S; Special Assistant to the Attorney
General of the United States, 1937; Author of The Twilight of the Supreme Court; The
Constitution and What It Means Today; The President: Office and Powers; Total War
and the Constitution; Liberty Against Government.
3
Professor of the History of Canon Law, Catholic University of America; formerly Re
search Associate, Vatican Library; Honorary Consultant, Library of Congress.
4
President, General Assembly of the United Nations; formerly Secretary of Informa
tion and Public Relations, and Secretary of Public Instruction in the Cabinet of the
Philippines; Resident Commissioner of the Philippines to the United States, 1944; Aidede-Camp to General of the Armies Douglas MacArthur, 1944; author of I Saw the Fall
of the Philippines; Mother America; My Brother Americans; See the Philippines Rise.
5
Natural Law Institute Proceedings 44 (1950).
fessor of Political
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the historical

approach of Mr. O'Sullivan sacrifices any ex
discussions, there can be no criticism on that account.
For, what is the Common Law but the judicial expression of the history
of man's attempt to find a satisfactory rule of conduct for the society in
which he lives? The assertion that this pursuit is of the very nature

Although

tensive doctrinal

of the Common Law and that the excellence of that system has varied
according to its proximity with the principles of the Natural Law is, in
essence, the contribution of Mr. O'Sullivan to the 1949 session of the

Institute.
NATURAL LAW AND CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

perhaps the most eminent au
today, should be read by every
thority
student of our jurisprudence. In a clear and penetrating style Mr. Corwin
has, in a few short pages, given us a broad yet profound analysis of
the philosophical history of our governmental system. In outline form
This address, delivered
on

we

by

one

who is

American Constitutional Law

may summarize the content of his paper as follows:
are two elements of American Constitutional Law:

There

element, which is the power of
court to determine the validity of

active

(1)

the

the power of

judicial review, i.e.,
legislative acts in relation to a
which
is
as
law
higher
regarded
being binding on both the legislature
and the court; (2) the passive element, which is that higher law. Before
there were any constitutions in this country the Natural Law, natural
rights tradition constituted this second element. With the adoption of
the written constitution there arose a new theory of judicial review as
something based on that document. Under this theory the legislative
power is subject to no restraints save those imposed upon it by the Con
stitution, no rights are recognized and protected save those guaranteed
by the Constitution. The latter view was ultimately affirmed as the
basis of our judicial review. But, the Natural Law, natural rights con
cept did not thereupon disappear from our jurisprudence. On the con
trary, it was infused into the documentary Constitution itself by the
vehicle of judicial decision. Witness the substantive doctrine of due
process of law and the doctrine that the Obligation of Contracts Clause
protects public contracts.
Not to be overlooked is Mr. Corwin's comparison of the traditional
Natural Law concept and the modern concept of an evolutionary
Natural Law as advocated by Spencer, Sumner et al. The author makes
a

no

attempt

to conceal his

preference

for the former.

In conclusion the author estimates the indebtedness

of American
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Constitutional Law to Natural Law for its development in the field
of

private rights

as

"vital and
NATURAL

Mr. Kuttner introduces

us

well-nigh all-comprehensive."6

LAW AND CANON LAW

to his

subject

with

a

brief outline of the

nature of Canon Law and then determines the functional relation of

Natural Law to Canon Law. Canon Law presupposes, includes and
perfects the Natural Law; for both are parts of divine law. The Natural
Law is merely that part of divine law which, without requiring super
natural revelation, is within the comprehension of human reason.
In determining the functional relation between divine Natural Law
and divine
erroneous

rules.

positive law, Mr. Kuttner cautions the reader against the
assumption that the Natural Law is a code of hard and fast

On the contrary, he asserts, the science of Natural Law deals
cannot be construed in an abstract fashion.

with human acts and

Whether

a

concrete situation is

number of

just or unjust under the Natural Law
considerations, e.g., the object of the act, the

depends
circumstances, and the end of the agent. Thus "the more the law pro
vides for the contingency of the unforeseen by a flexible rule the closer
it will be to Natural Law."7 In this respect Canon Law is singularly
close to Natural Law, for the unique feature of Canon Law is its pro
vision for dispensation from the ius commune in urgent cases.
The author then briefly reviews the express mentions of the Natural
on a

Law in the Code of Canon Law and concludes therefrom that it is
in the spirit of the Canon Law as a living force that the functioning of

the Natural Law must be grasped. Mr. Kuttner's paper is very read
able. The orderliness of his style lends itself to a clear understanding
of the basic nature of a subject too often neglected by the Catholic

lawyer.
NATURAL LAW

AND

INTERNATIONAL

LAW

Mr. Romulo is

This address of the distinguished
directly solely to a
discussion of the present world problems confronting the United
Nations Assembly and a proposal of adherence to Natural Law princi
ples as a solution of them. We are told that we cannot have lasting
peace in the world until we have established a system of just law which
shall be universally accepted and applied. The author then discusses
the efforts of the United Nations toward the formulation of such
6

Id. at 79.

7

Id. at 10S.

a

sys-
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significant of these efforts is the International Cove
Rights which is now being formulated to give the legal
sanction of positive law to man's fundamental rights.
Mr. Romulo ventures the opinion that the destructive power of mod
ern weapons has done away with any margin of safety man may have
enjoyed in waging prior wars. He believes that this development has
made war obsolete and is driving us to the realization that some form
of Christian order is the only salvation of our civilization. In conclusion
the author asks, "... may we not say that the practical application of
and adherence to
Christian teaching in International relations

tern

nant

of law.

[Vol.

Journal

on

Most

Human

.

Christian doctrine and the law of God

.

.

.

.

.

has become

a

sine qua

non

of the survival of mankind?"8
With all

confidence,

tute has been

a

we

profitable

may say that this

year's
GEORGE

8

Id. at 128.

session of the Insti

one.
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